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LEGAL ND. JURISDICTIONAL. COMPONENTS"
OF P BLEMt ARISING IN.THE DELIVERY
OF CERTAIN'CHILD.WELFARE SERVICES

TO-fiRESERVATION-INDIANS

Introduction --
4

*The pregentsyste fOr the.delivery'of'child welfare serv-

ides to reservation'In ans cOntainS, many issues of concern to

responsible federal and state government employees, and to In-
s.

dians. -The issues ddentified by the field research frequently

center on questions*of the proper respective spheres-of authoritY-,

of the governmental unitS.involved -- federal, state, local, and

Indian..
1

Perspective and an understanding of the present system-can.

best be gained by an -examination of the historical development of
).,

this nation's" policy toward Indians. The current system is an out-

growth of the vigorously debated, and%often contr 'ctory, notions

of the past defining the Indians' position in American society. We

there'fore begin out report with a Limmary of the historical devel-

opment of the legal status of tribal Indians in.the United States

(Section I).
-

The report then examines: Indian tribaijCourts and legal. :

systems (Section II); the current structure of child welfare pro-
k

.

grams for reservation Indians'from a legal perspective (Section

Urn the basic legal problems flowing from the overlay of a fed-

erally funded, state administered child Welfare.sYStem on .the three

governmental units (Indian, state and local)concerned (Section

IV); retent.attempts at solutions of.the proolems (tectAon V).; and

the legal implications of.selected alternatives to he present

system (Section VI).



I. THE.HISTORICAt DEVELOPMENT OF isHE LEGAL',STAT6S.,;
- OF TRIBAL INDIANS IN TH'E UNITED STATES':,

---7-IndianribeS-as-Governmentel Units--

The American, tribal Indian.Ap possesSed-of A legal statue. '....,,,
f

unique Among the distinct groups composing put society. Briefly
.

put, American: tiibal.Indians ketain many of the attributes of,

-.'sovereignty evailabre only to formall"recOgnized governmental

units, such.as states or political. subdivisi'ons'of states: *These
o'

'powers include the right to adopt and operate under a forth.of
A

.government of their'own. choosing, to define their.tribal member-
'4

ship, to regulate the dbmeitiCrelations of members, to tax, to

,°- control,,the condtct of theit,thembers by tribal legislation, end to

inister justice through their own-tribal court Slistem.

'The reasonS for this unique legal status go'back, to the

earliest,days of the arrival of European,settlets in North America.

The, governing bodies of the various European.settlements concluded

joithal 'treaties with the gPverning bodies of Indian tribes before

the United States came into,being. The'edoption of the United

-States Constitution reserved the responsibility of dealing witht!3
,

.Iddien tribes solely tothe federal government, ander Article I,'

.§,B, clause'3 (regulating commerce with Indian tribes) and under
.

.

Article II, § 2, clause 2 (the treaty-Making power).

ThiS\faCt,is of 'crucial'significanop in the development of

the legal status of Indian tribes,' for it.is t/ he source of tWo'

major controlling legal pr,i.nciples: (1) the fedetal government,

and,nOt the sepatate states, is the.ultimate arbiter of'the legal

status of tribel Indians throngh actSof Congreas and (2).the use/

/ of treaties,as a mode of deal4ing-with tribal Indians establishes.'

the aspects of sovereignty previously described in the tribe:

Indeed; the gener41 Welfare Obligatiom of the federal goy-
'

ern:pent under the treaties are often regardeOpy 'the tribes as

.

continuing .tO the present dey and not.extinguished by subsequent .

Acts ot Congtess. oFor example, it has been argued,that the treaty

8
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langUage by wh_yh the,federal government assumed responsibility

'!' .

.. :,
,

, ,
.

the "welfare" of,certain_tribes,has not 'been.,sWSfied by later
. .._

Acts of capgress setting up the broad welfare programs of the,SOc--
. ,

ial Security Act., From the viewpoint of virtually all federal and.
. .

.

. . .

state administrator's of Social%Security Act programs, it;is:assumed

..w. .
.

thaLAhe Acts and prOgrams.satisfy the general welfare treaty ob-',

ligations of the federal government: We have found no case law
\ \

.,,

precisely on point, but we regard these opposing views as illus-
.., __ *

trative of the differing results'One'can reach in analyzing.a prob-
..L;

lem, depending on the initial approach to it.

,

Vle United States Supreme Cqurt, as the final authority of

determining-the legal meaning of the federal. Constitution', defined

the broad, princiPles Of federal, 'state and tribalgvernmental.

authority in two landmark decisionin the early years of the
\.

United States in Cherokee Nation v.' Georgia
1

and Worcester v.

Georgia. 2

In Cherokee Nation, the Supremd-/bourt Considered the valid-

ity of Georgia state laws.inCorporating Indian ,iands.into. existing

_

state counties, forbiddipg the Cherokee to,engage:in political
---'.

Activtiet, and asserting contr mer-Whe 'could pass into or.
(--,._/

.

fthrough'the tribal'lands.. The.Court-foun "it had. no jurisdic-

../. .
- -

tion to pass on-the major question,5but,the..significant -langUage
.

. ,

. . .

cf the Court directed to describing the Cherokee Sationts legal.

^ V ,

. .
.

, .

.
and.governmental status called it domestic dependent nation

.
.

.
. .

This dictum has retained significant force eve;sinceas a des.--

I
-7.---- cription ofthe:aelf-governing-Siatus,rof7=tribal_Indians.

. ,

:, eIn Worcester; the Supreme Court establish d the.principle

,
. o

of federal plenary power over the regulation of.Indian affaira.
-. ,, .

, , ,--

It held unconstitutional Georgia state laWs regulaangthe

1 '30 U.S. (5 Pet.) 1 (1831).

2 31 (6 Pet.) 350 (1832).

3 30 U.S. (5 Fet.) 1,12.

71,i.-L,
1
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residence.of non-Indiana on tribal ands, thus precluding the exer-

cise of state power in this area. Chief Justice,Marshall further
.

delivered, in 'dictum, the classic formulation of the theOry under-
.

1.ying the principle of Indian sov'ereignty:

, The Indian nations had always been considered as
distinct, independent, political communities, retain-
,.

ing their Original,natural,rights, as the undisputed
possessors of'the soda, from time immemorial, with,the
single exception of that impoSed by irreSistible:power,
which excluded'themjrom intercourse with'any other Euro-

4 peen potentate than the first discoverer of the coaat of
the particular region claimed; and this:was a restriction
which those European. potentates'imposed- on themselves,
As well as' on the Indians. The very term "hation," So
generally.applied to. Oem, means ra people distihct
from others." The Constitution, by declaring treaties
aiready aede, aswell as those-te,be made, to be the
tupreme law'of the land, has adoated and .sanctioned the-
'previous treaties with the Indian nations, and conse-
'quently, admits their rank qmong those powers who are
capable of making treaties.40

. . . the settled doctr4ne of the laW of nations
is, that a wea)Cer power does.not surrender its i,nde-
pendence -- its right to. self-government -- by assoc-
,iating. with a spronger, and taking.its,protection. A
weak state, in,o er to provide for its safety, may :

place itself under he protection of one more powerful,
-Without stripping iself of the ritght of government,
and ceasing to be a state..

The-Cherokee nation, then, is a distinct commun-
ity, occupying its own.4territork, with boundaries
accurately described, in which theaawa of Gekgia
cantheve no, force, and.which the citizens of Georgia
have mo.right tp entei, but'with the, assent of the
Cheokeea tillemselv,es, or in conformity with treaties,
and with the.acts of Congress.q.

Thus we find clear indiCations of the federal. Congress'

:-'plenary po er in dealing with:tribal Indians,'ang of the aspects
,

'';
.

. -
'of.self-gclvernment and sovereignty in the tribes,t.from the'ear-

-

-L--liett days in'our federal ConstitUtion'and in 'United States Sup-.;

xeme Cqurt decisions anterpreting,the 'Constitution...The ,final
'.

actor in thejliatorical- definition of,tribal Indian legal'status '
-

was the United Statea dongress. It continued to reccagnize the
4e1 .'911

' 4 31 U.S. (6 Pet.)eSt 379.

431' U.S. (6 Pet.1' at 380.

6 31 U.S. (6 Vet.) at 380. .10
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Attributes of tribal sovireignty by dealing with various tribes
. . , -r- \

through, treaties, s-.it embarked upon a poliay of reMovihg tribes
...

,to the West. In 1871, Congress .ended the practice of making

treaties.7.

These are the' major.historical determinants'of the,self-

governing powers of indian tribes. Further.discussion.of the cur-,

rent limits of tribal sovereignty is detailed below, but it is

necessAry to recognize the principle at the outset.-- American

Indian tribes have subitantial powers of self-government whiCh.

establish the tribes as an additional level'of government-inthe

United.States system, which is generally viewed as having Only
a.

two tiers -- federal And state.. This is the'root cauie of most
4

of the'legal and jurisdictional issueS identified by this study.

Federal Legislation Expressing-Policy Toyards Indians
4

The difficulty of incoiporating an additional,leiel. of

government ih the administration of general social PoliCies,'

througha federalstate system, encountered:in theTresent struc-

ture for the delivery of. child welfare .services to eservation

Ihdians, is further compounded by the inconsistent expressions

of broad federal Indian.policy.

Congress has responded to policy notions oVer the years

,by enacting legislation which vacillates between thecontradid-

.tory goals Of separatipn or assimilation for Indians. As one

would expect from thiS patte'rn Of policy, the federl laws have
6

A,
nOt wiped,the slate clean with each'swihg of.the pendulum,'thus

trN.

leaing remnants of laws at variance.with Policy directions sub7
, 401-

sequently taken.' It isnecessary to review thE major expres-
'

. slops of federaIpoliby towatds Indians, found-in the .laws of

the United States, to understand the present.complex body of-
.

r

lawgoverning the status Of.tribal Indiahs !3t

7 Act of March 3, 1871, ch 26, 16 Stat. 54.4.

Seethe excellent_summary.in Comment, The Indian Battle tor
lf-Determination, 5-8 Cal.t:Pev. 445 (1970).

e

4041'
-4 -
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The practice of the Codgress in the early yearS of'Eurd-,,
. .

pean settlement,of the eastern portion of the United States was

generallY-to remove the tribés.even furtherWest, clegily express-
. .

,

ing a policy of separation; Bowever, shortlY after the treaty-

.makingpractice4was ended in 1871, Congress begarbto'enact legis-

'lation which embodied the goals of assimilation of indias into

, American civilization.

.TheUnited States Supreme Court had ruled in-1883 ln Ex
.

..,

Parte Czow bbe that a'federal court'hPd no..jurisdiction to try p

'Sioux Indian for the alleged,murder of. a fellow Indian which oc-
,

curred on reservation.lanas. The 6prignessibnal response to this

decision was the Major Crimes Act of 1885,10 which'gave federaI

couits criminal jurisdiction over certain offenses committed. ;

between Indians on reserVation lands.
.

Shortli thereafter, Congress then passed the.most signif-
.

icant assimilationistaegislation affecting'Indians of the last .

dentury, the General AllOtment'Act of 1887..11 The philosophy'of

thiiact was plainly designed to break up tribal institutions,
r .

as'it gave the Chief Executive the authoiity to caUse reserva-
.

tion lands to be Oivided .and7individual f)atcels of land to be
7

given to the tribaj. individuals, eventually t6 become patented to'

the Indian allOttee. At that timethe Indian 'was to becbme a
0

citizen fully subject to the ordinary jurisdiction.of the staee.

: .

4. To a grett extent,ithe assithfiation and phi.losophy of this act.
1.p. . g .

was; successful,at least in the alienation of tribal lands from
, -

t

their.Indian owners. ,Npproxi,mately niriety'milliOn actes of land

passed,oUt of tribal control during the tenure Of the llotment

9 109 U.S. 556 (1883). .

10 Act of Match 3, 1885,.18 U.S.C. '§ 1153 (1964),
.-

11 'General Allotment Act, ch. 119; 24 Stat..388 (40), as
amended! 25 U.S.C.°S$ 331-416j (1964). V.

4



Tyct.1, Further assimilationist aimt were expressed by Mandatory

school Attendance laws for Inhap children in 1893, at,pain of

withholding rations to Indian families for lack Of compliance.
13

%

The next significant expression of federal Indian polidy,

,fdlloWed.the assimilatiOnist philosophy as well. In 1924, Con-
,

_ .

gress provided that1ndians were to be citizens Of the United

Statls, and Of'the states in which they reside.14

-
The.impact ofthe federal policies described in the laws

just mentioned was far-reaching,-and.bymany accoUnts-i devastating

- in cumulatiVe effect on,Indian tribal life and culture.15

Tor whatever reaSons, federafpolicy towards Indians.toOk.

a sharp turn towards the separi.tism or tribal sovereignty end of.

the Spectrum with the- Wheeler-boward or Indian Reorganization Act,

of 1934.16 The purposes of the bill were variously described as

"to stabilize the tribal organization,
.17 "to allow the.Indian

people-tC take .an actiire and responsible part in the solution of

.. their own problems, "lgand "Itio grant ,t0 Indians living under

Federal tutelage the freedom to organiZe for purposes of local

self-government and economic enterprise. 619

12 Brophy's; Aberle,"The Indian, America's Unfinished Busihess
(1966),. Ninety, million acres is approximately equal to the .
combined ar:aa. of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
Connecticut, Rhode Island, and. three-quarters of New York

State.

13 Act of March 3, 1893, ch. 209, § 1, 27 Stat. 635.

44 Now codified in The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952,
66 Stat. 163.

_

15 .See, for example, the Meriam Report, Institute for Government
Resea'rch, Studies in Admihistration, the Problem of Indian
Administration (1928); Helen Hunt Jackson, A Century of Dis-

honor, 1881.

16 Act of June 18, 1934, ch. 576, S§.1-18,48 Stat. 984, 25

U.S.C. SS 461-79 (1964).

.17 S. Rep. No. f080, 73rd Cong., 2nd Sess. 1 (1934) (By Senator

Wheeler). A

.18 Letter from President Roosevelt, H. R. Rep. No. 1804, 73d
Cong., 2 Sess. 8 (1934).

19 ,H. R. 7902, 73d Cong. 2d Sess.- (1934).



The principle features of the bill ended the practice of

allotment; restored land to tribal ownership, provided for tribal

self-government under tribal constitutionS,.and-were designed to

reduce he need for Bureau of Indian Affairs administra;tion deal-
.

ing with internal Indian affairs.2° - `.
.

.
For the l'ext 20,years, these goals of strengthening tribal '

iestitutions held sway, but in 1953 and 1954; CongreSs rever'sed .

.

'A.ts direction and enscted the'paradigm of,thp,'20th Centu'ry-aSsimi7

,J.lationTst philoiophy, Publicaw 280,-21

Public.Law 280.granted certain named states civil and crim-

indlijurisdiction in Indian country and allowed any other state

wishing tO assert jurisdiction the po'wer to'do so.unilaterally.

The termination acts of 1954 put an end to the special federal,

fOr the tribes specified_and ended all.federal serv-

ices.to those tfibes (Menominee, Klamath, Texas tribes, .end
4

Paiut ).
22 Further, the acts prpvided several ways of disposing,of

tribal lands. pie overall effeCts of these two acts'of Congress .

was to virtually eliminate th6 tribal status Of certain named

Indian tribes, and to allow states to assert civil and criminal' -

authority with respect to all other Indian lands if the states
0

so chose.
O. .

It is.doubtful ILhat any other federal Indian pone}, in 'this
. .- ..

century elicited a stronger negative response from Indians'than
_

. these assimilat0.onist acts. Within 15 years, the'Congress was
, .

"moveclt.o repudiate termination policy and strike a balance between

ZO Zimmerman, The Role of the Bureau of. Indian Affairs Since
1933, 311 Annas 31 (195*7).

"11 Aqt of Aug. 15, 1953, ch. 505, 67 Stat. 588.

22 Act of June 17, 1954, ch. 303, 68 Stat. 250, 25 U.S.C. SS
891-901 (196,4)(Menominee); Act Of Aug. 13, 1954, ch. 32, 68.
Stat. 718.05.U.S.C. S 564 (1964)(Klamath); Act of Aug.43,
1954, chy4:01, 68 Stat. 768, 25 U.S.C. S,721 (1964) (Texas 40
tribes); 'Act of Sept. 1, 1954, ch. 1207, 68 Stat. 1099,, 25'
U.S.C. SS 741-60 (1964) (Paiute).
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assimilationist philosOphY of 1953 and 1954,sand the expressed

esires ofIndiansitu retain control over the-rudimentsck self-
.

,gO;.rernment..2 The'new governmental"policy was eventually charac:-

eriZed:as "Sell-betermination Without Termination:

The'pdlicy was initially marked by permittinT-Indian tribes'.
1

%"p4blic, agencies" to contract with differenedepertments and
*

agencies .of the federal government for programs of aid al)serV-p.

lces.previously airailable only to states and counties: .Greaier

emphasis upon.Indian tribes.' mang their .own.geterminationt-of.
-

whatitheydesired'to do in,5overning theM elves took place. In

addition,, federal funds were increasingly-made aVailable for the

, purpose of capacity buildin4-of Indian tribal governments.
-

This movement,culminated with the Indian Civil Rights Act

25of-1968. This act grants to individual.IndianS vis-a-vis their

tribes many of the Civil liberties guaranteed other American citi-

zens by.the Bill. of RightS, including-freedom of Speech, religion;
.

assembly, and press, and requires due process in Indian tribal-

* '-
Td,this'extent, the Act may be viewed as assimilationist,

,

Termination reached its height during the Eisenhower Acipinis-
tration.ok the 1950's. In:contrast, the 'Nixon Admintstration
'took a strcing.stand against termination. 'In his message;on
Indian affairs, July 13, ;1970, Ptesident Nixdn said:

.

Because terminatiOn is morally and legally unacceptable;
because it produces bad practical results and beCause
the mere threat of termination tends to' discqurage
greater Self-Sufficiency among Indian.groups,. I am ask-
ing the'Congress to pass a new concurrent.resolution-
which would.expressly renounce, repudiate and repeal'.
tbe,,termination policY as.,expressed by the House Concur-
rent Resolution 108 of the 83rd CongresS. This resoiu- .

tion_would±:affIrm_the±integrity;,,Ana. ri ght-ss .to_ctintinued-
existence-U- all Indian-tribes-and-Alaskan-katIve-govern,--=----
ments, recognizing.that cUltural pluralism iea source of
national. strength. . [It mculd] firmfor.the Exe-
cutive Branch. . . that the historic r ationship-:between
the Federal Government ahd the Indian- co Unities cannot be
abridged without the consent of the'Indians. :

24 See e.g., House keport No..93-1600, 93d Congress, 2d Sess.:
"While the, Indian 'new deal' legislation of'the 1930's brought

.sothe measure of Indian'odntrol and Self-govetnment, it fell
7 far short of the current( Administration policy of 'Indian
Self petermination.without Termination'..."- (p.:20)

w 25 Aet ofpApril 11, 1468, Pub. L. No.- 40-284, 82 Stat. 77, 25,
sg 1301-41.



since aspects of the Bill.of Bights are.at undamental variance

with Indian tribal laW. However, the.act also r ognizes certain
-

. .

reSidual powers of tribal self-government, as it gives to.any

.Eribe the-right to reject state assytion of civil' or criminal

jurisdictionoyer tribal lands and members and has served 't6 streng-
'

then tribal'government by,direbting subSequent funding to the'
/

building up of tribal legal institutions. ,
4

P, *

Many of the mbst complex issues concerning the lawful spheres

..,.ofltitibal, state, and federal authority arose during the years 1953
1

to 1968, when certain states chose to assert Various forms of civil
0 -

or criminal jurisdiction over Indians within their boundarieS.

Since 1968, tribal consent may be withheld'from,any such state
.

assertion of jurisdiction, and no tribes have ainC1,Consented:

Detailed 'treatment of this issue will be given laterin this.re-T

liort,Ikut it is certain that the'fiendishli intricate 'Maze of
.,

checketboard jurisdiction existing in many states,. where.tribal

and state authority is a function of land boundaries and the dir

tails of federal and state legislation, is in large part fcAinded

on the complexities of state asse-r-tion of jurisdiction under
4

P. L. 280.1 N

To finish this survey of the changing trends in federal ,

. .

legislation, we-keviewhriefly the Indian Self-Determination Act-
.

of1975.
26 This 1ai4providea that the Secretaries of Health,

Education and Welfare, and,Interior may at the request of an,In-;

.diam tribe contract with the tribe for the disCharge of certain

federal responsibilities, including deliVery Of health services

under the controe'orEhe inaian-Health Service and velfare-serv-

- ices and assistance unly the,control of the Bureau 4I4dian Af-

fairs;.or make-grants to tribes for the purpose of capability"-

building so that the tribes may'undertake sUch contracts. To the

26 Act of January.4, 1975, 88 Stati 2203, 25 U.S.C. §§ 450,
et Aeq.

6
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extent ihat tribes assumd these obligations,-the effect will be'

olstrengthen tribal-se1frgovernment powers. At the time of this

.report,. there .rs r'.1.0 history to shoW how the. Act will.i'nfluence

:state or tribal authoritY, but,,thepoteAial is:clearly'there-
. \.

This, brief summary of,the changing.federal policY towards

Indianb and its effects ow.the'respective-epheres of.authoiity Of

tribal; state, and federal governments shows that pur'country has
,

r settled.on a consistent view of'the,status qg Indians within
. PA

American Society- 'As one would'eXpect, the.periodic'Sttempts:to
.

philosophy changed. To complete the historical review, we now

turn 'to-an examinatf the major judicial efforts to resolve

.lacking in clarity and ake subject to variance ae,the guidirT :

define the limits of each sovereign's authority afesomewhat

.

6

\

..

the jurisdictional limits prescribed or implied by the federal
. .

,legislative' history recounted above.

The.Limits qf 'State, Tribal, and F6dera1 Sovereignty,
,as Shown,by. Judicial Deciaicins r

., There are three governing bodies -- federal, tate -amd

tribal units Whose eovereignty Must be.defined in An analysis

of the legal and jurisdictional componenteof problems,árising

in the delivery of child welfare Services to reservation Indians.
.

. 6

One way to proceed is to exaMine the sphere of authority Of. one of

the.units measured against, any other unit. For the eeds of this

study, thecritical reIationshaps are (1) fhat of the tribe to

theAstate governments and-to the political qubdiVisions. of the

. states, such as counties or regions, and' (2) that of stetes to the.

federal unit when4the federal.unit.acts as a Surrogate for tribal

intereste..
1.

This.statement is not made.to minimize-the significance of

jurisdictionAl.confliots which may arise between tribal units and

1

federal units. However, those conflicts are.tf lesser.importance for

our study becauie the greatmajority Of jurisdictional dispqtee affect

ing the delivery of child welfare services to,tribal Indians arise

-10-
4



, , .

etWeentribes and states Orciounties andibeCause it ds..reasonably

Clear*that the federal gOVernmtant can, by act of dongresa, define

the:-federaltribal telatiOnshi
j: j

.
Tbe analysis of-certain critical attributes of sovekdignty

gerves.kap,ayguideline for.definingrthe_sphere of authority of any. :

government'. Two of the/moSt important%attributes are:

(l) The poWerrto regulate and criminal conduct'

of members of t116.1OMmunity;

(2);.,The130Wer,.to. tax personaiiincome end ereal.prop-

'erty Within thecommunity.,

We have seentihat'Indian tribeS%have-the authority to4egu-:
,

,late domestic relatiOnships between and.among_Members Ofhe In-
.1-

dian(cOwimunity: tribal laws concerning. marriage, divorce,,ihheri-
.

tance,',and the status of children 'are valid'Within the limits of

reservations generally for members-of the Indian'community and

state.-lalas have no effect.27 It is also.the case ,that Indian:iaWS

and codes,,or federal laws, regulate criminal conductbetween

. tribal members on reservation lands( and that state criminal, laws

"dr'cOdes havecno effebt in'the circumStatees. It.must be noted -

immediately liat these,general principles may be suspended,by the.

1NOSsertion, since 1954, of state 'civilor criMinal-jurisdiction
,

under P.1. 280.
'

It is thekefOre'necessary, for various purposes in the

administkation of,the cHild welfare sekvies Progkams- for reser-
.

.vation residenti, to take.account of tribaLlaws.defk4pg,,the'lecial

status Of Inaian parents and children.- As explained and fUrther

detailed in the next section of this report, major practical diffi--
,

culties May arise in obtaining the written records of .tribal colk
:

and coundil pronouncements'on these matters, and this tends to,
'

x

.undermine tribal institutional authority on,these.subjects. HoWever,
. ,

271?4
1 Ex Parte Tiger, 41 S.W. 304 (1908).

18_



legal theory clearly requires Indian law to be controlling:

tbl'respectto the taxing powers, w'substant'al body of

te.law existsvowing to predictably frequent litigat h on this

ointamo.pg states, tribes, and the federal government.

The'first significant decision s The Kansas,Indians,28' de-.

cided by the United States Supreme Court in 1867.' This decision

eld:that a state cou?.d 'not impose a lnd tax on reservation In-1
A

ians',citing the exclusive'jurisdict on of the federal gover'n-

nt,with respect to tribal Indians;_.Real.property ta4esApy the,'

states 011 triballxidian lands are thenefore forbidden, and have-
,

.

nev9r teert of significant.concern in subsequent litigation.

Ilowever,-the hates have attempted_to tali) variou6 Other in-
-0

come sources relate to tribal Indian activities, and the Supreme'

COunt 'has handed down three major.decisions-deiiniAg the limiti of

state ind tribalcowersan the recent past..

Warren Trading Pbst v:'1!irizona Tax Commission2P'involved't e

queition of.whether a state could impose afi incometax on profits gen-
.

erated by the opeiation of a business within an Indian reservation.

'The Court held that the .federaI authority pre-eMpted the fiela, and'

state law Could not validly apply.
»

.Two'Arther clarifications of the respective sOVereigns'
. L.

Tiower in the tax'field Were issued JSY the SUPreme.Court in 1973,

-14estalero Apache Tribe v.I.jones30:and McClanahan sr; Aritona

TaX Commission.31,-The Court held in' Mescaldro that%a state could

impose a sales tax on'a business activity' operated by a tribe on

Offreservationland. In McClanahan', the' court ruled'a estate

could not impose its income tax on an Indian whose entire income

was-generated from reservation sources..

`u° 72 U.S. (5 Wall.) 737 (1867).

29 380 U.S. 685 (1965).

31 411 U.S. 145 11973):

31 411 p.s. 164 11973). 19
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--The reasoning of the codrt;in McClanahan\is uaeful in
, 4 .

:.attempting'te further define the powers of,the state:and the-In-
. 1 .

I

,dian governments, ;because this case isthemost recent United
s=

. .

StatesSupreme.Court'decision diretfy.addressing the question of'
'

tribal.and -state powers. Thfl Court characterizes the:issue as

I

the necessitT 'to"reconcile the plenvy power of.theatatei
* ,

xesidents within.teeir borders With-Eh& semi-autonomous status,of

,indians living On tribal reservation."3 it notes that the
. . .

tribal t6vereignt -doctrine. bad not. remained_ static since: the

-
Wercester case:

.

Finally, thettenci hasbeen- away frOm the idea
of inhenent Indian apvereignty as.a bar to "state
jurisdiction and toward rbliante on kederal:prdt
emption. The modern cdses thus tend to avoid .r -

ance on platonicThotions of Indian soVereign'ty
,to look'instead tO..the applicable treatieS and Stat-
utes which definethe.limits of7state power. ..

: "'

"I The Indian,sovereighty doctrine-is relevant,'
then, not because it'provides a.d&finitiveresolu-,
tion of the issues in this.suit, but becauseit

,proviies a backdrop-against whichthe applicable..
treaties and federal'atatutes, must'beitead. .It
Must always iple remembeidd that the.liarious Indian.
'tribes were once:independent'andaovereiign nations,
and:that:their'Cladm to.soiieteignty long predatei
that. own Government. Indiana today are
AMeriCan 'citizens. They haVe the right to vote, to

.
'use state courts, and they-receive sohe_State serv-

t, ices. -But it is nonetheless still true, as.it was
in,the'laat century, that "Whe relation Of the

'Indian tribes living within the borders of. the
United Statea.' ...[is] .41'4 anomaloua.one and of a
complex character.,. . ...They.:Were; and always'have.

.
been, regarded as-having-a aemi-independent position

.,'when they preserVed their tribal relations; not as '°

'States, not anations, not as podsessed.of the
full attributes of sovereignty, but as a separate ,

A)eopie with.the:power of regulating their internal
.

and,social relations; And thus Iar not,brought
under the laWs of the union,or of the State. within .

whose-limits-theresided.. " ,

I-

P

'This modern view of .the tribal sovereignty.doctrine,
, C 4

.p1Us certain tests formulated by the Supreme Court, lead eko general

guidelines in assessing tribal and state authority.

32 411 U.S. 164, f65.

33 411 U.S. 164, 172, 173(1973).

-13-
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The test most recently used was announced by the court in

Williams v. Lee. 3 4 The issue there was whether a state court had,

jurisdic'tionover a civil debt claim brought by a/trader.for a bal.
. .

ame due.1krOnt-an Indian cUstomer. The'COurt characterized.the test ."

es "whether the.state action infringed on,the right of,reseriration

-Indians to inAke their own'laws and be.ruled by them,"35 if Congress -%

ties not specificalli acted on the-queition involifed. The ruling'

-was that the eribal.court had sole/jurisdiction to hear the case. .

;

Many commentators-have viewed-this test -asvegue sinàe

arguably any. state-action affeeting an Indian infringed on his'

i.
/-0.

right -to be 'ruled by his own laws. It.has further been considered

0 . ,

a dep%turd firom previous case laW in that-it allowed some leeway
-

-for state, action"if Conuress had not acted, thus reversing classical

federal pre-emption doctrine requiring Congress

t'
to the states'before the states could act .

give authority

the'tet has been'applied in certain contexts sug-
,

.

Jesting that where tribal authority has been exercised, such es.by

passage of an ordinance or by creation-of a.tribal institution for,

dealing with specified issb.es, the tribal .authority has pre-empted.

.th'at of the state and MuSt be controlling. For example, in State,

- ,sx rel.-Merrill.v. Turtle36 a federai.appeals court-held state of-.

.

Jficials could,not extradite an Indian fugitive kanother state

where a tribe refused 'extradition. The Court noted that the tribe
s

.had'a law,permitting extradition, but not tO the particular demand-

.

ing state.''

If this forMulationgains broader-judicial recognition, then

it may becote somewhat siMpler to accurately descriloe the respec-
.

tive limits of tribal and state authority.

;-1`

.

,

34 358 U.S. 17 (1959).

35 358 U.S. 20.

36' 413 F. 2d 683 9th Cir. 19-69).

`y



' For' the present, we can summarize the historical development

e,legal sEatue of American Indians as follows:,

:(1) The.federal government, acting through,,.

the...United States Congress,,is the.final determi-.
7

#
naht of tribal Indian powers.

.(2). The federal laws' defining.trribal Indian

status to date have beeninc?nsistent as federal.
\ _

policies shifted between the goals of assimilation,

'and separatism:

(3). Tribal.1.1hits function, in areas where

state juriediction has not 'teen asserted,i0der

P. L 280, as an additional levei Of government
., .

4

with substantial POwers:- k.N..

..*"-

(4) The existence of 6lis'additional govern-,

mentil. unit.causes significant friction in the

Av '

adminiafration of child Agelfare, services for reeer-
., .

vation Indians, assthat system was designed for

the-two-tiered federal-state govel.thmental structure.

,.(5) Resolution of any given conflict.in
4 r

asserfedauthority'betWeen tribes and states:gen-
.

erally requires-,arAexamination,of treaties, acts

of Congressstate statutes, iederal and state

court decisaons, tribal laW, and various institu-1

tional regulations.

0

'

it
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Ir. INDIAN TRIBAL:GOVERNMENT,
COURTS AND IEGAL SYSTBMS

4 This sectiOn.gives.a brlef'explanatieniof the nature and

authority of tribal government81 including tribal cou. rts, in both

thecr theoretical and.practiCal.aspects, vilth-particular-emphasis

upon. Child welkare:related problems that-May coMe tO their atten-

-tion...It is by no Means'complete. Rather, it attemptsito.

those.features of the. Indian qpirt landsCaPe that are im'pOrtantto

an:understanding of problems..in child welfare'service deliVery to

retervation communities.

Background of Tribal GovernMeilts
.

Indian languaget were not.'written,. althOugh,pictOgraph
.

,

methods of cOMmunication eXisted, and .their.govd.rhmental struc-

tures were orally reMembered.. Thefirst'wiiting down of these

ttruCtures was the-WrittmaJcpnstitution oethe Five'Nations

(IroquOit), which included democratic principles of 4nitiati,ile,

xecalli referendum and equal tuffrage: Of other early'writen

:-constitutions, thote of the Five.Civilized Tribes are:most, , ,

.

1
. known.

The imposition' of treaty-mOcing and reservations' often

made different bands,within a tribe; eVen entirely different

, tribes into.an artificial conglomerate,'sO that methods of ,-gov-

erningwith which the new Majority culture was more coMfortable--..

were sometimes imposed. What now exists in Indian tribal govern-

. ments generally represents a synthesis of traditional:customs and

Wettern cultural structures.

Traditional Customs
-

Certain traditional :tribal customs have been legally recbg,-

.nized by state or federal courts:andbecause they are at

-
1Cohen, Handbook of Federal Indian Law 128-129:

2 3
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variance with state-or-federal proceduresdeserve mention:
, .

. . .

'4.Under. certain citcumstancea, informal
:;;..traditional doMeatic,procOures have been
'cognized as legally valiarso long as.they
confortit tot.ribal custbm,2\ For example,.

.. the Code of-Federal RegulatA.ons states:
'.The Tribalcouncil shall have. authority.
to deterMine.whether Indian custom marriage

'Hand:Indian customdivorce for Members of
. .

--thetribe shall be recognized in-the futures
as lawful marriage and divorce on-the re-
aerVation

,13.. 'Indian tradition tends to'favor compen-
'sationfor the,victim4of a crime father than

' punishment.. .Thia is remarked upon in the
newly propoaed Model-Code:

."Subsection b) of Section125.ia .

intended . . as a.StatutoryfpreCogni-.
Aion of the sentencing approach,which
'is perhaps the most firmly rooted in
ndian'. tradition and sense of jiistice--
that Of compensating the victim.for the.
'injury he suffered at the.hands of:a

.criMlnal.offender. 'Eve.n'though this
r:Concept is unfarar to American!jur-
isprudence no c mpelling, reason.was
discovered Why, desired,.it can-
not legally,be uaed by Indian courts,
as. lOng as the restitVtiOn ordered is't-

t

_reasonable and_fair.".

C. Religious customs are sometimes at a
marked variance to those.of Judeo-Christian-
society, 'but have been.legally recognized.3,
For example,.Montana sates that noi
;jeopardize the "age-old tribal danogs, teasting
'or customary Indianscelebrations" otthe'Indians
otthe\Flathead reservatior..6, . t

-

J

A

4

.,
' -. .2

Recent examples include'Wretognitidh4by HEW& Bureau of
Hearings and. Appeala,of informal adoption-procedute.according to,

.

'..Zuni l'ribal custom, tor purposes of Child's Ipsurancebeftefits ',Case
:'ct Helen't..Hustito o/b/o Yandess Meianie.i*Appeals Cduncil, decided
-March 8, 1912; 2) recognition by District Juvenile-Court' of Indian.

A .-.: cuatOm as relevant tO,determination of abandonment,by parent, In re
poodman', In.the District Juvenile Court:, Grand County,1%Utah, case
60231., 252 decided. February 15,'1972.

,25 C.F,R. S 11.4(a). ..

.4
40 Feth Reg. ;6689, 11670141975).-:

.
. .

',, .

.
..:. ,.Perhaps the'most'striking recent'example of this..:is the recog..*4. nition of the Native,Ameritah Church' peyote wactiCes on the Navajb'reservati n.: ", . ...Alt shill not. beunlawful 'for any member otthe"

, 'Native American Churdh to transport'intONaVajo country, buy,',sellpossess Or use pabrote°in'eny fOrM'iri OonneCtiorywith.the religiodat
A3racticese iacraments oeservices of:the NatiVe'AMerican. Church."
25 C.FiR. S 11.87 NH, July 25, 1973. Cf., the Statb Of Arizona's
position in Natille American Church of Navajoland,-Inc. V. Arizona
Corporatione'Commisslion, 405 U.- S. 901 (1972)'.

'.
.

,°Rev. Codes of Montana:1547, S 83-805:

-
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I

Structure of Tribal 'Governments

Generally, tribal,governments today fall:into fou cate-

-gories:7
-

(1) ,ReOresentative: The members of the tribe elect a

goVerning body whose a4tharity\is given to them by a constituion

which the members'have'approved.,

(2) Combination of representative and traditional: .

e

Government officials are,eleäted,by metribers cf the tribe; hoWever
.-,

-some gwernmen. PoSitions areheld by traditional leaders.. The=
:-..;

y",''4overnment'offiii4a1S operate.under A conititutionvoted,upon"by,
; ','')..

,,,,rmbers of the. trib

(3) 'General Co ncil: The members oy the.tribe haVe.adopted*
, .\\. . ,

.

IbYliiW'S\qoverning the number of.offiders, elections, .and.so on.
P-Nr ,.

. .

HOweiler,(..the officers-have little substantiVe power and every ime.
,

.iz

.theY'w±shl:.tO act; they'must call a General Council of the tribe.:
...---,--_-.

which then votes, on the issue.

(4) Theocracy: The form of government of the Ptebloa:

a

both c il-leaders and officers of the tribe are selected:by the

traditional religious leadera.

,rt should be noted that Indian governMents are4not com--

pelled to have separation of 'power; the Indian Civil Righta.act

tif 1968 hes .not changed this propoiition.8 As'a°.resulti triba1

chairmen-the executive arm.of-the government--are often chosen'.

by the tribal counCil; generally; tribal chairmen have very')

7This disucssion.is adapted largely from the excellent disT ,

cussion in 2, Justice and the' American.Indians, The Indian Judiciary
and the Concept of Separation'of Powers, p.,.24-.29, published by
National:American Indian.Court Judges Association. AA.ist_of_tribes__
and their governing,bodies can be found at House Appropriations Sub--
committee for Department of Interior and Related Agencies, Fiscal /

Tear 1974, 93rd Cong, 1st seS4.,-:,513.-521.

.8In Dodqe.V. Nakai, 298 F. Supp.-26 (1969), ,the Court remarked:
. . . with respect to enforcement of the power of
exclusion, the Navajo Tribal Code.vests the Advisory
Committee with judicial powers ;._. Thus, .the form
.oY government util4Eed on the Navajo ReserVation does
nOt lend itself, tollhe nice categorizations that may'
be made where the:branches of 'government-are distinct,"
at 33, andfobtnoted this remark'with the staidement%,'

. "The Navajo Tribe is not required to establish distinCt_
branches,of government.": I



restrited-huthorify other than to preside at council meetings

and to"vote:in case of a tie.

.The selection of judges differs from tribe tc..tribe and oftsn

' 'Fenders the judge particularly subject.to legislative and political
.

presSure. The judge' may be'S114cted,by the_tribe, or Appointed by

the,codhcil., the BIA'agency superintendent, or the religious leaders'

of the tribe. The judge's terms may run from cne-year sessions in

/ thg'eaSe of ju4ges selebted by t4e ccuneil to.two- or four-year

sessions when sleeted.

''TheTypes of Indian Courts

,There.are thiee 8asie.typesOf Indian courts traditiona

dourt of Indian Offenses, and ttibas1:.

A. Tradittpal.eourts

-Traditional;courts" refer sqlely to the courts of Indian

pueblos ih:NeW Mexico.. These_dpurts7are semi7religious in nature

and part of the 1ong-standing7,theoCiatic.Pueb10 heritage. There

is n6 written code'and, the. "governae:-of the' pUeblO acts.asjudge.
,!

The Bureau of,Ind/anI,Affairs is not informed as't.O'dourt procedure's..

':As-ipresently constitUted, the future ok these courts is put in jeop-
.

a

ardy'by proVisions of'the Indian civil Rights Act of 1968.10

.9.In the Pueblos, the Governor, 'the titular leader, is gener-
ally the tribal judge.

10
! .The Pileblos in particular.objected topaSsage cif this

SenatorsAndersen.and Montpya introduced a bill in the 91st Congress
to exempt tb 19 Indin pueblos of New. Mexico from provisions of,
the.ACt. (5.211). Legally,'Pgeblos_hA've usually been considerdd as
'distinctfrom,other.tribes in history and structure; .Felix Cchen.
devotes'a;separate chapter to them (Cohen, Handbobk,of Federal
'Indian Law, Chapter.20, Pueblos of'New, Mexico). Probably the most '-
vivid exp14n4tion of the interaction bf these courts with the_gocial,
-and-religious-life-of-the-Pusblecccurs in the fictional.accbuht
.The4lah.WhO-141.1ed the Deer by Frank.Waters, Farrar, Rinehart,
N. Y. 1941, a thinly disguised portrayar'bf.the Taos Pueblo. There
have been;.departures from the traditional form.: four Pueblos now
hesie constitutions. and the Zuni has a law and order code. ra. 2
Justice and ,the American Indian, 25.) ,

a

Ots
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B.. Courts of rndian Offenses

"Courts of Indian Offenses"'are federally-established

pursuant-to 25 U.S.C. S 2, the statute passed in 1883'which defines

.1320

the broad power.of-the Commissioner of Indian Affairs over "the

mailgeMent of all Indiaa relationS." The Courts of indianOffensea

are.presently regulated'by the'Code of Fedeial RegUlatioris4 and:

;thus are sametimes referred to.as "C.F.R. courts." Appropriations

.for Courts of Indian Offenses come from the federal government

"through the Bureau Of Indian Affairs.12.

The 25 Section 11 provisions are not mandatory upon,

a Court of Indian .Offenses; they may be vastly modified and sup-

lemented by the tribal council, with apprbval-of the Secietary of

Ihterior., Section 11(e) provides:

Nothing ip this section shall irevent the
adoption by4thb tribal council of ordinances
applicable to the individual tribe,'and after
such ordinances have been approved by the
Secretary of theInter)or, they shall be
cbntrblling, and the regulations of this

"part which may be Inconsistent 'therewith
shall-no longer be apidicable to that tribe.

C. Tribal Courts .
The vast majority of Indian courts are "tribal coUrts," a

legal nomenclature which unfortunately is somewhat confusing, for

all. Indian courts are in a sensa tribal. Trilal courts are those

,

,Courts established,and operated by Indian trib in the exercise

li.of their sovereign authority, pursuant to.writt n tkibal constitu-
i

tipris, These constitutions were passed pUrsuant to the Indian

- Reotganization Act Nlso referred to as the Wheeler-HOward Act) of

June 18, .1934, which permitted tribes to "adopt an appropriate con-

,
"stj.tution and bylaw's, which shall becb e effective when ratified

--.

.
by a majority vote of the adult members f the tribe or of the adult

11 25 C.F.R. SS 11 et seq. (1957).

1225 U.S.C. § 13, specifically authdrizes appropriations to

Indian judges and Indian police. The legality of'the establishment
,of the Courts of Indian Offenses by the Bureau was upheld as early
as 1888 in United States:V. Clapbx, '35 F. 575 (D. Ore. 1888).
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Indians residing on such reServation at a special .election authorized'

by the Secretary of the Interior .
1113

The.breakdown of tribal courti, Courts of Indian Offenses,

and traditional,courts is: 51 tribal courts, 19 courts of Inaian

Offenses, and-18traditional courts.14 However, in practice this

distinCtion.is somewhat misleading: it has been estiM.Nted that

fully two-thirds'of .the,written tribal'codes clogely track the

provisions contained in the Code of Federal Regulations.

Code of Federal Regulations
(-

The.term "COurt of Indian Offenses" is a misnomei-. In fact,

the Code of Federal Regulations.has civil-as well as'criminal pro-

visions and Courts of IndianOffenses may and do handle civil

matters,15 The civil provisions in the code, however, are very

limited. Insofar as they touch upon child welfare matters, the

civil provisions,include required'recording of marriages and di-

vorces.within 3 months'with the*Bureau,16 tribal council.author-

ityto deterMine if tribal custom marriage and divorce will be

recognized17 and the right of the Court of-Indian Offenses to de-%

termine paternity and support.18

13Sec. 16, 25 U.S.C. § 476. This is not to suggest that
prior to'the Wheeler-Howard Act tribes dia not have written con-
seitutions: Many did. (Cf. Cohen; 128-129.)

142, Justice'and the American Indian, 28. This estimate
,conflicts:with that of the Indian Civil Rights Task'Force of 65
tribal and traditipnal courts and 20 Courts of Indian Offenses.
Status Report of Indian Civil Task Force; March 8, 1973;.Commi.ttee
on Appropriations, U. S. senate, 92nd Cong. 2d Sesi Fiscal Year
1973, p. 1905. .The Department of Interior states that Courts of
Indian Offenses exist on some reservations inArizona, Michigan,
Minnesota, Nebraska, Nevada, South Dakota, Utah, WashingtOn and !

Wyoming (40 Fed. Reg. 16689, (1975)):

15 25 C.F.R. §§ 11.22; 11.22C, 11.2A2CA.

16 25 C.F.R. § 11.27.

1725 C.F.R. § 11.28.

1825 C.F.R. § 11.30CA

C.

4
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In. addition, a number of the criminal sentencing proyisions

are appticable to. child Welfare matters: whenever an Indian under

the age of 18 is accused of a criminal offente, the judge mayin
-

his discketion "hear and determine'the.case in private and in-an

informal.manner and if the gccused is found to-be guilty,. may .

place such delinquent for a designated period'under the supervision

'of a retponsible person,selected by himor maptake such other
.

action as he may deem advisable ..19 In failure-to-Support Situations,
.

.

:the Court may order and compel payment of alimony aWarded in any>

state court having lurisdictiOn,2° and it may punish failure to.

supportby .3.monthi labor.21

A revised model code wat recently prepared pursuant to. ..

Title III of the 1968 Civil Rights Act and pUblished for comment .

.

in the federal register, on April 14, 1975722, It seeks tO incorrporate

-into the.Code the individual rights newly guaranteed by the 1968 Act.

The revision, however, only applies to.criminal procedure. As noted

by,the Solicitor oi the Department of Interi*br in proposing the code:,

No substantive civil or criminal code, cbde-of
civil-procedure, or code of adm4nistratiYe practice
will be proposed. TheSenate Committee on the. Judi-
ciary (which.is the Congressional committee which
initiated.this Act) will be advised of the fact that ;

.while the Act requires only a criminal procedure
,

c6de, only a feW cases brought by .Indians under the
Acthave been based on violations,of rights in crimi-
nal matters-7-nearlyaJA the decided Cases-have in-
volved civil matters.''

19 25 'C.F.R. S 11.36, 11.36C.

20
25 C.F.R. S 11.64C(b).

421
5511.64, 11.64C(a). This last is an example of

the antiquated aspects of the present Cede, rarely if ever enforced,
and of doubtful legality in light of the Indian Civil Rights Act.
Another example is making it g criminal offense to give venereal.'
disease to another which it punishable by hand .labor (25 C.F.R.
SS 11;63, 11.63C, 11.63CA).

22
O Fed. Reg. 16689.

23
40 Fed. Reg. 16690.

z9
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The proposed criminal revision, therefore, has bearing only.by

'Way,of analogy to Civil procedures and to child welfare Cases

coming before an Indian court.-

Tribal Codes

In practice, Indian codes are as varied as the tribes
-

which have given rise to them, either in Court of Indian Offenses

C.F.R. Codes supplemented by the tribe or in traditional

tribal courts. ,Thus, the Navajo tribe with 130,000 people_on the

Reservation'has numerous courts and well-developed ciVil and

criminal codes, which,include regulation of adoption and termination°

of parental rights, while the Zuni reservation, thirty miles-dis-
, ,

tant, comprising approximately 3,osn Pueblo Indians, only recently

adoPted a law and:order codeand has-no written
11ciVil code. 24

How an Indian code deals with adjudications that touCt upon

child welfare matters such as determinations of.neglect and de--

pendency cannot be determined on the bagis of whether .the court

,
is tribal or of Indian Offenses.. A Court'of Indian Offenses may
,

.have vastly supplemented the meager civil.provisions in'the Code'

'of Federal Regulationstro- fully cover.matters.related to child
.

welfare while a tribal,court may have entirely neglected tojDass

a civil code which deals with these_ mattersvor vice-versa.

Tribal codes as a group are notoriously difficult to

locate fOr research, information or comparative purposes: No

one agency has compiled them on an up-to-date basis, at least for

purposes of public,access, and there is rid-published compilation

C.

of them. This problem exists on a regional level as well. One

researcher Writing in .972 aboUt tribal courts og, the seven

Indian reservations in Montana commented with some frustration:

i24.Telephone interview with Bruce Boynton, Director, Zuni
Legal Aid and Defender Society,. Jan. 4,.1975.

-

-25NeithenNthe National Indian.Law Library in Boulder nor
the American Indian Law Center of the University of New Mexico
has such a collection. The Indian Civil tights Task Force,while
implying that it hag examined all the tribal.codes, has.not made
them.publicly available.
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Information as to the . . . present' practices
and procedures of the tribal courts in Montana
is available through contact'with the Bureau of
IndianAffairs,,Washington, D. C. or the Bureau's
area offtce located'in Billings, Montana . . . .

Unfortunately, as this author found, even the BIA
does not always have adequate and up-to-date infor-
mation in this area. In the absence of the-public-
ation of an authoritative and a thorough study de-,
tailing this information, verification of much of
this information can only be accomplished,by
.personal visit with the tribal offlicials."

Tribaincodes for the reservations involved in this Study:, for

eXamper were generally obtained through the field research staff

and as a,result of-persOnal visits..withAribal or-Bureau- offiCials
\\.

.on the reservations.
*

Therapid change, brought about by a variety of.factori; now

occuring inIndian laW and the impact of the 1968 Indlian Civil

.
Rights Act are likely to bring'=frequent changes in tribal codes

and tribal court practices. Under the,Severe limitations of the

present system for obtaining tribal codes, these changes will make

it all the more difficult to obtain up-to-date mer'sions of,theM.

Practical Aspects OF Indian Courts

The reality of-how Indian courts Work may not be readily

t. .

apparent from legal research materials, such as-C.F.R. or the

-
tribal code. Whereas generalizations are always. diffictW to come.

,

by and subject-to numerous excekions in speaking of Indian

courts, some have beena.ttempted in this section in order to clarify

the.nature of these courts.

These generalizations will serve to highlight an inherent

problem, whose solution ultimately lies in)the,age-old remedieS of
1

. .

time and money, namely that Indian courts are required_to handle
.

_ -,.

,a panoply of civil.and criminal prdbltms with severely limited

resources. As expressed by one cOmmentator:
\,

26Parker, State and Tribal Courts\in Montana 33 Mont.,L.
Rev. 277 (1972).

-24-
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In a very practicai.sense, the tribal courts
. . .,dre facing.real ,difficulties in coping wit4

the scope of issues',Ehe federal courts have-
recently,defined as being within their juris-
diction. !that is, while they have been, ac-

' customed to luerating with proceduret and s'

practices coMilarable to a.justice,of the peace
'Cotilet-on'a state-level, they have the respon-
"sibilitTto exercise authority comparable in
many wayt-tc: a state. or ,federal district court.27

0

.The "justiae of.the peace court" 'analogy it for many reasons.an

'appropriate one: Often, in dealingwith the complex legal,issues
f

of defining tribal sOvereignty or'tribaljurisdiction, One tendi

'forget that the reservation community in,question may-number
v

only. 3,000 persons living in a rural setting '44re often than

not,Gthe meMbers of that.cOmmunity are impoverish kand the resources

of.the,tribalCgOvernment limited. The formal educational attain-
1

ments of those members are also limited. 28 None Oflthese factors

would be surprising in any small rural 'community.' In-Indian
,

communities; an Obvious added factor is that the cultural heritage

frOm which the''Indian deriVes is markedly-different from that of

the predominant societY. 'biven thiS background,the:following.
. ,

4physidal description of an Indian Court is perfectly consistent:

The judges do not.have priVate office'space
at the Tribal jail where the court is located.
The courtroom, at the time the ailthor saw it,'
was a large room,totally without furniture .ex-
cept for'a permanent:desk for the judge on a

raisedylatform in thecorner of the
room! .,

With this introductioh,Jthe following generalizations may

clarify matters;
a . .

A. Indian Judges are Rarely Lawyers

,The requirements for being a judge in ain Indian court are

'.generally not extensive. The newly proposed Model:Code only states:

help to

27parker, State and rabal Courts in Montana, 3 Mont. L.
'key, 277, 286 (1972):

28
For eXample, the present chairmah of the Navajo Tribe,

Peter McDonald, is the first,one to have a college education.,

29Joseph Mudd, Indian Juveniles and, L6gislative Delinquency
in Montanar 13 Mont. L. Rev. 233, fn. 85 (1972). 7

-28-.
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-Sec. 129(a): No perSon,shall:be,eligible
to seFve as .ejUdge'of the .Court of:Indian
Offenses if: .(1). Be or.she has ever been-
convicted.- of a.felony;'.or (2)-ha* been cob-
victekthir one year 'previous to assuming
office4Pu

-Comments on qualificans tor a tribal judge.appear,in_the Model

;Code recoMmendations, at:follows:
t. ,

. Review bf tribal codes disclbses that' many .4.

iribes track..$11t Code .of Federal Regulation ,-

provisions on judicial-qualificatiOns; others-
.0 contain .more restrictions as: tweducation, .

character, age, or training..Still others
do.not state any:qualifications at all, leaving
it to'the tribaircouncil or theelectionprbcess
to select,,qualified-judges. "

7

:

. . Tribal diversity makes it:impracticable to
setforth : . detailed requirements fOr

,.Indian courts._ For example,-lack of a high ir
school diplorda is not uncommon ariiong the older
members of theIndian community. Thus a require-
ment involving formal educational attainment might
well bar's, highly.qualified.cándidate. One of the
most highly'reSpected-judgesvinathe National American
Indian Court:Judges,Associaon 'could not Meet such-
an .educational requirement.".

SiMilar.reMarks haVe been madeby other commentators. For,example,
%

Alin Parker obserVes for Montana:
%

Generally, the judges are highly respected members
of the tribal Commuaityr but with little or, no le-
gal:background., On the whole this writer. his also
found that they, possess a -deep understanding of
their'own pebple and appreciation.of theirdistinc7:
tive needs in the administration ol ajudiciatl

%

system,within the tribal'society...3

B. Tribal Courts. are Courts of Limited Record

Tribal,Courts.are often crafts of limited
record: Sometimes, state doUrts that receive

cotirt records only receive,a simiple form
-without pleadings-filed or a 'written record of .

findings of law_ and.fact.33 'The tribal coUrt't

3040 Ted:Reg. 16689, 1670? (1975). '
)

3140,,Ted: Reg. 16689, 16703.(1975).

32,
Parker, State-and Tribal Courtt in Montana, 33 Mont.. L.

Rev. 277, 285 ,(1972). 4'

33
282. 33 '

-26-
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file generally will contain a complaint on a
standard court form, sometimes a written answer,
.and, findings' and judgment. For-example, .the
Flathead Tribal dourtAin 1972) had its' proceed-
ings in a boynd minute book wit,each action
described ,in a shOrt -paragraph.." pther tribes
have tape recorded sessionp or more complete
record keeping procedures. The proposed Model
Code.contains warrant, summons, subpoena and
judgment forms but has no requirement for
record keeping.

C. Due Process .

Aspects of due process that exist in state Or.federal courts,:

- .

and.rules of evidence,. may not exist in tribal court.. A defendant,
0 . -

for example, is notentitled to a court al5pointed attorney, although

he is entitled to counsel under.the Indian Civil Rights Act. An-..

'other example:

. . ..the judge..may play a more,direct'role in
*Lich he himself throughly questions the coMplain-
ing: witness and defendants:and allows the jurors

, (if it is a jury trial) to direct'qyestiOns them-
, selves. In such a scheme, tke counsel or advocate

would be permitted to questionwitnesses'only aftet
the court had completed its own.examination.

Proceeding in t ,pne might well eliminate-the,
many objections and legal arguments which so char-

;* 'acterize trials in American collet's, but still '

-guarantee afai trial."35.

The Indian Civil Rights Act of-1968

Generally, the.soveteignty of an Indian tribe'is not

eubject.to qualifibation in its tribal court jurisdiction or pto7

cedure eXcept insofar as limited by express legislation of the

federal government'. This proriosition gave,rise -in 1883 to the

case of Ex Parte Crow Dog,36 in which.the U. S'...Supreme Court

held-that federal'courts had no jurisdiction.to prosecute an
.

Indian for the mtirder of another Indian committed on an Indian

.

reservation, such jytisdiction'neVer having been withdrawn from

the sovereignty.of the tribe. Congress's reaction to this case

341bid., 285%.

3540*Fed. Reg. laiTh16699 (1975).

36 109 U. S. 556 (1883).

4

3
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/

,,

was immediater within two years, it enacted a law making it.a
. 0

.r

lederal cribe.for ohe Indian' to murder ancither on'sn Indian re-
..

servation and Making federal crimeSef six otber offenses'on

reservations." ,Later, mere crimes were added:38 The Major

Crimes Act represented the only. exercise of federal plenary poWer I

,,.uponttribal civil Cr criminalijurisdiction for-many years.

In contraSt,-the Bill of Rights, which protects indivir-
iq

duals'from oppressive.actions by the federal government, never

hasbeen.interpreted aS-,:applicable to the sctiOnS.ofIndian tribal

gol:rernment toward individual Indians. Thsoriginaicase for.
.6.1

this7proposition is Talton v.. Mayes,38'decided by the U. S.

Supreme Court in. 1883. oThe.question presented in thiS case was

whIther the invoking Of a five member:grand juy of the Cherokee
,

Nation Court to bqnd down a Criminal indictment represented a
t

Violation of the.Fifth AMendment of the Bill of Rights which
0

requires a grand jury,ofssix members. The Supreme Court.held: .

. ..."as the powers of the'localseli-gOvernMent ,

enjoyed:by the Cherokee natioh existed prior to
.1.1e ConStitution of the United,States, they are
not. operated upon by. the-Fifth Amendment, which
., . for'its'sole object to control the

.

ipowers conferred by the C9pstitution onthe
'Ohtion'a1 government . . -." ` . --

., .

.v
U. S. 'constitutional amendments which follo d.the Bill:.of

,
. ,

Rights,,Mobt notably, the Pourteenth,also do"not ap l,.to the
. . ,

actions"of Indian tribes toward individual mgmbers. These amend-..

ments.ared2rected solely toward the protection:of indiViduals

from oppressive actidn'of the.states.41, Thus, Indian tribal'

procedure, whether judiqral, executive, 'or legislative, is not

3.7Act 'O-f"March 3, .1885, 23 S.tst. 362, 385,,18 U.S.C. 5,48%. The
'others.: rape, manslaughter, assault with ihtent to kill, arson, bur-

.glary, and lsrceny.

38Act of Makch 4, 1909, Sec. 328, 35 Stet; 1088, 1151 (robbery
.Act of .J'une 28, 1932, 47.Stat. 336, 337 (incest),

163 U. S. 376 (1883)-

40163 U. S.;at 384.
.

41The notabre.exceptioh te.this is the 13th Amendment, which
'includes an absolute prohibition:against slavery and does spply to-
tribes. In re Sah,Ouah, 31 F. 321.,(D. C. Alaska 1886).

a

,
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subjeCtto due proCess or equal:protection, *to freedom of -Speech,4
7,

.press pi religion or.to any,Of the othercivil,liberty,protectiOns,
a

insofar aS these liberties are part of the Constitption.42

It is this fact which gave rise.in 1968 to the Indian Civil

Rights Act: By thiS le4islation, the federal g%rnment invoked

its plenary power to require Indian tribes to adhere to certakn'

federally-imposed civil libertarian standaVs in.governing tqleir

members, standards which are similar to those of the Bill of Rights.
. .

.For ex4mpler.freedom of speech and presS, the free exercise of re-

ligion, and the right to aisemble peaceably and'petition for a re-
.

dresS of grievanced are protected; 4 .3 a person is.entitled in a

tribal criminal proceeding to the aseistance of counsel at his otan
.

expense, to a speedy and public'trial, to have compulsory process,
OP -

4
---for-obtaining,witnesses in his favor, to'be confronted with the

!.withesses againstja, to be infOrmed of the nature and'cause of

the,accusation;44 an Indian court may not.require excessive bail,
4 cs

inflict cruel or.unusual punishment; nor.impose'for. any one offense

a_penalty-or punishment-greater than imprisonment for six months

ot,a $500 fine or bothi45 a person- within the'-tribe's jurisdiction
.

is entitled.tO'equal.protection and due process of law;46 and a
, o

person-accused of an offense punishable by imprisonment is entitled,.

upon request, to.a trial by 4 jury Of not less than six person.47.

These,examplea indicated that the Indian Civil Rights Act closely

follows the wording of the protections in the pill of (V,ghts, and

Constitutional Amendments. However, as indicated by the underlining,

-4,2
Tribes themselves, of.course, could incorporate.such pro-

visions in their.constitutions and,some did, at least partially.

*
43Sec. M(l).

14Sec. 202(6).

202(7).

2(8).

ec. 202 0).
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there:are slMe nOtable exceptions.48 'All inall, the Act represents

'a,dramatic exexIise of federal Plenary power upon the manner in which.

...tribes,are permitted to govern on reservations."
_

'It takes dedadesjor a major pieee of legislation such as
t \

this:to be fully interpreted through coUrt.cases brought-pursuant

it. 'Ji.kstsuch a process ittaking place at the moment, with' ,

. r
cases being broUght d decided..! Two:points are becoming clear:

t 0
.

1) Apparently, the.Act does not require
'that terms such,as due prOcess or equal
protectiodsignify the exact same thing

,es:they.dounder.the ponstitution;. In
,pther, words, the Act'doeS not simply in.7.0
'corporate of Rights:or U. S. ,!

'Constitutional AMendments.as interpreted:.
in case law. Rather, tbe-Mandate of the
Act.is for'IndiancourtSto.developlCon.--
cepts sucli..as d1e prbcesa dr equal pro-:
tection as applicable totheir 'unique-
'atatus--an dueproCess." 'ExActlY
what'this meahs in.praCtice,remains to.be

. seen,-some federal courta require closer
adherence-to federal-atate standards of
,due process than other:3- *,

,

,2) .Thejict does notrequire that three
branches of government (legislative,
executive and judicial) he established
by Indian tribes.. \

lb ,

Resources for Reserva ion Communities 1.

-

Le al

Ten yeaYs ago, legal r Sources fOr reseivation communities:
0,

1

0

weie Severely limited. Wherea atribe migilthalie,a General Counsel'
.-.

'in Waihington on retainer, an i

comMunity

expenses,

protectio

confronted by 4a. lega

had little cha e of

dividual Indian in a reservatiOn

,problem, and unable'to afford legal
, .

obtaining professionalassistance.-:

there were few national legal organizations.devoted to the

n of Indian rights, 50 Inb Indlan law report to compile
.

1
current judicial and.adMinstrative cases, no up-to-date Indian

;.
law library readily accessible to'-the public, feW Native Americans

Ai A ,

tratned%S lawyerS, and no national tribal jtidges association.
0.

48 1t should be note'd that. no grand.jpxYla'f Si,Cor'more is re-
quired lor.the issuanCe of indicthents by tlie.Indian Civil Rights Act.
Thus Talton.v. Mayes still stands as the law APplicableto that parti-
cular situation.,

49 : t

The. Act was oppbsed .`or this reason by many tribes.

50The mOst notable exception'to this%was the Ameriqan AssoCiation
of Indian Affairs,'

3 7
I
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All of this has since changed. By.1973f the Office of. -,.

Economid Opportunity's Indian Legal Services Program had adguired

:46 ahnual budget of 1.8 million d011igs.. Ih 1971, the Native

, AMettican Rignts,Fund was estabiished,,a.Ford Foundation prOject

ift.BOu
. e

resopr

der, Colorado, employing attorneys toadt as a 'central legal
,

2.

for communities,and legal services Organizations,.and to

bring gest casee.51 In 1972, the National Indian LaW'Idbr2ary was,4'

aisoestablished-et Boulder through-a4119,000 'Carnegie Foundation'

granti it,is the'first public.accese,Pibrary to catalogue alr avail-
, .

able Indian,legal materials on-an on-going basis. In.1974; 144
P

Indian .tudents.were in law school:, and therewere approximately

180 Indiah attorneys in the country,'.40 of whom had graduated the
a-

'previous year. bf these 180, between 150 and 160 had passed a

state bar examination. 52. In 1969, the National.American.Indian
,

Court JudgeS Association was incorPorated an& in 100 the Aissoci-

ation undertook theeatablishinent'Of a t;eining program for ail

:Indian court ipdges, whocared to participate.5-3 In 1974, "the
.

.

.4ndian Law Reporter wasestablished-:-a month y pp 'cation Of the
. r

.American IndianoLawyer's Training Program; and the firstIndian

'law-reporter; 5 .!4 I t is croeS-refereficed'tbothe National /ndian
, .

Law Library,. In 1974,.Congress finally aPlitropriated money pur-
4,

suant to the Indian, Civil'ilights Act of 1968 to publish a compi-
q. . .

lation of.alrSolicitor's Opinions, pubiished andunpublished,

from 1917 on, as wella.s an up-to-date version of all' statutes,
4 ,.

7
, .,

''''51 _-,!. Incorporated July,1971. tin Odtober 1971, Fd±d,Foundation
,

rnade its largest single grant for Indians to NARE: d.2 million'over
..a three-year period.

,
. . .i 52 , .

-:Testimony. of Commissioner Thompson, April 4, 1974, HR-16027,
: Senate'Apprbpriations Subcommittee, .93rd:tongress,-'2d Sess.,.p. 1327.

\
.

53
Funded.by Law,..Enforcomeht 1,1ssistance.Agency and the Bureau 1

'of IndianAffairs. Cf. 40 F.R..,16703.
.

.
, ..

,

Q 54
Funds fOr'developMent of:the 'Reporter came from.two priVate

foundations:0 the Donner Foundation. and AkbarlFund.
-.. . '

.
. '4.

.
.

°'
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eltedutive 'orders and proclakna'aons from June 1938 through 1970,55

The rapldity With which.the field of,Indian law has receptly been

adVancing-7from relative Obscarity previously-=is attributable in.

'.terMe of-feaeral leeislatiOn V.6 two acts: The Ecnomic,ppportunity 4
0

,

Act of 1964 and the Indianci41 Rights Act of 1968 . The Iconomic
.

OPliortunity Act:ereated federally fppdedlegal services organizations,

and 'placed them on or near. Ihaian Reservations*. As a rsült, indi-

gent.Indianl on reservaions Large andvsmall were for the first time

prolded with legal assistan6e: The results were dramatic: .many

this report were brought byof the key recent cases' diecun-sed in

legal serviCes organizations; back-up legal resourcessuch as NARF,\
:were a. direct outgrowth.of a need perceived, by legal services'

'attorneys; legal seriiices organizationS included funding for tribal.

lay advocates in tribal court, and the continuingJ.nteraction''.
.

of these advocates with ti.iba1 courts; both as a4cates and legal

donsuftantse improved court.procedure. These .organizations some-

times piovedguite pOwerful: ;the largest of them, pNA, .dper'ating,

ip the Navajo Reservation had 17 attorneye and 28 Navajo'lay Ad-

vocates. in 1970,-- as since,added two-more offices, and is,funded

At well over a million dollare annually.56

In 1968, the Indian Civil Rights Act.was,passed, and in

its wake, numerous

meaning o

has also

and-thus

Court'cases 'have Arisen, constantly teeting the

f the Act and'reshaping tribk cout. procedure. The'Act

served to focus greater attention upon IndianlawUtself

channel "thofre money ino Indian, legal institutions.

Unfortunately, Congress neglected. to make approPriatione pureuant..

so that they might institute the:new
(t. -

to the Act to tribal courts

. ,
., 55

S. 969, Act of April 12,, 1974; 88 Stat. .641; Pub.
#93-265.

56
, Cf. Indian Legal Services Programs: The Key to'-Red Pgwer:

12 Ariz..L. Rev: _594, 611-623 (1970,,
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SO

-

.Procedures, a legislative oversight whoserepercussions are still
- .

being fele....

..
,

.. .Allof the factors discusged above are Important to keep
, ,' .'

. .
.in mina in assessing child welfare service delivery on Indian

reservations. They presage an eventual .upheaval in the .land-
.

... 0

% ' A .
..

: . ..
.,sCape of tribal court procedure and will undoubtably aerve to

make that'procedure More sophistiCated in a legal sense and.less.

subject tp disregyd by state judicial, sdMinistrative or iegis-%s'
lative agenFies.

1

4 0
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6

III. THE CURRENT STRUCTURE OF
CHILD WELFARE PROGRAMS.

-

Thus far we have discussed the_history and background of

the"laWygenerally applicable toIndians, and the developmeht and
. ,

[-present status of internal Indian law. Sefore eiploring the speci-

fio'legel/jurisdictional problems.involved'in the delivery of cer-
, - -

'tain.'ohrld welfare programs to Indians,-it is first necessary to

,

programs iSprincipally Title IV of the Social Security Act, and.

Title IV is subdivided into parts A through D.1 The Title IV-A

program6 provide aid to families ,TATith dependent children (AFDC)..

. Thia aid consists both of financial assistance,to these families

(ihcluding to.foster parents) and social servicea. Generally,

AFDC is avaifable only, to low-income people who can establish that

exaMine in Some detail the general statutory authority, admini-

Strative regulations, case.law, and.related.political considerations'

for these programs.
,

Adminiatrative Structure of SRS. The major federal involve-'

ment,in the Child welfare area is through programs of the Social'
,

and Rehabiaitetion Service (SRS) of the.UnitecrStates Department.

of;Health, Education and Welfare'(HEW). The basic statutory au-

thority.for these programs is the SKiaJSecurityAct.-

The specific 'statutory authority fOr the SRS child welfare
'4

their income and resources are insufficient to meet their finan-

cial needs. In contrast, Title IV-B programs proyide Child wel-

fare services to persons regardless of their income and resources,

alti.ough low-income persons are to be given priority for these

services. Title IV-C establishes the..authority for work incen-

- tive prograffs (WIN) for AFDC recipients, and is therefore tied

'into the Title IV-A program. ese programs encompass the spe-

cific types of child-welfare ass.stance and services covered in

this study.

1Title IV-D is not directly relevant,to this stUdy.

.734-
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It. should be,noted here that on October I, 1975, a new
.

:fede al:Statute, TitleXX ot the Social Security Act,,will-rePlac&

the Title IV-A services but not direct financial assistance pro-.

grams.fot recipients of AFDC. It does not appear thdt-Title IV-B
..

will be materially affected. This-new Title XX program, and the
-

changes that will result in existing SRS child-welfare services,

will be discussed a gteaterolength in Section V, below.
2

. Underlying all of the. SRS child welfare programs is the con-
,

, . cept known as "cooperative federalism." In essence, this means'.

!that.the funding and adininistration of these programs are respec-

tively handled on a cooperativebasis by the two major tyPeS.of

governmental entities in the American federal system, the federal

-government and the various state gOVernnients. 2
ior' each major pro-
,

gram, the federal government provides financial assistance to thope

states that agree to participate by submitting state plans which
A

conform to fedetal statutory requirements.

The amount of federal financial assistance--also called

the federal matching grant--varies from program to program: In

the child.welfare area, the federal financial asistance for5 ser-

vices, other than those directly related.to the AFDC/WIN program,

are subject to a federal limit on expenditures, and the maximum

federal grant to each Participating state is a proportion of this

limit based in part 'on the population of that state. 3 'Within

these maximum agrgate federal grant limits, certain state pro-

grams will be reimbursed on the basis of the total expenditures by

the state.
4 Services underCthe AFDC/WIN (Aid for 'Families with

Dependent Children/Work Incentive) program,
5

and assistance, payments

2In some,sates, county governments are involved in the
day-to-day administration of these programs as part of a state-wide
system. This fact, the result of state governfnental decision, does
not affect the basic cooperative federalism arrangement between the
federal.and state levels of governnient.

3 42 U.S.C.''SS 621 (calculation alSo involves the per capita
income of the state), 1320b(b), -2002(a)(2).(B).

442 U..C. §S 603(a)(3), 2000(a) (1).

542
5 631(c) (2). 4 2



under the AFDC program, 6
receive federal financial assistance

based cal the number.of'recipients of these programs.

The amount of federal assistance available to the states'o

variee considerably, from program to program. Under thektitle.IV-B

AChild Welfare Services program, in which eligibility.for a cate-P

4orical aid program such as AFDC is not a factor, the federal limit

on expenditures for the fiscal year.ending June .36, 1976, is $246
,

.million.
2

The federal'grant limit for Title IV-A, (AFDC) and other

services is $2°.5.bi11ion: 8 _Therefore a conSidirably larger amount

of federal'financial assistance is available for the state for:

social services,for AFDC (Title IV-A) recipients,thin under the
'9Title IV-B'program.

One important aspect of these programs is that those states

which-elect to participate in them by submitting state plans must
4

Comply with federal program requirements established by statute

and regulations. In numerous cases, h as King v. Smith, 10

Townsend v. Swank, 11 and Carleson v.
1

the courts have

held that a state may not exclude from AFD benefit a class of,

potential recipients who are eligible.under federal AFD standards,
0

' 6
42 U.S.C. S 603(a)(1).

7
42 U.S.C. S 620.

.114'2 U.S.C."SS 1320b(b), 2002(a)(2)(A).

9
The actual difference is greater t an these statistics

indicate. or the fiscal year ending June 0, 1975, only '$50
millionl(not $246 millioni ras appropriated tle IV-B child-welfare services. 1974 u: S. dode'Cong,& Admin.'News 6596. Thefederal share of Tftle IMC: AFDC services for the same fiscal
year was' $1,336 billiOn.J-7Y--i6 DHEW Budget, at 435. (The full$2.5 billion was not spent :::Artly because many, states did notuse the full amount of federc.i. funds to which they were entitled.)
Thus thp -ratio of federal assistance_for Title IV-A services tofederal assistance for Title k'(-13 services is approximately 27:l.

10
392

11404

\12
406

U. S. 309 (1968). .

U. S.' 282 (1971) .

U. S. 598 (1972). 4 3
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Stich -unauthorized state 'exclusion violates the Social Security Act
. ANA . ,

and!is invalid under.the-Federal Supremacy Clatige of the United

States Constitution. However, the states do have'considerable

latitude in establishing financial eligibility standards for their

programs.

,Two important aspects,of these programs are the federal

"single state agency" And "statewideness" requirements. 'For Title

IV-A AFDC assistance and services programs (including AFDC/WIN
e

day care),.there,is the following statutory requirement:
:

(a) A state plan for aid and serVices.to.needy
families with children muet--

. ,

(3) either provide for the'establishment
or designation of a single State agency to
administer the plan, or provide for the es-
tablishi4nt or designation of a single state
'agency tbsjpervise the'administration of
the plan.

The regulations,
14

implementing this statutory pirovision,do not
.

elaborate on this requirement, except ifisofar'as concerns the rela-

tionship ok the Title IV-A single state agency to otter public and

private agencies. These.regulations are discussedlmbre fully later

in this'sect46 dealing with the contracts by this state agency

With 'other.organi.zations to provlde services.

T single state agency requirement for the Title IV'Child

Welfare Services program. provides:

(a) From the, sums appropfiated therefor. and the allot-
ment available under this part, the Secretary shall from
'time to time pay- to each State--

(1) that has a-plan for child-welfare services
which has been developed as provided in this part
and which --

(A) provides that (i) Ur. State agencir
d1-6-nated pursuant to [42 U.S.C./§ 602(a) (3)]
to administer or supervise the administration of
the plan of the State approved under part A of tnis
title [IV] will administer or supervise the admini-'
stration of such plan for child-welfare.services . .

135et forth in 42 U.S.C. § 602(a) (3).

1445 C.F.R. § 205.100 (197%).

15Contained in 42 U.S.C. § 622(a) (1)(A).

-37-
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efthO'statute appeari-to require'that the same state agency

,

natter pi supervise the administration of both.the'Title IV-A

IVIrp'programs, the regulatiOns:1,'6 permit:the state .

o have' a different agency in charge of each of these prograis if

A

s ch was the case on' January 2; 1968. 'otherwise, the' regulatiOns

o not materially add to The'Title IV-A statutory single state

-alency requirement.
.. it , 0,

.,, The-"statewideness" requirement for Title,IV-AsprOvides: .. -..,

.(a)g' A state plan for aid
.

and serVicet to needy, :
1

familiet with children must-.-
.

-(1) provide that it shall,be in effect in 4

all political subdivisions of the State, and, if
.; administered by 'them, 'be mandatpry, upon them.,17

"ISI*1
s '1,:ft, .st

The regufations further r 'ded,that the.statewide operation. of

1 the state plan shall be accompl,ished through a "sYstem of local

offices," all.of which shall be continuously informed of state

"policies,- standards, procedures and instructions, with monitor-
' ,:7st

,18
\. ing of local operations by.regularly assignep ztate staff.

.

The
. ,

, .

apparent purpose of thete regulations is that each state's Title

,IV-A program be administered uniformly, so that the tame level of
I:.

assistance and services is available'throughout the state. ,

, .

In contrast, the Title IV-B "statewideness" requirement per- '

mits each state to-have internal geographic variations in the pro
...

vision of services. 'The specific ztatutory languaje19 authorizet

'the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare to'give finandia

. astistance to each state

,(2) hat makes a satigfactory showing that the state
is extending the provision of child-welfare services
in the State, with priority being given to'communities

-with'the.greatest need for such services after giving
consideration to their relative financial need, and'with.
a view to making available by July 1, 1975, in all polit-
ical subdiVisions of the State, for all children in need
thereof, child-welfare services provided by the Staff .

1645 C.F.R. S 220.49(a)(ii)(a,b) .

17
642 U.S.C. § 602(a)(1).

1845 C.F.R. S 205.120 (1974).

45
1942 U.S.C. § 622(a)(2).
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7 of the State' public welfare-agency or of the local
.a/bncy participating in the administration of the
.

,plan in the political subdivision.
,

/

There, are"two Significant ways in which this diffefs fromsthe

Title IV-A. statewideness ceqUirement. First, until July d, 1975,P

the partiCipating states gre not really required to have their
.

child-welfare program With statewide scope, merely to satisfac-

torily:show,that they.:are extending thede programs in this direq-
,

!tioln., This is supposed to evolve into a statewide system in each'-

. of these.statest. no la.terthan July 1, 1975. If the.statutory

. language ("with a view o makin/ aVailable . . . in allpolitical,

subdivi4ons of the State"),is not clear enough, the.regulations2-°

.flatly State that eaql participating state'will make child-welfare

SerViceS "available in all po.litfcal subdivisions by July 1, 1975,
t

for all children inmeed of them.""Second, a state-May give,priority

,.66-commnnities.with the gfeatett need lor these servicet."after,

giving..consideation to their relgiive financial need.". Accord-'.

:ing to 45 C.F.R. S 220.40(b)(1),',"there wiil,be a reasonable and

objective method for assessing this need" or, child-welfare services...

'There is another "statewideness" equ rement tor the Inc/WIN

program contained in Title IV-C of the Soci 1 Security Act. The

.ttatute provides:

The Secretary of:Labor . . shg11_, inaccord-:
ance with the provisions of this parc, establish'work
:incentive programs.... , in each State and in each
political subdivision' of a'State in which he determines
there is a. significant number of individuals.who have40,

. attained age 16 and are receiving aid to-families with
dependent children. In other political Subdivisions, he
shall use his best efforts to provide such piograms
either within such subdivisions or-through the provision

' of transportation for such personS to political sub-
, divisions of.t ,e State in which such prograMs are establiShed2,

. ,Here'there is a fede ally-determined allocation of.resources, in"

( Which some communities might not have any involvement with the AFDC/WD

program beCause of an insufficient number. of AFDC recipients Over

2045 C.F.R. 5 220.40(a) (1974).

21
42 U.S.C. S 632(a). 4.6
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theiege of sixteen.

HEW-SRS Enforcement Power

. ,The question-of federal enforcement powers frequently arises;

.:HOw-does HEW enforce.that plan so that StateS.do.not, either through .

.state regulation or administratively, vioiatethe federal provisioriS4'.'
,

.The first power the SeCretary Of HEW has,with reference to Title

:! 1y-A programs is.to simply.refuse to approVe any 'plan which ddes

not fulfill the 'coriditions of 42 U.S.C. S 602(a).- This section

ipcludes the requirement that a state plan must "provide that it

shall be in effect in all political Silbdivisions of the State :

The second power the Secretary has is brie of review of'

compliance with a state plan he has already approved. He does

this by holdinglat is ..terined a."compliance hearing.'" If; "after

reasonable notice ahd opportunity for hearing to the state agency.'

administering:-or supervising the administration pf such plan,"

the Secretary then finds that "in the administration of, the:plan-
...

there is a failure to'comply substantially with aPy provision re-

quired by section. 402(a)'- he may take.dorrective adtion.
,23

This corrective action includeenotification to the state. .

agency that further paymentsmill not be made to thestate,,or in'

the Secretary's discietiow; that payments will be limited:to cate-

gories under part or:parts of the state plan not affected by such

failure until the state Complies. In other words, if the Secretary

were to find, for exaMple, that the state was refusing AFDC foster

care payments 'to eligible individuals, he could, at his option,

discontinue Title IV-A foster care payments to the state or discontinue

2
42 U.S.C. 4,§ 602 (a) (1).

23
4 42 U.S.C. § 602(a).

24
42 U.S.C. § 604(a), 604(a) (2).

-40--
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all payments whatsoever,under, Title IV-A to the S-tate'.25

Title IV-B is covered by the conformity hearing provisions

but only insofar as\such child welfare services apply to AFDC 'fami-

lies.. Thus, theoretically, the failure to provide child,weffare.

services to AFDC children could result in the cut off of funds .

9
of all Title IV-A'assistance to a state. However, Title IV-B

services to won-AFDC families are mit subject to conformity hear-

ings, although--of course--the Secretary has the option of not

apprOving a propoSed state plan which does not meet the TitleIV-B

- requirements. Since Title IV-B does not, as of the moment, have

provisions for equal distribution of services throughout the pont-
."'

ical subdivisions of A state, the matter of a state's failure to

provide, equal services on a. statewide basis is lesS likely to trig-

ger formal conformity hearings.
1

Once HEW haS-decided, after hearing, to discontinue a state's
.

funds under part or',all of\Title,IV,-A,27 tile state may file a pe-
,

tition for a review of the decision in the appropriate federal

court of appeals. The state states, in relevant:part:

(3)' Any state which is dissatisfied with . .

a final determination of the Secretary under
section . . . 604 . .-. of this title may,
within 60 days after it has been notified, of ,

such determination, 'file with the United States
court of appeals for the cirCuit in which such-

.

-5In addition to'the "big gun" of.these provisions, a few
"small guns" exist.- For exaMple, federal aid tu a state under
the WIN program may it, some instances be reduced a percen;tage'point.
(42 U.S.C. § '603(c)). Failure to inform all-AFDC famili0 of child.
healt.h screening.services will result in aione percentum reduction
.(42 U.S.C. § 603(g)). FailUre.to,providefamilyplanning services
to AFDC families will result in a one percentilm reduction the
state: (42 M.S.C. § 603(f)): Lastly, failure td provide a "single
or:ganizational unit" within the state'agency, and local agency ad7
ministering the state plan, to furnish child welfare Services or
family planning services will result in a'one percentum reduction.
(42 U.S.C. §§ 603(f) (2) and 602(a)(15)(B);.

26
42

.

.

UkS.C. § 604(a)(2h 42 U.S.C. § 602(a) which icorporates
42 U.S.C. § 625, Child Welfare,Services,,at § 602(a) (14).

.
.

2745 C.F.R. 201.6. 48-
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state Pis locate'd a petition for review of suCh
determination,

IV

,(5) The cdurt shall,havejurisdictiotWilffirm
the action:of the Secretary, or to set Itaside,-in,
whole'or'in.part 28

./ .

,
.

In practice, HEW bas seldom.formally,Challenged the tom-:.,

iiance of R:state welfare plan with the terms'A the Social Securi-.
/

y Act.2? 'This chara/cteristic of HEWis actions hhs been attributed

,

.

..4,.,

various 'factors/
'

a stated preference for negotiation 'fear30
/ , '4,

cf the damaging-economic consequences to recipients of the.Cutting-'

off of fundi,31 and fear of the pOlitical consegliences1,32 Regard-

less of the reason, certain factors lie beneath thet istatutory
/

/
Scheme which undoubtedly to influence the enforcement of the Act.

;

, / ..
.

The mdst'obvious is the practical difficulty with the theery,that
1 -/ r 4

1

the states are free to take or leave the Title IV programi, °as they
- ,

see fit. In pointof.fact,'"Alabama, 'together with every other
/ .

a

/ .

state, puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, the District of'Cplumbia,
/

.

28 A
042 U.S.C. § 1316(a).

t-

29See, Note, Federal Jud
Practices, 67 Col. L. Rev, 8'4,

/ X," Yale L.J. 1220 (1.967),1=n.
505, 509 ,197b).

30

icial Review,of State Welfare
91 (1967); Note, Welfare's PCondition.
7; Dandridge'v. Williams, 397 U. S. -

-,

The Geperal Counsel to HEW in 1969 stated:
'To date this.department hhs initiated conformity

,

hearings in connection, with the state plans of
Nevada And Connecticut. .Invidw of the fact.that
the imposition of sanctions against stltes which
are found to be out of conformity are mandatory,
iie.exert every effort to bring a state,into ton-
fomity without the nece4sity,of a formal'hearing..
(Cited in Rosado v. WyMan, ,397 U. S. 423, 431 (1970))

k

31 e
Bryant v. Carleson,'444 F.,2d 353, 360 (9th Cir. 1971).

32
. 1 A ,, ,, .

. One commentator'suggeSts that HEW has acted politically:'
' . . . Thus, HEW did not invalidate Louisiana's "unsuitable home"

'plan -mitright, but instead' issued'a prospective ruling because, ,

President Eisenhower did not wantkto hurt Republican chances in
the-1960 election. The Michigan plan was struck down because Pres-

- ident'Kennedy did not.mind giving George Romney-a hard time.;," Steiner,
Social:-Insecurity, 100, 101-107 (1566): 'Note, Welfare's "Condition
X," 76, Yale L. J. 1220, 1223, h. 7 (1967)'.-
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.
.

partic;pates in the Fecieral Government's Aid to Families With'
" :

, . , :. / .

,

bependent Children .(AFDC) pr9gram, . . . The program has be-.

come so much a.part and parcel of.every State's social welfare

policy,that strict enforcement of the provisions by the federal

government would,clearly expose the practical weaknesses of the

.'"take-it dr leave-it" rationale.- Further, the "big gun" of cutting

-z,off.federai assistance to 'all recipients of acertain class in a
g

stateas a way.of gaining'compliance clearly has certain drawbacks.

Congrgps itself, in the legislative.historrpreceding passage.-of.

Title XX, finallypacknowledged the difficulties of gaining state

compliance under the pretent .systém and determined to concentrate
:

tTpn procedural compliandeloased upon citizen participation rather

34t than.substantive' cdmpliance..

As it affects Indians, HEW has on a few occasions challenged

-the compliance of a state welfare plan with the terms of the Social'

Security Act. 1n1954, HEW's Predecessor, the Federal Security

Administration,-tefutedito approve an Arizona State plan which
1

d. 4iMinated against. .Indiant. 35 More recently in 1971, a conformity

hearing was held qn fourrOf AriZona's public assistance plansA.

(0AA,IAFDC and,CWS;.AB and APT))) in which ArizoAa was found out of

compliance. 36 A number of Arizona'silures impinged particularly

-upon .Indian recipients. 3
,

7
It Wet recently noted by HEW Region IX

.(es the result of information submitted by Arizona in the Navajo

Social SerVices Project 1115 proposal) that Arizona has been con-

sistently folloWin# apolicy over the years of not slipplying AFDC

child Ileogare services to indian xeservations.
?

'33kingi 3..r. Smith, 392 U. S. 369, 311 (1968).
34

See;l974 U. S.-,Code Cong. & Admin. 'News 9l93/, 9198.

,- 35
Arizona v. Hobby, '221 F.2d 498 (D. C. Cir. '1954)%

36 ,

Ariz. Dep't.
456 (9th Cir. 1971).

of Pub. Welfare'v. Dep't of HEW (449 F.2d

c
.37

Failure to establish state level advisory committees for AFDC
and Cigunder'45 C.F.R. SS 220 et seq.; failure to provide-at'sistance
fully to AFDC families of children and relatives. DNA Inc.", the
Navajo 0E0 legal services program, was a participantin the hearings.
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4'6 demonstrate t e difficulties wi"th nfOrdement prcitesses,

We note that..at no time ApringVe controversy Which eruptedin

the'State'of North DakAa conterning the State's refusal to extend

Title IV-A child welfare services to, Indian res atidns did Hit/.

fbrmally commence a conformitY hearing, nor 'formally give dotcce-
A

\'
.th# tne stlate plan would not be,approVed. Instead, a seriei%of

attempts'to induce.compliance by the state were Made, with the most

.pOinted effort lat of_requi4ing thestgte to.pay AFDC foster care

costs withoutjederal- matching to foster care homes on Indkan

treiervations which the state would neither license nor approve.v.

There are added complications with:HEWcomplianCe proceedings

nw,Indian-reservations. In addition to t,he great difficulties of°,

employing the big On of the cut-off of state funcTh, the ,unigile.,

.,-

.legal'problem6 involved in delivering assistance and service to.

recipients governed bk the.additional la-er of government-Hthe

'Indian tribes--adds",tb the'problemsaaf'proceeding agaihst a,non-,

complYillg state. The juris4dictional and legal2problems per6aining
r, -

to Indian ressrvations are not readilyamenable tO a urliversal

federal solution: each.state and each-indian ieservation Within
4

a state must be studied Separately. Additionally, internal Indian
\

law is notoriously.difficult to pin down in'areas such as specify-
.-

ing those Indian tribal powers which are inherent attributes of

governMent and therefore cannot be infrinved upon by the stateS

h (the Nilliams v..Lee "test.").,and in determining the effect of a\

tribal court order off the reserVation.
\

- Added to this confusingsituatiOn is the position _adopted

bx the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Legally, the Social Secrity

Act and-Title IV-Aiassistance and services.appear to apply to Indian

reservations to the exclusion of the Bureau's prograMs. However;' '

faced.with,the-urgently demonstrated need for services on reserve--

t/ons, the Bureau has stepped forward to fill the gaps in assistance

and.services when z tate puts up enough resistance to its delivery

of these programs. As a result, Viere is in Practice a continual



enSionestablished: 'the state desiring.the'Bureau to pick up state
- .

rograms; and,the Indian tribes often feelrng more cismfortable

with federal, rather.then state, control over.their. programs.

' c.
Last],y, as present'ly established, the system must rely

. Upon agreements between the state and the Tiureau,or-.thd state and

tribal government for the fuIl delivery bf child welfare assistance

-
and services. No mandatdry procedure exists toffacilitatelthe making'

.

. of such agreements. Needless.to say, it is Asa legal prOpbsitiop

very difficultwithout the laodeduralfoundation to compel a state

to enter ineo such agreemenfi.

"Class Action" Enforcement

There is an additional mechanism for xl4Sing the queAtion b

inadequate deliverY of-services.,S.ConfOrmitY hearings may only be

initfffted bY the SecretaY of HEW.. 38 While.third parties as of
.1

July 29,:1970, are permitted tdintervene atthese hearings, 39

they may not introduce additional fSdues.10 Nor may they appeAl

the decision of the Secretary to t!/United States cOurt of:AppealS;

that is a right reserved to the State:II:They may,,, on theother

, -'-hand, obtain review of the Secretary's.deciSion in diitrict court. 42

.,

However,'the most effective legal instrument b far in the

hands of welfare recipients:has proved t? be "Cla actidn" suits.%

Such suits, usually, brought by legal s vices organizations, involve
, . .

. ,

individual'recipients who represent A "class" of persons affeRted

similarly by a federal or state stetute, regulationor administrative ,

. .

38U.5.C. § 604(a).
,

3945 C.F.R. 5'213.15. These regurations were piomulgated-in
response toPNWRO V. Finch, 429 17.2d 725 (D.C. Cir. 1970).

.
t

40
45 § ;13...14(4):

4142 U.S.C. § 1316(a) ArizonaDept of Pub. Wplfare v. DHEW,,
°449 F.2d 456, 462-463° (197,1).

42Cf. NWRO v. Finch, 429 F.2d
(quoting Juage LumbaraTi7Eoncurring
F.2d.17D; 181 (2d Cir. 1969), rev'd
(1970);./lettinger v. FTC, 392 F.2d A

5"
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725, 736 (a. C. Cir. 1970)

opinion'in.Rosado v. Wyman, 414
on other grolinds, 397 U. S. 397
54, 457.(2d Cir. 19681.
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r
prabtice. The suit represents a:directiudicial attack upon the

r

0

regulation or practice in quest vAWy, ,:,i1.6._iative Of the Equal Pro-

tectiSn Clause, of the SuprefilaCtiAp.ause-4f the U. S. Constitution
. ..*9

,or.Title VI Of the 104 Civiltights Abt4and thus this mode of

$legal attack haSL.been a fa.vorfilte athotg)milnority group welfare.
*, . - . ,... L

reCipientS. adVersely affeotbd :by ,,VreUate;4rules.,,, .;

There are distinct d4,80dvantageS.to such,:a meanS Of en-
c ,

4,
: foemeni-:

. ,
'tf:.' ,

p .. ,

The applitant whoMithe,:. et&dedlares in,
eligible will rd].uctart 1;11-equipped.
to attack-the sjibsantiveproyisions of the
program; despitelegal44'th'e very poOr '

;still find'piiVate'aCtio0 too dUficultand
time-cOnsuming to.pWrsuelespeCially whgte:
the'state is the'`adve4*ry.i A lawsuit-if
begun becomes*ot*ere Complainant:Moves
or gets a jo15,'okyheiihe, state, fearing an
adverse outcorile,'Suddenlzy: everses.itself

. 1.
and admits the p1aint4g"to the wglfare rolls.- \

The Court may decide4pr the plaintiff but ovi
a technical basis,pettrnent 'Only tO the claim
under dispute ratherthan!.to.the substantive
issues. dears may plass before a court passes on

.4% thevalidity of the,state program.iP
V

. Despite these very definite drawbackt, the class actibn suit, par-
..,

:9 ''
,

0 , tiCularly 'in the perfod of time.from1.968'through 1972 was -the :
, -

vehicle for challenging certain asPects.of the welfare system,in

i ,dramatic ways with reference to state encroachments.upon federal
,: .

. eligib3ality.requirements. The suits were the spearhead in the
,

. . .
-

developmeht of the emergent ,fie1d of.."welfa're law,u and their \,

success lay id.numerOus falioiable decisiOn's. by the United,States
.

0 .

_..--
,. .

,Supieme Court, It s fair. to say that the,numerous Oases togethery .

--4constitute a major reform of the welfare system, with wide-tanging
. ,

,effectt:on the overall administration of-the welfare SYstem.44

., .

.._,
-43

Dietej welfare's "C ndition A," 76 Yale,L. J. 1222,
1225 (1967). , .

.

.

.
,

44
The capes were: Kng v. Smith, 392. U:-.S. 309. (1968)(bl/et-

'turning_Alabama's ,"substitu ing faElTePr regulation under AFDC): .

Shapiro NA Thompsonk'394 U. $. 618 (190)(overturning the one year
residency requirements of Connecticut, District of Columbia, and
Pennsylvania); Goldberg v.HKelly, 397 U.:S. 254 (1970)00 (the clas-
sic SSA :due process: caseil overturning,New :York's failgre tp afkord
a hearing to 'a recipient before termanatie*pubric assistance paY-
ments): Rosado v. 'Wyman, 397 U. S. 397 (1970) (Ovetturning New.

.,
4

.
. 1
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'From the viewpoint Of the Welfare' recipient:, these suits
. _

.had distindt-advantages as opposed to federal conformity or en-'

fOrcement'proceedings. The sUits did not require approval of, or

,participation by,'HEW,. and therefore could .be'initiated with dis-.

patch. If'SucceSsful at the United Statee.Supreme Cqurt level,
A 1..

they'resulted in nation-Wide changes in state.practices and not
AS

ju6t in the.parti6ular state in question." They did not, as did

the conformity hearings,'use as leverage the cut-off Of federal
.6

funds to additional state welfare_recipiente: .And.lastlyi they

made the Department of HEW consideraply more responsiVe tp wel-

fare.complaints by,.Potentialtrecipients generally.
'

However, 'this additional mechanism to-challenge the ede-
-

'uacy of state provision of welfare services or assistance haa not

een employed very often in major-cases by recipients in Indian

reservations for discriminatory ,state'practices. The reasons'

are undoubtedly similar to those-of HEW in not.pressing for con-

formity hearings opmatters invoiving'Indian -reservations. There

is another major factormany Indian,tribes desire to control their.
,,

9

own programs.. It ie revealing, for example, that the,Navajo Tribe--
, V

'rather than actively pressing for full state compliance--was willing'

to contribute the 25% state matching share for control of it own.
-

AFDC child welfare services program. Legal.ServiceS'atiorneys

- 44
(Cont.)York's method of determining need for.AFDC);

Dandridge v. Williams, 397 U. S. 471'(1970) (upholding Maryland's
absolute limit of $250 per month of agrant. under AFDC); Wyman v.
James, 400 U: S. 309 (1971).(upholding N.(Y.'s right to condition
AFDC eligibility, on inspection of home by caseworker). Graham v.
.Richardsbn, 403 U. S. 367 (1971), overturned Arizpna's and Pennsyl-
vania's residency requirement's for aliens': Subsequent cases include:\
Carleson v. Remillard, 406 U. S. 598 (1972) (overturning' California's)j
'denial.of AFDC to military,orphans); Townsend v. $wank, 404 U. S.
282 (1971) oyerturning Illinois's barrinq of depeia&TE chlldren
1$ through 20 who attend college from ADC); New York State Dep't.
of Social Services v. Dublillo,:413 U.'S. 405 (1973)'(upholding New
York's additional registration requirementsfor paeticipatiOn in ,

the WIN program).

45
For example the ruling in King v. Smith, 392 U. S. 309. -.

.(1968), affected 10 states and the District of Columbia (at 337-338);
in Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U. S. 618 (1969) only 11 jurisdictions
were not Efected'by the overturning of residency requirements
(at 639, n.-22).

5 4
,
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Whose clients are-primarily Indian,,and who are 'aware of the many

.Contradictory currents in Indian thought, have been to date less

:likely,to press for full compliance avrograms of grant-in-aid

welfare assiStance and services than they have in other areas.. 46

BIA Admihistrative Structure. The Bureau of,Indian Affairs-
.

.

(BIA):of the United States Department of'Interior also administers

a program of child-welfare'assistance and services. 'Two major

'differences between this program and.theipS program just discussed

'are (1) ,BIA assistAnce.and Services are limited to.certain Indiang

and (2).the basic BIA program is federally administered.

The statutory authority for BIA involvement in welfare pro-

grams is the 1921 Snider Act,.47,which.reads in part as follows:
. .

\ The Bureau of Indian,Affairs,-under, the thiper-
vision of the Secretary of the Interior, shall direct,
supervise, and expend such moneys as Congress may from
time to time appropriate, for the benefit, carefAnd
Assistance of the Indians throughout the United States

, for the following purposes:
. .

General"support and civilization, including
education:. -----'-7---
. For relief of distresS.and conservation .of
health.:.:

.

And'for general and incidental expenses in ,

. Connection with the administration of Indian affLrs.
e

As was pointed out by the. suOreme Court in Mortdn-V. Ruiz,
48

this.

is, the "underlying congressional authority" for Most.BIA activi-
,

ties, including those in the welfare Area, And was ,intended to Avoid

procedural diffiCuIties in the annual Congressional consideration of

Bpi appropriation requests. The language of the Snyder Act-is ex-,

temely broad, especially in Comparison with the great complexity

and specifiCity of the Social Security'Act. It therefore provides

the authority for a range Of programs and services., the details'

46 '

Major sutcessful'suits have appeared'in other federal aid
areas, however. For example, discriminatory .use against Indian chil-
dren of Impact.Aid funds, 20 U.s.C..4. T 452Y and Title I; Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education Act fundS (20 U.S,C.A..S 241a) by the..
Gallup-McKinley .School Board in New Mexicor, Natonabah v Board of
Education,.355 F. Supp. 716 (1973)vsuit foi discriminatory denial
by North DAkotatiof'fndian participation in,the Food.Stamp.Act, set-
tled by state agreement to comply,. Decoteau v. Tangedahl, unreported,.
Civil Action A2-74-33 (D. No. Dak. 1974).

4725 U.S,C. S 13.

48
415 U4,5. 199 (1974 ) .

,
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presumably to be established in more specific legislation and in

regulations.

'Another statute earing on the BIA's activities in this area

can be found at 25-U.S.C. S§ 452 et seq. This authorizes tlie BIA
ir

to contract with states or their political subdivisions for social

welfare includinvrelief of distress of Indians in such states.
s

This provision is digcussed more extensively later in this section.
r,

The regulations fOr the social welfare program administered

directly by.the BIA gre not located in the Code of Federal Regu.,:-

lations. Instead, they gre distributed as part of the Indian .

Affeirs' Manual .(IAM), a loose-leaf coilectiOn of materials that is

generally not available in public libraries or even law libraries.

This fact was sharply criticized in Morton v. Ruiz, 49
since-the

general practice for federal regulations "of general or particular

applicability and future effect" as mandated by the Administrative

Procedure Act, is publicatiodin the Federal Register, which en-

sures wide circulation and codification in the Code of Federal

Regulations. ,DesOite this criticism, these BIA regulations'have

not been given this wider circulation.4' '.+444600,

The BIA welfare program consists of two major components:
.

general 'assistance and social services. The'-general assistance

"program provides financial assistance to Indians living on or near

reservations, 50
whether or not they fit into ,oneNof the'categories

, of SRS programs, such as being blind, aged, .disabled, or a needy

family,with dependent children. One-major eligibility requirement

is that public assistance or geperal.assistance from a state or
f

local juriSdiction must be actually unavailable to the BIA.general

assistance recipient. As spelled out in IAM, this.means:

49 415 U. S. 199 (1974).

()Before Morton v. Ruiz, 415 U. S. 199 (1974) , the BIA limited
. genera

'5

l assistanc to Indians living on reservations. This, case'
held that "unassi ilated Indians living in an Indian community near
their, native reservation, and who maintain close econOmic and social
ties with that reservation"-are alsb eligible for BIA general assi)S----
tance.

, -49 -



--Recipients of non-BIA public assistance,- or
persons whose needs are included in a public,
assistance ,payment, are not eligible for BIA
general assistance;"

- -Applicants for non-BIA public assistance may
be eligible for BIA general assistance during
an interim period before receipt of the first
non-BIA public assistance check; and

--Applicants-for,non-BIA-public-assistance-who-.-have
made a reasonableeffort to comply with-the pub-
lic-assistance-requirements and.meet the eligi-.
'bility standards,.but have not received a prompt
determination or fair consideration of their
application, may-have their BIA general
tance continued pending appea1.51

If an-Indian -is potentially eligible-for-state assistance-but fails.

to apOly or refuses to':comply with state assistance regulatitons,

he maY be d medine4gible for BIA general assistance. The BIA

program,- ac ording to the Manual, is only a resource of last resort.

applicant for BIA geheral assistance must'also estab-

,

lish nancial eligibility for this program. In essence, this.
-

means that the applicant's incom6-snd resources must be insufficient

to meet his or her firIncial needs, including dependents. In deter-

- mining the level...of.the appliCant's financial needs, the BIA uses,

the publid.assistance standard of the state in which that .appli-

cant resides,.5 2 even though different.stateS may'use-different

standards lor this purpose. Fbr determining the applicant's in-

come and resources, however, the BIA uses its own standards.
53

The BIA also administers a program of social services,

cluding child-welfare services. While there is no financial eli-

gibility standard for BIA.social services for children (thus making

this program more like title IV-B than Title IV-A of the Social

Security Act), there is an eligibility limitation to Indian chil-

dren of at least "one-fourth degree Indian blood."54

5166 IAM 3.1.40.

5266 IAM 3.1.7A.

53 66 IAM 3.1.7B.

54This blood-degree limitation is not.contained in'the Snyder
Act or'in any of the appropriations requests within recent years,

.
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,

'!As 1.Vith the BIA general assistance program, there" is a
4

policy under the 13IA 'program of social serVices for children of

using state resources before providing services directly. The

manual states:

It is considered that the general welfare-of the
- -Indian child is best promotedrAen necessary

social services are received through the appro-
:.priate agencies of the state in which he lives.55

,J

This polidy is implemented in a number of situationi': in referrals

to state agencies of situations in which "a living arrangement

made by a parent or legal guardian [is] seriously detrimental

to a chiid," 56 referrals tdstate agenciel of cases-ofTehildren
N'ear

not in the custody of their own parents 57 and in the'general pro-

'viso that BIA shall provide social services for children "[i]n

the absence of other available resources.."5 A variation on this

'theme is the use of state standards for foster home and foster;

care,,"[i]nsofer as'Possible."59

When the BIA does provide servicea to Indian children,'it

does so in a variety of situations: in.the child's own home, in

a foster home or foster care institution, or in,a BIA boarding

school: The BIA'can'.also place Indian children-in astate other .

than the one in which they'reside; here too the BIA. Manual empha-

sizes working through state agencies, even to the point of seeking.

,,to encourage tribal courts "to work through State channels.,60"

54 (cbnt.)and is thus subject-to the same kind of attack as was
the geographic limitatiOn involved in Morton v. Ruiz, 415 U.. S. 199
1974). _Also, there is a geographic lIiraEion for BIA social ser-
vices programs, siMilar to that for BIA general assistance, which4may.

P
also be ,invalid under the Ruiz guidelines.

55 66 IAM 3.2.4A

5666 IAM 3.2.5C.

5766 IAM 3.2.5E(1)(a).

58 66 IAM 3.2.6.
sr

59
66 IAM 3.2.6B(3) (d).

6066 IAM 3.2.6G. 5 8
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Case Law: Introduction

A state'S' failAire to prOvide Aervices, extended to Othek
\,

persOns-in the state, to residents of Indian,ieservations naturally

,

- raises the question of when and.whether such State action conflicts

with federal atatutes'or is .unconstitutional Thii part of this'

Section begins with a ditcussion of the application Of general equal

proteCtion principles stp the delivery of child welfare services

to Indian,reservations, and then deals with specific princiPles,
applicable.to.certain aspects of this system'.

Basic PrincipleS of Equal Protection 'and Due Process

Under_tracational-equal piotectiori principles,9a state bas

the right`to make olassificatiOns as long as those classifications

v/meei What is called "the reasonable basis test." This test ap,

plies when the classifications,are in the area of econvic activi-

ties and social welfare. As the U. S. Supreme Court 'stated in the

case of Dandridge v. Williams61

In the' area Of economics and social welfare, (a
state does not violatethe Equal Protection Clause
merely because the classifications"made by ita-laws
are imperfect. If the.classification has some
"xeasonabIe basis," it does not offend the Consti-
tution simply because the classification .."is not
made with mathematical nicety or because in prac-
tice it results.in some inequality,"

vo

However, when the classification in question is based on national-,

ity or race, it is called an "inherently suspect" 'dlassi-
.

fication and it must meet a heavier burden to justify it.... The

test, applied is the "striCt scrutiny" test; the only may a státd

can pass it is if,it can show that the classification is heceSsary
. .

to the accomplishment of compelling state interest.
62

'This is a legalistic way of saying that state classifi-

,r

cations which appear to belaased on race or nationality-or alien

status must be much more carefully revieWed than other classifications

61
39 U. S. 471, 485 (1969).

62Loving v. Virgihia, '388 U. S. 1, 11-11967).
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-by the courts; -Thus, in the area Of econoMics and social welfare

a State has "considerable latitude in allocating
. . . APDC-re-

'esources, since each"state:is free to set itsown standards of

need.and to determine the level of benefits by the amount of fünds

it devotes to the prograin."63 However) When a state's classifi=

cation creates two classes of needy persons--for example, the

first consisting of needy individuals predominanty non-Indians,

hot residing on Indian reservations', and the second cOth-

,..posed of needy individuals, virtually all of. whom are Indians,

residing on Indian reservatibpS--the'classification is "inherently,

suspect"'on racial grounds: This standard would- apply.whether

,or not the classification specifically mentioned "Indians': as a
aclass.

I .

In addition,such a classification would very likely be

violatie of Section 601 of Title VI of the Civil RightS Act of

1964 which reads:
...

No person in.the United States shall On the ground
of Tace, color, or national origin, be excluded from
-participation in, be denied the benefits of, or-be
subjected to disCrimination under any program or.

' activity receiving Federal financial assistance.65
. .

It should be noted that'the equal protection clause of the

U. S. 'Constitution aPpIies to persona, not just citizens, and that--

further--the'Socil Security Act applies to persOns, not just
,

citizens. 'This prinCiple, in reference to the Sodial 8ecurit3i

..Act, was firmly established by the'Sdpreme Court in Graham v.

63
. King V. Smith, 392 U.S. 309, 318-319 (1968). ,

64
The quesfion. then.would be whether the state's arguments,

such as "Indians dd.not pay state taxes" or "We cannot license
foster homes on reservations", represent a "compelling state in-
terest." The "tax argument" is discussed below.in this Section.

65 . 0

.42 U.S.C. § 2000(d). The Civil Rights Ac1 was used suc-
cessfully, as anexample, in Natonabah=v. Board of Education of
'Gallup-McKinley County School District, 355 F. Supp.-716 (D. N.
.Mex.,1973) where Johnson-O'Malley funds were used discriminatorily
against Indians by the schobl district.

.60_



ichardson (1971) 66
one 04 the long line of welfare cases which

amebafore the Court. The Court struck down,an Arizona statute

Which denied a person general assistance.unless that person:

Is a citizen of,the United States, or has re-
sided in the United States a total of fifteen
years. . .

1167 v

/
And it struck,down a Pennsylvania statute that denied/public assis-

\

tance to.an alien. This case should remove anyiguestion as to

whether Indi ns are entitled to welfare benefits and services

,egually with her persons regardless of their citizenship status.

In Goldberg v. Kelly,, 397 U. S.., 254 (1970), the Supreme

Court established the principle that due proceps--proper notice,
\.

fair.hearings, etc.--applied to the.granting and denial of Social.
.

, 4

'Security'benefits and,services to recipients. This principle is

another example.of the development of Constitutional scrutiny in

the delivery of Social Security benefits.

HEW Cdse Law--Caset of General Aeplicability.,

.Since 1968, the U. S. Supreme Court has been repeatedly

called,upon to interpret the Social..Security Act as the result of

class acticin suits brought:by potential recipients challenging state

or'federal regulations or administrative interpretation of the Act.

These suits, part of the emergent field of welfare or poverty olaW

and largeli brought by'legal aid attorneys, prompted the Supreme

Court to delineate certain principles in the Act which previously

haa not'received administrative emphasis. As applicable to this

study, those principles are:

I. The statutory purpose of Title IV
is to strengthen family life.

There is a constitutional prohibition
against tying welfare benefits or ser-'
vices to the contribution of.individ7
uals to state taxes.

III. There is a prohibition, inherent in the
act, against the use of welfare assis-
tance or benefits to enforce moral
judgments.

66403 U. S. 365 (1971)

67 Ibid. . at 367.
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The Statutory PurpOse of Title IV Is To Strengthen Family Life

The purppse.of Title IV-A iS to "encourag[e] the care' of

dependent children in their own home or in the homes of relatiVes,."

.7to help maintain and strengthen family.life," anill "to help such.

parents or relatives to attain or retain capability for the Maximum

self-rsupport abd,personal independence consistent with the Main-

tenance of continuing parental care and protection. :68

The U. S. Supreme Court has stressed the significance of -

'this statutory purpose of strengthening family.lifd. 69 The classic

P- langdage for this proposition appears in Dandridge v. Williams.

Where the court discusses Title IV-A, as follows:,

.The.Very title of the program, the repeated references
to families added in 1962, Pub. L. b7-543, § 104(a) (3),
76 Stat. ,1,85, and the words of the preamble quoted above,
show that Congress wished tO help children through the
family structure. The operation of the statute itself
hat this effect. From its'inception the Act has de-
fined "dependent cnild" in part by reference eo the rela-

, ,tives,with whom the child lives.. When a "dependent child"
. is living with relatives,. then "aid" also.includeS pay- -

ments and medical care to those relatives, including
the spouse of the child's parent, 42 U.S.C.'S 606(b)
(1964 ed., Supp. IV). ThuS, as the District Court noted;
the amount of aid "is * * * computed by treating the
relative,.parent or spouse of parent as the case may be,
of the "dependent child" as a part of the family unit."
297 F.,Supp.,, at A55. Congress has been so desirous
of keeping dependent children within a family that in
the Social Security'Amendments of 1967,it provided that
aidcould go to-children whose need-arose merely from
theik parents' unemployment, under federally determined .
standards, although the parent was not 'incapacitated: ,

42 U.S.C. § 607 (1964 ed., Supp..IV).

The States must respond to this federal statutory
concern for preservingchildren in a family environment.

There Is A Constitutional Prohibition Against Tying Welfare
Benefits Or Services To The Contribution Of Individuals To

'State Taxes

The classic case for this prOposition is Shapiro v. Thompson

394 U. S. 618 (1969). Heree the states of Connecticut and.

6842 U.S.C. § 601.

69"Family Life" as construed in this section encompasses
the extended family," not just a family_of natural or adoptive
parents.

70 397 U. S. 471, 479 (1970).
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_-

Pennsylvania and the. bistrict of Columbia atteMpted to justify,
a one-year residency requirement as a criteria for eligibility

to.
AFDC on a number pf grounds; including the fact that new-resi-,\
dents; as opposed tOiOld residents, had not contributed to 'the com-
munity through,the'payment of state taxes and therefore should 'not.

4
be entitled to I artially state financed) AFDC'benefits./1 .The

'

Court summarily dismissed this rationale as an invidious classi-
fication and a violation of the Equal Protection Clause: ,

Appellants! reasoning would logically .perMit.theState to bar new residents from schools, parks,and libraries br deprive them of police and fireprotection. Indeed it would'permit the State toapportion all benefits,and services according to'the-past tax cOntributions of its citizens. TheEqual Protection Ciause'prohibits such an apportionment of state services..
4. A

We recognize that a state has a valid interest inpreserving the fiscal integrity of,its'programs.It may legitimately
attempt to limit its expendi-.tures, whether foi
public,assistance, public educa-"tion,or any other program. But alstate may notaccomplish such a purpose by invidious distinctions.between classes of its Citizens. It could not, forexample, reduce expenditures for education,by bar-ring indigent children from its schools. similarly,

.
in the cases before us, appellants must do more thanshow that

denYing'welfare,benefits to new residentssaves money. The saving of welfare costs cannotjustify an otherwise
invidious,classification.72

III. There Is A Prohibition, Inherent in the.Act, AgainSt TheUse of Welfare Assistance or Setvices To Enforce.MoralJudgments

"In one of the kirst major Welfare cases to come before the ,.
court, 'King v. Smith, 73 the State of Alabama sought to-justify

71
The "durationalresidency". requirement was hardly uniqueto these states and the District of COlumbia at the-time. .As of '1964, only.11 jurisdictions did not impose a residency'reguire-.ment for AFDC assistance.

Thus,Tri striking down this require-4ment' the Supreme Court effectively reversed a procedure:adoptedby 39 states. ..Tbis is illustrative,of
the impact which classaction litigation has had upon the face of welfare law. (Cf.Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U. S. 618,.639, n. 22 (1969)).

72
394 U g. at 632, 633

(footnotes omitted).

73
392 U. g. 309 (1968).
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its "substitute father" 'regulation or- "man-in-the-house rule"

,

on the grounds that it could legitimateli,use the,Social Securi-

ty Act and AFDC proyisions for the purpose of regulating "morality."'
t'

This regulation defined a parent, within the definition of the

Act, as a man, who cohabitS withthe child'solatural or adoptive

.motherin the home Or else W here.
74 Whether or not such an indi-

.

4idual was legally obligated to support the child, his existence,

by Alabama's regulation, constituted parental Support of a non-

: <,absent parent within the definition_of "dependent child,"75 and

, . .

terminated AFDC benefits to all the'children of the applicant

mother. Alabama attempted'to justify this regulation on the

-
grOund that it, discodiaged the immoral cohabitation.of unmarried

!

, individuals and.discouraged an AFDC mother from'cohabiting.
.,-.-

The court struck down the assertion that Alabama could-
,

-,,_
. -

.use the AFDC program in this manner to discourage immorality.

'in doing so; the court gave a thumbnail sketch of.the develop-.

ment'of the welfare program in:the United States which included .

these observations:
. .

1. In the last half of the 19th Century welfare
programs treated only the "worthy poor." The,

w "worthy person ,concepecharacterized.the mother's
pensionwelfare programs Wilich were the precursors
of AFDC . :. . Benefits under.the mother's Pen-
sion programs,. accordingly, were custemarily re-
stkicted to widows-Who were considered*rally fit."

2.. Inthis soCial,gontext it is not surprising .
_

that both the House and Senate Repprts on tIle So-
cial Security Actof 1935 indicate that states
participating in AFDC 'ware free' to impose eligi-

4. bility requirements relatingto the 'moralcharac
ter' of applicants;."77

. : J
. . .

.

3. "Suitable home provision's" which "frequently
\

disqualified children 'on the basis of alleged immoral

t, .

4

74Similar regulations at the time.of this case existed in
19 stateS,and the Districtof Columbia (King v. Smith,'392 U. S. at
337 (1968)). Thus,,King v..SMith -represents another instance of
class action suits effectively reversing state implementation prac-

. tices over a wide section of the country.

75
42 U.S.C. § 606(a).

7 63 92 U. S. at 320-321.

77
392 U. S. at 321. ., 6 I
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behavior- of theirl mothers".were adopted in manY
-state AFDC plans.,- ,

I

:41. In the 1940Ps, [c]ritics argued, .-. . that 1-

such disqualificatiomprovisions . . . were habit- i,

ually used to disguise systematic racial discrimi-
i

nationi-and that they senselessly punished impoverished
children on tile basis of their mother's behavior,

Iwhile inconsiatently permitting them to remain'in the
allegedly unsuitable home:79

I

I

5. In 1945, the predecessor of HEW produced a
state 2etter arguing againsesuitable home provi-
sions and recommending their abolition. Fifteen
kstates compled; others lid not."

°

6. In the stmmer pf'1960, aPproximately 23,000
children were dropPed from1iousiana's AFDC'roIls.]
on-the:basis of its unsuitable'home.provision. As i

a.result, Secretary Flemming.ofHEW .issued what
is.now known as the Flemming Ruling, .stating that as
of Julya, 1961,' I

'

A ,state plan . ... may nbt,impose an .

, eligibility condition that would,deny
assistance to a needy chiTIOn. the ,

basis that the home conditions in which
the-child lives areiunsuitable, whilethe n.;.

child continues. to'reside in the home
,

I

'7. In 1962,.Congress made permanent the .provision
' for.FDC assistanCe-to Children.placed iii foSter i

homes'andexttnded such Coverage to include'chil-1.
drenlplaced_in child-carwinsti.tutions: It modiped :
the nOw statutory-Flemming rule, S 404(b) of(the)?

mp, Act,,to permit states 'to disqualify AFDC'aid-Chil-,7
Areh-who live in.iansuitable homes provided .they 'are

tt".=

granted.other adquate care and assistance. 82 , I

0 ,

.
,

The court concluded that: "The statutory approvAl of the.
1

< /
Flemming Ruling . -. .. precludes the state.from otherwilse,denying

AFDC assiatance to dependent children:on the basis of their

mother's,alleged. immorality ._. ." /- :. .. 1: .

,

'

HEW Case Law--Cates.Applicable to Indians RightTo Receive Benefits .

.

l'he question of whether Indians are entitled tO Social

security welfare benefits eqUallyvith other'cit enslOf a state

has_been addreased,in several/legal opinionsestatUteL arid cases.

.1

.

78 392 U. S. at 321.

79 392 U. S. at 321.

80 392 U.'S. at 322.'

81392 U. S. at 322-323.

. 82'
392 U. S. t 324. 6 5 ,
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.(1. ,

Aithoughon two separate occasions state welfare institutions at

tempted through iitightion_to,dvoid
responsiSility'for making'such, .

,-
:

,

.
Npaymnts, in each instance they were .unsuceeiSful.. The weight

,
.

,
4

,ofolegal authority.iS on the side oft).* equal entiLement_of

Indians to benefits; ahd no statutory or case law.appear*S to the:

tcontrary.

The clearest eXpositio4 of the authorities is a chronologi-

.

cal one. In order, on June 2, 1924, citizenship As granted. to,'

"all: Indians. born within' the territorial limits oftbelinitedAtates':::-.
.

_

That:ill:non-citizen. Indians. born Within' the
territorial liMits of-the United States be, and .

they are hereby, declared to be'citizens of the
. United States:. Piovided, that the granting,of
such titizenship shall not in any manner impair
or otherwiSe affect the right of any Indian to
tribal or other property.8i

'

This'section'was incorporated, in-effect, into the gationality.Act

°

of'October,14,' 1940, 84
which 4eared up any,doubt a'S' to the status

g

of IndiahS horn atter the effes.tive date.of the Act..of i924 and wa

reenacted in-the act' of June ?7, 1952. Thus 8 US.C. 1401 reads
14:---inpertinent part:-

, (d) The following shall.be national's and_Citi=.
.zens of the United States at birth:..'.

. .
, <. ;;(2) a person borm.in.the,United States

'to a member of an Indian, gskimo,,

Aleutian or other aboriginaltrqbe.-

Condern that Indians might be disicriminatedagaintt in ob-
.

tainiPg.Social Security benefits developed during and..after pas

.sage of the Social Security Act- .In 1935, ,Assistant Solicitor.
,

2,,' Felix Cohen, of-the Department,of InteriOr, expressed his'anxiety
4

,that Indians would not'receive full benefits. .Speaking of the.

Economic aecurity Bill, Copen stated!.

. . . a fair.readfricl-of the Economic Secur'ity
Bill 4120) requires the conclusion that,
Indians, being citizens of the United States'

, .

83
433 Stat. 253; 8 u.s.d.A. s 3.n.

84 '
8 V.S.C.A.. § 601. See also Harrison v. Laveen,196 P.2d 457, 45.

. s

'
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C, .

.:and'of.the States wherein they reside are in-
cluded in. the benefits.of the Act."

, 4

He dadtianed,howeVer, that:
.; 1

o..:' ..D diacriminatNn against Indinaa as against
other rainority'groups, is probable in. any.admini-
stratiOn of Federal funds which'is placed%in'the'

(-hands .of state and local authorities.86

G,

,

In 19'36, the Solieiter of the Interior bepartment rendered..
,

y.

an opinien whichheld that,ihe Social §ecurity':Act Was applicable..

.13/to,andtans.%, The opinion shad.thrbe facets: First, that the,

Social Sedurity Act required that:aid to needy aged individual's,.
4

to beedy:depeddent,child and 'to the toedy blind be.admini stered
. -

threugh a state/plan which' must be "in effe6t. in .all pOlitical
I \,. .

sUbdivisions,of Ole State" andaS'Indian reservrions'are_included''.

cgunties, and othsrpolitical Subdivision,.Indians
!

" I are entitled oaidl.Inder state plans.. Second, that one of the'bases

allotment o,g, federal_funds was pdpulation of states andthe

ypopulation statistics"included Indians, ..The Solicitor reasoned:,

In computing these statistico'no oissionis inade
4 of the Indians and official.registation and 'consus
rolls have been-Used which, of course, include. the
Indian poPulation. It i;zould be manifestlycontrary
to'.the intention of the act.that funds allotted to
cOver a certajn number.of'people should beused only
for, a. chosen group to the exclusion of others in-

t eluded in the cOunt.
'J

.Third, the'opinion conclu,11,ded. that Indians as citiens were entitled7

. to the benefits.
I

-The issue quick1S, appeared in litigation, State ex relu

88
Williams v. ,Kemp. The question was whetherAhe State of Mon-i,,

tana or the counties in the State 'were responsible for the payment

of welfare benefits totreservation Indians. The SUpreme Court

I

85Memo. Sol. I. ELF-February 14, 1935.- See also Schifflor,,
Trends in Federal,Indian Administration, 15.80. Dak: L. Rev. 2,
n. 4.(1970):

86
Ibid.

07Memo ol. I. D, April 2 , 1936,

8878.1)..2d 585,(Mont. 1938).
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-of Montana was.requested to interpret a state statute which

,
,quire4i,that the sto ! general fund reimburse the counties for

social security assistance.to ward Indians. In ihe .process of

rendering its opinion that the'state generai fund was respensible,,-
. .

c ,

,the.cou4t. disdussed Indians'"entitlement to SOcial Security bene-
,

-

fits as citizens:-

. the broad language of the federal Social
Securi4Act on its face made the grants to '
the states contingent upon the fact that no citizen-,'
ship'requirement should exclude-anYcitizen of he
United States froM relief-benefits. Indians are
citizensof the United:States,

!

The Mentana'Leg,ialature,,cAnfronted,with the ques-
tion of' choosing to accept or reject federal ;

grants, ohose to accept them. To do this it was
.obliged to, meet.the conditions imposed.89

bespite the faCt.that this:langUage is technically dictum, 'State
. ,

v. Kemp has remainga up to the.present an often cited case for

the propoeition that Indinas are equally entitled to Social §e-
, '

ourity benefits.

The issue remained quiescerit, at least insofar as legal ,

interpretationOkfor 16 years. In 1954, however, at-the heigh:
-

of termination philosophy, Arizona and San Diego'County' in Cali-
,

,iornia became actively involved in 'attempts to,limit state and

county liability. for Indian welfare payments..

Arizona eNcluded, reservations Indians from its state plan

by,an enactment of the staty legislatdre whiCh read:

. . .no:assistance shall be. payable
-under suph plan to any person Of,Indian
blood while living on a.fedetal Indian-
reservation.

' .

Arizona then submitted a plan under Title XIV of the Federal Social'

. Security Act "for aid to thepermanently and totally disabled,"

pursuant to the state ,statute, which eSccluded Indians. FiEW's

predecessor, the Federal-Security Agency, refused to approve the

0\
plan on two grciands: that the-plan was,racially discriminating

,

8978 P.2d at 587.

A.R.S. § 46-232(A).
618 _90



,

amd'that it imposed az a condition of'eligibility a residence

...7-7requirement--prohibited by S 1402(b) (1) of the Social Security

lAct,

-.Ark"Zdne thereupon brought suit*to declare that its-plan did

,meet the requirement of the FSA and to compel the Administrator to
_

aptIrove it: In Arizdna v, Hewing,
91 th court rejected the_theory

that the statd program was racially discriminatory but it found

. ,

.that theexclusion of Indians by Arizona i./aa arbitrary, despite
-

. ,

Arizona's arguMent that the lederal government had the akdliiy .

'to stipport Indians diredtly, presumably trough the BIA. Arizona
:.

c
. . .

appealedthis ruling to.the-circuit court but its suit was dis
,..,

.
. .,

92 ,

missed entirely on jurisdictional grounds for failure'to allege
-

that the acts of the sovereign United States were either ultra

vires on unconstitueional.

There the matter rested. Arizona v..Hobby:is sOmetimes
.

cited as-legal authority4that a state 'may not discriminate against'
j44

1
1, V

Indians in the delivery of Social Security benefits but the case'

was dismissed entirely upon jurisdictional rather than suhstan-

- tive grounds. On the other hand, Arizona v..Holabyrepresents an

important historical episode in the resolution of theAuestion,

of a state's reSponsibilitY for'reservation Tpcifian welfare benefits,

as well as the fatthest any State has attempted to' take the legal

argument.

.
Acosta v. San Diego County

93 is the only extant case which'

,

is directly on point and thus it is a case 01 first, and only,
A

impression. San Diego.County'attempted to deny welfare under the
0

'Welfare and Institutions Code of californial § 2501, .tb rese'rva-

tion Ipdians on the,ground that they were not rdsidents of the

91Civil No. 200852 (D. C. 1954) (unreported). Cf. Note,
"Welfare's Condition"'Yale L. J. 1222, 1227-1228 (1967).

2Arizona 1r: Hoyay, 221 F.,2d 498. (D. C. 1954).

93126 Ca). App.2d 455, 272 P.2d 92 (i954):
\)
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doUntylor the purpose Of obtaining direct county relidf. On appeal
\,

cOurt found that reservation Indians Were entitled to relief
4

on'the constitutional basis of the 14th Amendment right to equal

iprotection..',In pertinent, part, the,opinion reads:

The argument that responsibility for reservation
'
Indians rests exclusively on the federal govern-
ment has been rejected . . . . That reservation
Indians are entitled to direct 'relief from either

° the state or county in which they reside was.con-
ceded in state ex rel Williams v. Kemp, 106
Mont. 444, 78 P.2d 585. The only issue there'was
which political body shOuld bear the expense.\-
From the conclusion reached that Indians liV'ing on
reservations in California are citizens and resi--
dents of this state, it must therefore follow that
under section 1, Amendment XIV of the Constitution
of the United Staes they are endowed with the
rights, privilegeb.-and immunities equal to those

,
enjoyed by,all other citizens and residents of the
state.94

The issue of equal entitlement of Indians to Social Security

benefitehas never been directly addressed by the United States

Supreme Court. Nevertheless the Court in the recent case of Ruiz

v: Morton,
95 which had nothing to do:with HEW law but rather

with BIA responsibilities, stateckin dictum its View that social

security-benefits could not be denied to an Indian, whether living

on a reservation or elsewhere. It said:

Any Indian,' Whether living on a reservation or else-
where, may be eligible for benefits under the Various

,social security programs in which this state partici-.
pates and no limitation may be placed on social security
benefits bedasue of an Indian claimant's residence on
a.reservation.96

HEW Case Law--The Caretaker Relative Provisions As Applicable To

The Extended Family. \ . . . .

Although the Social Security Act has nothing to say pertain-
.

ing-to American Indian family customs, one asPect of the Act does
It

have particular applicability to American.Indian family structure,

namellfr-the "caretaker relative" provisions of Title IV-A. These

94 272 P.2d at 98.

95 415 U. S. 199 (1974).

7 0
96

Ibid.
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provis1onS97 inClude as a delihitibn of A,:!!.dePendentchild" a

Child Who is living in the tome of relatives; and tate that the
.,

,

purpose of the act is.to strengthen and help maintain the family

.life of dePendent children, whether the family'consists of parents

or relatives..

.The most significant of these provisions are Sections

601 and .606, whereas the other sections, which include 'references

to relatives-with whom the dependent child is living, deal with

the mectanics of the payment of. benefits. Section 601, the general
I

purpoe section of Title IV-A, states that the.purpose of.the title

is to
, . encoutag[e] the care of dependent children in
their ownhomes or.i.n the homes of relatives.by en-
abling each: state to furnish.financial assistance and
rehabilitation ahd other services, as far as praCti-
cable under the conditipns in'such state,'to needy
dependent children and the parents or, relatives with
whom they are living to help maintain and strengthen
family life and to help such parents or relatives-to.
attainior retain capability fer the maximum self-
support and personal.independence consistent with the
maintenance.of continuing parental care And pro-
tection . ; . (emphasis added) -

Section.606(a) (1) defines "dependent child" as.a needy child wild':

. has)peen deprived of parental support or care
by reason of the death., cpntinued absence from the
home,.or physical Dr mental incapacity of a parent,
and who is living with his fatheri mother, grand-
father,'grandmother, mother, sister, stepfather,
stepmother, stepsister, 'uncle, autt, first cousin,
nephew or niece, in a place o residence maintained
by ohe or tlicre such relatives as his or her own home . .

.(emphasis added)

The importance of these provisions to Indian family life

lies in-the fact that the prototype Indian family is the 6extended

family," in contrast to the parental family, either natural or

adoptiVe, of-non-Indian society. In addition, in. Indian society

'the procedures.fdi determining which members of.the extended family

'will ca.e for a child are usually informal. Failure of the pre-

sent welfare.system to take into account the extended familli and

its customs would naturally run the risk of precluding benefits

97 42 U.S.C. SS 601, 602(a0, 602(a) (14), 602(a) (15) (A),
602(a) (19)(A) (i), 602 (a) (16), and 606.

.7 I
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and services to Indian extended families, or might'transfer Indian

children to non-Indian foster homes where the eXtended fámily

does not prevail.

In a number of instances, the issue of excluding "caretaker

reletive" families from AFDC benefits has arisen. Courts uni-
.

formly have struck dOwn such state regulations under the Supremacy

Clause as inconsistent with title IV-A of'the.Social Security Act.

Two TexaS and one Arizona case on this pOint follow.

(1), The Texas Cases:. Lopez v, Vowel]: and Rodriguez v,
VOwell (1973)

Texas attempted, through provisions in its Financial Ser-

vices Handbook, to serverely limit the eligibility of a "caretaker-

relative" fetidly-for AFDC benefits. In one set of provisions it

required. that "caretaker relatives" be single; 4n another, that

income end resources of the ependent child cOuld not be directed

to other members of the'household but only.to the child, and if

they were sufficient to his needs, he would not be conSidered

"dependent."

At issue in'Lopez v. Vowell
98 was the.legality of two Texas

regulations in,the Texas Financial Services Handbook which re-

quired as a condition of eligibility that a "caretaker relative"

.entitled to AFDC could not be married and living with a spouse.

These.provisions were challenged by a married caretaker relative

as being inconsistent.with § 406 of the Social Security Act-and
. . .

tneréfore violative of the Supremacy Clause. Alternatively, the

conditions were challenged as violative of the Equal'protection

Clause of the 14th Amendment.

The dourt never reached the equal protection argument.
,

-It found the state'S eligibility requirement directly contrary

to the Social Security Act and discounted the state's contention

.that the requirements were directly related to a determination

of need. The court said:
/

98 471 F.2d 690 (5th Cir. 1973) , cert. denied, 411 U. S.

939 (1973). i2
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The-plain languagei legislative history,and pur-
poses of the Act make clear that so lons'aS one
is.,needy and qualifiee as a caretaker relative with
'the meaning-of S-406, 42 U.S.C.A. 'S 606, no 'further.
restiiction on eligibility for assistance is per-

The Court then discussed in detail the statute and the Congressional

Adltent to make AFDC benefits available to caretaker relatives:

Nowhere does the statute indicate that the.caretaker
must be,a single individual in order for hiS or her
needs to'be included in calculating the amoUnt f the

.AFDC grant. For a family_to be eligible'for AFDC
'assiStance, the needy children, n addition to living.
.with certain specifiedrelatives, must.hayebeen,.'.-.-
"deprived of parental support or care Noreasón of
the death, continued absence from the home,'.or'physi-
cal or mental incapacity of a paret." 42, U.S.C.A.
S 606(a) (emphasis supplied). It is the absence of
a parent which is critical to AFDC eligibility, not
the absence of.a relative or the spouse.of a relative.
In fact, in.defining a "dependent child" as one who .

.resides with "one Or more" of the specified relatives,
'S 406(a) explicitly recognizes that a child might be
living with a married relative. Similarly, S 406(c)
defines a "relative with whom any.dependent child is
living".as.'?'one.of the relatives specified in subsec-

..tion (a) of this section'and with Whom such child is
living . . . in'a place of reSidence maintained by
such individual (himself or together'with anS, one oF
more of the other relatives so specified) as his (or-
their) own home." 42 U.S.C.A. § 606(c) (emphasis
supplied).. Thus, although money payments are generally
.available only to meet the needs.of one cd he rela-
tives wIth whom the child is living, 42JJ.S.C.A.

606(b)(1), the presence of other r4latives inthe
home, including the spouse of the caretaker relative, was
clearly forseen. Indeed, theAct not.only cOntemplates
the'presence of-the caretaker's spouse, .but specifies
that-in certain situations the spouse is also to re-
ceive aid, 42 U.S.C.A, § 606(b) (1). This particulari-
zation is cogent evidence that Congress did not
authorize the States to limit eligibility to unmarried
caretakers.100. / .

o

Rodriguez v. Vowell, 101 decided two weeks later, represents

a_successful challenge to another provision of the Texas Financial,

Handbook, n this case.a requirement that income and resources

accruing to a child in his own right could not be diverted Lc)

the needs of other members in the housdhold ut had to be applied

toward the child's need. If such income was sufficient or more

944.

99 471 F.2d at 695.

100 471 F.zd at 693-394.

101472 F.'2d 6221 (Tex. App. 1973), cert. denied, 412 U. S.
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than sufficient to meet the child's needs,-the child-:by-the regu-

lation--wonld not be considered dependent.

Again, the court 'did not get to the equal. protection argu-.

ment. .It found the Texas regulations violative of the Social

Security Act under the SupremacyClause. Even more so,than in

'Lopez, supra,, the.ceurt focussed upon the importance of the care-
\

taker relative concept to the preservation Of family life within

the purpose of the Act. It 'dealt with statutory interpretation,
-

precedent and legislative history, .beginning.its discussion with

.these words:

The-plainlanguage,of the Social Security Act,
its legislative history, and the relevant .

decisional precedent make'clear that the needs
of the caretaker.relatives as.well as those of
the dependent child are to be considered in de-
ciding if a family is,eligible for an AFDC
grant. (472 F.2d at 624)..

The court dealt with portion4 of the Act as follows,:

.42 U.:S.C. S 601
Recognizing the inseparability of the needs of
the child from the needs of the relative with whom
the child is living,.§ 401 of the Act emphasizes .

that the purpose of the AFDC program is to help.
the child by preserving and strengthening.the
family entity. (472 F.2d at 624)

42 U.S.C.'S 606(A)
as the.benefits:which flow from living at

home rather than in An institution were deemed
important, the relative was required to care
for the child in the relative's own home, . . .

(472 F.2d at 625)

42 U.S.C. SS 602(a)7 and 606(b)-
. . in measuring need, the need of the.family
.,unit is the quesion, not the. need of the child
alone; for the.goal of strengthening the family .

entity can only be'achieved if the needs of the ,

caretaker relative are included in determining
eligibility. Accordingly; s 406(b) of the Act
exPlicitly provides'that "..a.id to families with
dependent children" ihciudes assistance to meet
the needs of the caretaker relative . . :1'102

In conSiderin the legislative history, the court stated::

A. ,1950 Legislative Amendments in Committee

. . . the legislative history of the 1950 AmendmentS,:.
the Social Security Act, which added coverage for

102
472 F.2d at 625.

I 1
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caretaker ;relatives,. demonstrates that eligibility
4.thi,caretaker Was not made contingent upon the
egeirateindividual needs of the child/. . .

ariFig-,lor a dependent child prevents the caretaker
rOmNorking and, in the absence of other funds, the
dre*aker would be forced to share'in the meager

plaYments made.to the child. See House Committee
on'Waya and Means,'Hearings on ,H. R. 28.92 and-
H. . R. :2893, 81st Cong . 1st Session' at 14 and 399.103

,

On the Senate Floor

The polibies'behind extending assistance to care-
,

taker relatives were Clearly explained cm.the
floor of the Senate bY Senator Lehman:

This proposal is a simple matter ,of
humanity, common sense and justice.
It is obviously neither humane nor
sensible to make provision for chil-
dren' who are needy because of the death,
disability or desertion of the family,
breadwinner and fail to make provision
for the mother (or some other caretaker
relative) of such children.'"

C. 1962 Legislative Change

Perhaps the strongest indicdtion that Congress in-
tended to assist deprldent children by strengthening
the family unit.through aid to the caretaker rela-
tivf is the fact that in 1962 the name of the public
assistance program was changed from "Aid-to Depen-
dent Children" to "Aid,and Services to Needy'Families
with Children" Pub. L. 87-543, 76 Stat.' 185
(July 25, 1962); The Senate Report accompanying the
bill explained that,"[i]n line with the new emphasis
in familYOservices, the bill would provide that the
name of the program be changed . . ." A. Rep.ANO.
1589, U. S. Code Cong. and Admin. News, 87th Cong.,
2d Session, pp. 1943, 1956, (i962): (Court's em-
phasis)105

The court Cited Dandridge v. Williams for the'decisiOnal

precedent that a famirY unit that included a caretaker relative

wad'contemplated as eligible for benefits within the meaning of

the AFDC program.

(2) The Arizona Case: The "Legal Adoption".Requirement.
likrizona State Dep't. of Welfare v. Department of HEW
449 F.2d 456 (9th Cir. 1971Xe

The Arizona State Department of Welfare in its Assistance

Payments Manual, included this provision:

103
Ibid.

104
Ibid.

105Ibid. at 626.

15
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A relative.of a nattAral parent who is anADC. recipient cannot be approved for an ADCl.:grant on behalf of any of-the children'ofsaid parent'unless,said relative or the(Arizona) Department of Public Welfare.haslegal custody.of the child or dhildten namedin the.application.106

The Secretary.of HEW found that this provision of Arizona's
public assistance plan failed to conform to the-requirements of
the Social Security Act and refused to approve the plan. .Ari-
zone sought judicial review as permitted under 42 U.S.C. § 1316(a).

The Court--not reaching the equal protection issue--:found
that the manual

provision failed to be in conformity with the
AFDC program. Citing 42'U.S.C. § 601, it underlined the por-

.tions below:

For the Purpose of encouraging the cate of dependent'children in their own homes or the home of telatives'by ehabling eaohAtate to furnish financial assis-tance and rehabilitation.and other services, as faras practicable under the conditions in such state, toneedy dependent children anethe parents Or 'relativesith. whom they are living to help maintain and strengthenfamily life and to help such parents
or relatives to,attain or:retain capability for the maximum self-supportzuld personal independence . . . ,107

And in 42 U.S.C., § 606:,
.

(a) The term "dependent child"- means a needy child(1) who has been deprived of parental support orcare by reason of the death, continued absence fromthe home, or\ physical or mental incapacity of aparent, and Who is living with his father, mother,grandfather, 'grandmother, brother, sister, step-father, stepmether, stepsister, uncle, aunt, firstcousin, nepheW\or niede in a place of residence-main-tained by one or more of such relatives as hi's ortheir own home 1. .108

It then struck down Arizona's contpntion that the definition of
family within Title IV was one of parents and childten only:

Arizona makes several claims on behalf of its. ,

requirement, with none of which we agree. First,Arizona asserts that the requirement is "filn strictconformity with the Federal Aid to Families withDependent Children" to help maintain and strengthenfamily life, "because it discourages Ole splitting-up of parents and' children. As we have pointed out,however,'a "family" within the meaning of the AFDC

106
449 F.2d 456 at 474.

107
Ibid. at 475.

108
Ibid. at 476.
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provisiont of the Act does not comprehend only
-.the child and his parents. A household consisting
of the,child and'his 'grandfather, grandmither, etc.:"
is as:much a. within'the meaning of the

. Actes is_a. household consisting of the child and
.his mother or.father. (emphasis sgpplied)109

"Then the Court dealt with the underlying issue of the effect of

such an impermissible eligibility requirement on the informal
I.

customs of American Indian and Mexican-American extended families:

.This point is ParticularlS, critical in this.case,.
Since,-as the difidence shoWed and as the Administra-,
tion pOinted out.a'commón, if not the predominant
culural.pattein:among Mexicaw-Americansand-Indians.
in Arizona is the extended.fathily. Under thit cul-

.

turdi system, it is.common for children to live for
Short periods with relatives. In order to receive
AFDC, however, these relatives would have to under-
take the burdensome ahd costly task of acquiring

. legal custody, which may iinvest the situation with
a degree,of.permanence that isunacceptable to
everyone concerned.. Thus, AriZona's legal cbstodY
requikement falls-especialfy heavily on Ai'lzona's
Mexican-American and Indian minorities.110

Atteinpts To Obtain Additional Federal Funding For State'Public
Assistance Programs For Reservation.indians

The Social Security Act, as originally enacted in 1935, con-

tained no provisions that weie specifically related to Indians.

However, the Senate approved an amendment which would have estab-

.lished a special pension program for blind, crippled and needy

aged Indians. 110a This proposal was deleted from the bill in

confeence committee. It was supported by John Collier, then

Commissioner of Indian. Affairs, who noted that elderly. Indians

now subsist at a near-starvatiOn level through
such help as relatives may be able to give them
and through the very inadequate relief grants
now made to the'Indian Office.

. Usually they do not'have access to the
relief sources which imperfectly serve the
needs of aged white people.110b

109
Ibid. at 47-7.

110Ibid. at 477.

110a °79 Cong. Rec. 9540 (1935).

110bIbid. at 9540-41.



Two years after the Social.Security Act was passed, there

began a long and remarkably consistent series of CongressiOnal'

tills to increase the federal matching.share for state plans for-

public assistance to Indians livcng on reservations. ,Thd first'

of these bills, S. 1260, 111
introduced in 1937 directed the

Social Security Board to furnish to "Indian wards of the United

States" all benefits authorized by the Social Security Act to be

provided under approved state plans, and authorized the. neces7,

sary appropriations. In other words, it would have transferred

the administrative and financial responsibility for these pro-

grams to the federal'governthent. This bill was never reported

out of comthttee. An interesting feature of this bill is the

large number of sponsors, and the. statea' they represented. .The

ollowing table'lists these 'states and the number Of.Senators

from each of these states sponsoring S. 1260:

Arizona - 2 \\ New Mexico - 2 South Dakota - 2
Idaho - 2 North Dakota - 2 , Utah 2

, 0Montana - 2 Oklahoma - 2 Washington 2
\\Nevada -r 2 Oregon - 1 Wyoming, 2

Virtually evdry state w th a substantial reservation Indian popula-

tion is represented in thi list.

A bill introduced in 1 31i (75th Congress, 2d Session) by

Senator Nye of North Dakota--S. 802--would have authorized an
\

additional grant for aid to dependent Indian children. It also

died in committee.

The next year, 1939, saw the introductionof two new bills

by Senator Hayden and Representative Murdock, bothof Arizona.

.Hayden's'ipirl, S. 17, would have added a new Title to.the Social

... Security Act to provide grants to states for old-age assistance,

aid to dependent children, and aid to blind programafor Indians

living on trust lard. Representative. Murdock's bill, H. R. 920,

would have mandated Lid to Indians under these programs, with the

111
The bill died in committee.
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federal government,paying the full amOunt of these assistancePpay
.

. ,
. .

i

_
. .

mentt to Indians plus 10% administrative'bostsI 1, Both of these.-

kills failed to get out of committee. 1
1

While Senator Hayden waunable togeticommittee approval

'of his bill in 1939, he wat abie to.have the_Subject brought be-

' '11

.

forethe Senate.throUgh an amendment to another bill. ThioaMend7
'I . 7

ment would have .require& federal reimbursement for state expendi-
i

-. 7ttures for Aid to on-reservation Indians under the aid to depeq-

dent children,.aid'to tfie aged, andAidto the blind programs, if.
i'

the state plan for such programs "includes :4-1dians upon.the tame

, conditions as.other persons covered by such' plan."
111a

In: addi-
ei

, tion, Ehis amendment woulA
-
have specifically4authordZed-Np

I

i

-- Office of Indian Affairs (oredeqssor to tfiejUA) to'"enter d.nto

arrangements" for the Office of Indian Af airs to administer.any
. ,

.

. pax- of any such state plan with respect o Indians. There was

a division in the _federal-executive. respcicise to' this proposal:

the Interioi Department, in a letter whidh was not published in

1

the Congressional Record, stated its strong opposition, while the

".
Social Security Board(HEW's predecessor!1) Supported it. 111b

Though the reasons for these 'agency poSitions were not cleacly
,

delineated in the floor debate, it appelars that Senatorial support
,

was based on the.argument that "throughout the West the States,
a

receive no taxes Or other income from.the variousIndian reser-
6

vations.
"111c Senator Hayden seems tol have been motivated by a j

/--

concern for the costs of these progra s to the states rather than
.

14! _

by an interest in providing these benefits to Indians, since he, 0

A /

offered, as an alternative to this amendmonf, a proposal which
;

.
f

would have prohibited federal disappftval of a state plan "because

1Il1a84 Cong. Rec. 9027 (1939):

111bIb d. at 9028.

111cIbid. at 9027.



6

'6
*suChtplan &ries not apply to or inCludeiIndi4ns" living on a reer-

D

.Vation. It was this second proPosa17-which would have authorized

a state's refusal to provide assistance o on-reseryation Indians-7
.

. .

which passed the Senate, in part because th4.e-approaChhad been'

favored incomm llld
ittee. However, as with the 1935 IndiAn,pen-

.

sion-aMendment, this' Senate-added amendment was deleted from the

by the conference committee.

,In 1949 (91st Congress, 1st Session), bills introduced

in both:the HoUse and Senate,:would have.provided federal:aidequa

tO 80%-c4 the total spent under a state plan. While thesebills

failed

-

to,f6"ech the floor, this basic formula was incOrporated

the ne),:t year'in the. Navajo-Hopi 'Act. This bill is discussed

in more detail below.

The bills introduced ih the,following year.s fall.into two

general categories. .The first consist's of efforts to extend the

special matching fOrmula in the Navajd-liopi Act toall Indiah

'publioassistance recipients, or:solely to Navajos and Hopis
0

receivin2 benefits under other programs under the Social Sectirty
a 4

Adt. ,These bills are as follows:

84th Cong., 2d Sess. (1956) -,S: 3548 (limited -

to NavajOs and Hopies, extended to other pro-
giams). .

85th Cong., 1st Sess. (1957) - S. 54 (same as
S. 3548 of previots Session).

88th Congr., 2d Sess% (1964) - H.R. 10230
(similar to S. 3548).

89th Cong,, 2d Sess. (1966) - S. 3527. H, R.
15844* (similar to S. 3548).

.91st Cong 1st Sess. (1969) - S. 226.5, H. R.
&776 (extends Navajo-HOpi Act matching formu-

. la to IndianS'nationwide and extended.to other
programs). '

- .91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970) H.'R. 17060 (simi-
lar to S. 2265 and H. R. .677k Of previods
session.

None of these'bills was'reported out of committee. It'should

also be noted that S. 2265, introdubed in 1969, attracted a long

list of sponsors, inclUding Senators from such states as Maine,

West Virginia, and'New. Jersey, none of which has any federlally-
.

recognized reservations, and Senators from diverse ideological

111d
. Ibid. at 9027-28.
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ackgrounda--fromAcGovern to gordwater.
, .-
-,The.:second category of post-1950 bills were summarized

4? '
.

e1Ctv

providing."for a more .equitaide apportionment,'between the

ederal GdvernMent andcertain specified states "of the cost ,

provi ing aid and'assistance under the Social Security Act

.to Indians," The staes gPecified in these bills were always

. one or more of aix, sta bp: Minneso,ta,'North Dakota, Wisconsin,
, -

Idaho, and Washington. The bills are astfollowe:
- ,

84th Cong., 2d Sess. "(1956) A S. 4137 (No.
Dak.), S 4242 (No., Dak%).

.85th.Cong., lst'Sess. (1957) - S. 574, H. R.
3-362,.3634 (Wisc., Minne.,:No. Dak.,'So.
Dak.), S. 1015 (Sc4 Dak.). ,

88th Cong..; 1st ,Sess. (1963) *- H. R. 6219
(all six states). ,

89th Cong:, 1st Sess.,(1965) - H.AR) -5366
(all 0.xIstates).

91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970) - H. R.117624
(all six states). .4

;.

every,one of these bills-died. in ComMittee.

) There have 6een two recent.instanCes, in 1970 and 1972,

.in which amendments*which, would have increased the federal .match-
6

ing share for certain programs under:tbe Social)'Security Act for

: -Indian recipients were passed by the Senate, only- to die lh the'.
-

,

conference committee.. Both of these wOuld have' provided for.
kqs

100 petcent federal funding-for'assistance7-not services--under

4.

.these programs to Indiansf ingltading Urbanndians and other
.

nativeTeoplellot iivin4 on areservation.
.

In 1970,while the Senate-was deliberating,on a 'Dili/ to

amend the Social Security-Act, Senator Metcalfe.of Montana intro-
.

,duced an amendment which would have provided that. HEW.would pay.
0

.all of the cOsts of assistance to-Indians under several titles'
4,

4.,

1 e
(including Title 1V-A) of the Social Security Act.p11 ' Some of

4

his reasons for offer-ing this amendment were financial: the loss

of state and county property tax zevenue as a'result of the fact ,

111e
116 Cong.. Rec. 43669 (1970).

72-b
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,

that land held 8Y the United States in-trust for Indians'is ex--

.empt from such taxes, and the' Meager state income tax payments
P ...

made by Indians as a result of their Pirperty. 111f But there was

ancither reason,, one that Was, mbre central to basic issUes of

: federal policy:towards Indians. Senator Metcalf maintained that,

..the '.'American Indian is a. Federal responsibility,
m1114 which ex-

.

7

tends even-)to urban Indihns because. many 'of these?eOple moved

A.omtheir reservations to urban Centers as a direct result of

-.a federal relocation,pr g am
rlllh His arguments prevailed and*

. .

his amendment was passed by the Senate-, only to be deleted in

Conference.

Senator Metcalf placed this same proposal before the

v=
. Senate in slightly different form as ah amendment 1'1,1972 to,

H. R. 1, which included the family assistance plan. Senator
. .

Stevens of Alaska, Ipresenting this amendment-for Senator Bet-
, °

calf, Made essentially the samearguments as were made in 1970.

The only additional point raised waS the endorseMent of this idea
.;

by4.he' National Governors' Conference, which stated,in its 1972 0

list-of policy positions;

.The federal g-vernMent should adMinister the
Social Security Act prograils on the federal:Indian
4-eservations, or if the states are to-discharge'this
function, the federal glovernment.should first grant
.adequate jurisdictional autbOrity to ,the Stet:es
thereby-enabling them'to properly-discharge this
function.1113

,

-
AS with Senator Hayden's 1939 amendments, the governors

,
t

.
stated that they would be satisfied with-one of two alternatiVes.

However, unlike 1939, the.governors did'not request thaE Indians

111fIoid. at 43670.

lligibid. at 43669.

111h
Ibid . at.43671.

lili 118'Cong. Rec. 33427 (1973).

111jIbid: at -33428.. 6.2
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living on reServations coulds6e, excludea., at the states'. option

frora Title IV7A and similar programs. Inste0, they requested

"adequate jtirisdictionaf authority" to "uoperldischarge" the

.duties, without specifying what authority they. desired or what

wanted to do with,this authority.. ,It is possible,that this phr

refers.to.a desire to assert state civil and cY.minal jurisdic-
,

tio6 including 'the taxing.pOwer, over on-reservation Indians.,

I; so, such a: proposal, -if presented: to,tongress, would probabl

-generate strong- Indian opposition.

Senator Metcalf's amendment was adopted by the Senate bu

'as in 1970,'Was dropped in the'conierence'committeg.

The pattern that 'emerges from this compilation of propos

legislation'is a longseries of 'attempts to have the federal

government pay a greater share of assistance to states"providin

aid and assistance to reservation Indians under programs covers

by the Social Security Act. The sponsors for these bills were



with BIA responsibilities, statedin dictum its View that social

security.benefits could not be denied to an Indian, whether living

on a reservation or elsewhere. It said:

Any Indian,' whether living on a reservation or else-
where, may be eligible for benefits under the Various
,.social security programs in which this state partici-.
pates and no limitation may be placed on social security

.
benefits becasue of an Indian claimant's residence on

. a reservation."

HEW Case Law--The Caretaker Relative Provisions As Applicable To
The Extended Family.

Although the Social Security.Act has nothing to say Pertain-.

.ing-to American Indian family customs, one asPect of the Act does

have particular applicability to American.Indian family.structure,

namellKthe "caretaker relative" provisions of Title IV-A. These

94 272 P.2d at 98.

95 415 U. S. 199 (1974).

96Ibid.
70
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Section,606(a) (1) defines "dependent child" as.a needy child whO:

. has been deprived of parental support or care
by reason4of the death., continued absence from the
home,.or physical.or mental incapacity of a parent,
and who is living with his fatheri mother, grand-
father,'grandmother, mother, sister, stepfather,
stepmother, stepsister, hncle, auht, first cousin,
nephew or niece, in a place of residence maintained
bSr one or more such relatives as his or her own home . .

.(emphasis added)

The importance of these provisions to Indian family life

lies in-the fact that the prototype Indian family is the 4extended

family," in contrast to th,e parental family, either natural or

adoptiVe, of-non-Indian society. In addition, in Indian society

the procedures-fOr determining which members of.the extended family

'will car'.e for a child are usually informal. Failure,of the pre-
.

sent welfare,system to take into account the extended famil}i and

its customs would naturally run the risk of precluding benefits

.9742 U.S.C. §§ 601, 602(a) 7, 602(a)(14), 602(a)(15)(A),
602(a)(19)1A)(i), 602 (a) (16), and 606.

ri
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At issue in Lopez v. Vowell'- was the legality of two Texas

regulations in the Texas Financial Services Handbook which re-

quired as a condition of eligibility that a "caretaker relative"

entitled to AFDC could not be married and living with a spouse.

These provisions were challenged by a married caretaker relative
, -

as being inconskstent.with § 406 of the Social Security Act-and

tnerefore. violative of the Supremacy Clause. Alternatively, the

'conditions were challenged as violative of the Equal'Protection.

Clause of the 14th Amendment.

The doourt never reached the equal protection argument.

-It found the state''s eligibility requirement directly contrary

to the Social Security Act and discounted the state's contentio4

.that the.reguirements were directly related to a determination

of need. The cOurt said:
/

98471 F.2d 690 (5th Cir. 1973) , cert. denied, 411 U. S.
939 (1973): 2
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.av-allable only to meet tile needs,of-onecf he'rela-
tives wIth whom the child is living, 42 U.S.C.A.
.S 606(b)(1)r the presence of other relatives in'the
home, including the spouse of the caretaker relative, was
clearly forseen. Indeed, thdAct not only contemplates
the'presence of-the caretaker's spouse, but specifies
that-in certain situations the spouse is also to re-
ceive aid, 42 U.S.C.A, S 606(b)(1). This particulari-_
zation is cogent evidence that Congress did not

.authorize the States to limit eligibility to unmarried
caretakers.109 .

o

Rodriguez v. Vowell, 101 decided two weeks later, represents

_a.auccessful challenge to another provision of the Texas Financial.

Handbook, in this case.a requirement that income and resources

accruing to a child in his own right could not be diverted to
/

the needs of other members in the housdhold but had to be applied

toward the child's need. If such income was sufficient or more

944.

99471 F.2d at 695.

100471 F.2d at 693-394.

101472 F:2d 622, (Tex. App. 1973), cert. denied, 412 U. S.



family entity. (472 F.2d at 624)

42 U.S.C. S 606(A)
as the.benefite:which flow from living at

home rather than in an institution were deemed
important, the relative was required to care
for the child in the relative's own home, . . .

(472 F.2d at 625)

42 U.S.C. SS 602(a)7 and 606(b).
. in measuring need, the need of the.family

,unit is the quesion, not the need of the child
alone; for the.goal of strengthening the family
entity can only be achieved if the needs of the
caretaker relative are included in determining
eligibility. Accordingly; S 406(b) of the Act
exPlicitly provides 'that "aid to families with
dependent children" ificludes assistance to meet
the needs'of the caretaker relative . . .."102

In coneidering the legislative history, the court stated.:

A. 1950 Legislative Amendments in Committee

. . . the legislative histoiY of the. 1950 Amendmente;%
to the Social Security Act, which added coverage for

102 4
472 F.2d at 625.



.in family,>services, the bill would provide that.the
name of the program be changed . . . " A. Rep.ACI.
1589, U. S. Code Cong. and Admih. News, 87th Cong.,
2d Session, pp. 1943, 1956, (i962).° (Court's em-
phais)105

The-court Cited Dandridge v. Williams for the'decisiOnal

precedent that .a famiry unit that included a caretaker relative

wae'contemplated as eligible for benefits within the meaning Cf

the AFDC program.

(2) The Arizona Case: The "Legal Adoption".Requirement.
AWzona State Dep't. of Welfare v. Department of HEW
449 F.2d 456 (9th Cir. 1971t,'

The Arizona State Department of Wdlfare in its Assistance

Payments Manual, included this provision:

103 .

Ibid.

104
Ibid.

105Ibid. at 626.
't 5
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(a) The term "dependent
child". means a needy child(1) who has been deprived of parental support orcare,by reason of the death, continued absence fromthe home, orvhysical or mental incapacity of aparent, and ho is living with his father, mother,grandfather, \grandmother, brother, sister, step-father,-stepmOther, .stepsister, uncle, aunt, firstcousin, nephew\or niede in a place of residence-main-tained by one gr more of such relatives as hi's ortheir own home \. . . .108

It then struck down Arizona's contention that the definition of
family within Title IV was one of parents and children only:

Arizona.makes sev'eral claims on behalf of itsrequirement, with pone of which we agree. First,Arizona asserts that the requirement is "[iin strictconformity with the Federal. Aid to Families withDependent Children" to help maintain and strengthenfamily life, "becausp it discourages pie splitting-up of parents and'children. As we have pointed out,. however,.a "family" within the meaning of the AFDC

106
449 F.2d 456 at 474.

107
Ibid. at 475.

108
Ibid. a-t. 476.
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aished a special pension program for blind, crippled and needy

aged Indians. 110a This proposal was.deleted.from the bill in

confeence committee. It was supported by John Collier, then

Commiss.ioner of Indian Affairs, who noted that elderly Indians

now subsist at a near-starvatiOn level through
such help as relatives may be able to give them
and through the very inadequate relief grants '

now made to the Indian Office.

. . , Usually they do not'have access to the
relief sources which imperfectly serve the
needs of aged white people.1"b

109Ibid. at 473.

110,
Ibid. at 477.

110a °79 Cong. Rec. 9540 (1935).

110b
Ibid. at 9540-41.
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tion is represented in thi list.

A bill ifitroduced in 1 313 (75th Congress, 2d Session) by

Senator Nye of NOrth Dakota--S. 802--would have authorized an

additional grant for aid to dependept Indian children. It also

died in committee.

The next year, 1939, saw the introductioriof two new bills

by Senator Hayden apd Representative Murdock, both.of Arizona.

.Hayden's'.birl, S. 17, would have added a pew Title to.the Social

Security Act to provide grants to states for old-age assistance,

.aid to dependent children, and aid to blind progrards,for Indians

living on trust lard. Répresentative Murdock's bill, H. R. 920,

would have mandated lid to Indians under these programs, with.the

111
The bill died in committee.



k

Though the reasons for these 'agency poOitions were not clearly'

,delineated in the floor debate, it appelars that'Senatorial support /

was based on the-argument that "througt-iout the West the States,
.,'

. _ 1

receivd no taxes Or other income fromj.he various.Indian reser-

vations.
.111c

.

Senator Hayden seems to/ have been motivated by a A
1--

concern for the costs of these progrants to the states rather th01
_

by an interest in providing these ben fits to Indians, since he,

offered, as an alternative to this amendment a proposal which

would have prohibited federal disapproval of a state plan'"because

!

lla84 Cong. Rec. 9027 (1939)/:

111bIbi_., at 9028.

111cibi_.0 at 9027.
'1. 9
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84th Cong., 2d Sess. (i956) -.S: 3548 (limited
to NavajOs and Hopies, extended to other pro-
giams).

85th Cong., 1st Sess. (1957) S. 54 (same as
S. 3548 of previous Session).

88th Congr., 2d Sess% (1964) - H.R. 10230
. (similar to S. 3548). .

89th Cong,, 2d Sess. (1966) - S. 3527 H, R.
15844' esimilar to S. 3548).

.91st Cong 1st Sess. (19.69) - S. 2265, H. R.
64776 (extends Navajo-HOpi Act matching formu-
la to IndianS.nationwide and extended.to other
'programs).

- .91st. Cong., .2d Sess. (1970) 17060 (simi-
lar to S. 2265 and H. R. 6770 o,f previou's
session.

None of these bills was'reported out of committee. It'should

also be noted that S. 2265, introdubed in 1969, attraCted a lon4

list of sponsors, inclUding Senators 'from such states as Maine,

West Virginia, and New. Jersey, none of which has any federally-
..

recognized reservations, and Senators from diverse ideological

111d
. Ibid. at 9027-28.
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conference committee. Both of these wOuld have provided for,

10G petcent federal funding-for'assistance7-not services--under

:these programs to Indians, inql4ding Urbanndians and other

native peoplemot living on a:reservation.
;

In 1970,%while the Senate was dellberating_on a bill to

amend the Social Security.Act, Senator Metcalfe of Montana intro-
.

..duced an amendment which would have proVided thatHEW:would pay.

.all of the costs of assistance to Indians under several titles'

,

(including Title IV-A) of the Social Security Act.e
111e Some of

his reaSons for offer-ing this amendment ldere financial: the loss

of state and county property tax tevenue as a.result of the fact .

111e
116 Cong. Rec. 43669 (1970).
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The federal\sOvernMent should adminiSter the
-Social Security Act prograMs on the fedetlal:Indian
4eservations, or if the states are to discharge"this
-function, the federal gOvernment-should first grant .;
,adequate jurisdictional authority tp .the States

. thereby.enabling them'to properly-discharge this
function.1113

AS with Senator Hayden's 1939 amendments, the governors
L

stated that they _would 136 satisfied with-one of two alternatives.

However, unlike 1939, the'governors did'not request that Indians

111f16...
in at 43670.

111g
I;bid. at -43669.

111hIbid. at,43673- .

think Cong. Rec. 33427 (1973).

111jIbid:. at'33428:
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The Economic Opportunity Act, embodying the war on poverty

programs, authorized grants to community action programs set up

by Indian tribes and Neighborhood Youth Corps. 146
The dramatic

effect of the new legal services programs, located on or near the

reservations, on the whole complexion of Indian law has already

been'discussed. For the CAP program;'Indian tribes are riow spe-

ucifically subsumed under terms such as "publicgency, 147

H149
"community,

148 and "political subdivision of a state.

Indian tribes,are now eligible for grants from the Depart-

ment of Justice under the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention and

Control Act where they are subsumed specifically under the term

"public agency.
u150 By a 1971 amendment, Indian tribes are in-

eluded under the term "unit of general local government," per-

mitting them to obtain grants from the Omnibus Crime Control

151
and Safe Streets Act.

146Pub. L. No. 88-452, 78 Stat. 508, § 112 and ,5 205(a).
42 U.S.C. §§ 2723 and 2785. Since eliminated by Pub. L. No.
90-222 § 1104, 81 Stat. 691 (1967). See 42 U.S.C. §§ 2781, 2790,
2797, 2808-2812, 2823-2825, 2832-2837.

147 42 U.S.C. § 2790(a).

148 42 U.S.C. § 2790(c) reads:
For the purpose of this subchapter, a community may

be a city, county, multicity, or multicounty unit, an
Indian reservation or a neighborhood or other area .

14942 U.S.C. § 2790(f) reads:
For the purpose of this subsection,, a tribal

government of an Indian reservation is deemed to be a
political subdivision of a state.

150Pub. L. No. 90-445 5 410, 42 U.S.C. § 3890; now 42 U.S.C.
§ 3891(2) by ub. L. No. 92-381 § 3. The language reads:

(2) The term "public agency" means a duly elected
political body or a subdivision thereof and shall not be
construed to mean the Office of Economic Opportunity. Such
term includr.!s an Indian tribe.

151Pub. L. No. 90-351 (1968); 42 U.S.C. § 3781(d) which
now reads:

. . . "unit of general local government" means any city,
county, township, town, borough, paush, village, or other
general political .subdivision of a state, an Indian tribe

' which performs law enforcement functions as determined by
the Secretary of the Interior. . .
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Despite the developing historical pattern described above

and despite the fact that certain federal agencies, by admini7

strative ruling, regulations or statutes, _have-specIfiCally in-

eluded Indian_tribes-aotential recipients of federal programs,

as a general proposition the situation today is uncertain and con-

fused. In 1968; President Johnson created in the office of the

Vice President, a new National Council on Indian Opportunity,

whose responsibility it is to coordinate Federal activities in

the Indian field. 152
In February 1974, the Council issued a

report, and among its conclusilns were:

6.. Only 86 domestic assistance programs
(14%) from a potential universe of 600 are
presently being utilized by federally recog-
nized Indian tribes. Of the 86 programs, in
which Indian tribes are participating, only
43 of these programs (50%) were utilized by
more than one tribe.

:7. Theresis no organized, positive, affirma-
tive federal effort to, on a thrust basis,
create an awareness of potential, and generate
extensive utilization of available federal
domestic assistance programs to improve tri-
bal economic and social status.

8. There is no basic reference tool designed
for use by Indian tribes to help them in
targeting in on potentially useful federal
domestic assistance programs and to equip
them to successfully compete for federal
assistance do11ars.153

In pin-pointing particular problems, the NCIO mentioned the "public

agency" problem, in the following langua-_,.e:

One of the preblems faced by Indian tribes when ap-
plying for assistance under Federal progrmas is the
lack of consistancy in the way tribes are viewed by
the various government agencies. A tribe meeting
the legislative requirements for one agency'a pro-
gram may be precluded for participating in another
agency's program--with the same.legislative require-
4ments--due to different statutory interpretation by
'the administering agency. For example: the Civil
Service Commission precludes Indian tribes from par-
ticipating in their State Personnel Merit System
Technical Assistance and Intergovernmental Personnel
Grants Programs. The legislation dealing with these

152
See 33 Fed. Reg. 4245 (1968).

153,,
Inventory and Analysis of Indian Tribal Participation

in Federal Domestic Assistance Programs," p. 4.



programs (the Intergovernmental Personnel Act) has
been interpreted by the Civil Service Commission
General Counsel as not including Indian tribes_as

---2tunIts-of-local-governMe-nt1'-; -The bepartment of Health,
Education and Welfare Precludes tribes.from parti-
cipating in their Educational personnel Training
Grants--Career Opportunities Program because they
do not recognize Indian tribal schools as "local
educational Agencies". Conversely, the Department
of Justice (LEAA) considers Indian tribes to be
"units of local government" but has provided assis-
tance to them basically through single state agencies
pursuing law enforcement assistance programs. The
Department of Transportation (FAA) considers Indian
tribes to be "units of local government" and has provided
assistance to them Under their Airport Development Aid
Program.154

In addition, the report commented upon the adequac .of the Catalog

of Federal Domestic Assistance for tribal pUrposes:

(The tribes] pointed out that the catalog was written
to serve a city, county or state governmental unit.
In most instances requirements did not extend any
consideration to the unique position of Indian tribes . . . .

It became evident . . . that some effort should be
made to develop a substitute or better.yet--a reference .

tool designed exclusively for the use of Indian tribes.155

HEW Regional attorneys in Region VIII and IX.have on two

separate occasions determined that Indian tribes are to be con-

sidered public agencies; within the meaning of the Social Security

Act. In the instance of Region IX, the Regional ATtorneys Opinion

contained a statement that the Human Resources Divi-Sion of the

office of General Counsel "concurs in th,:se conclusions. u156

The Region IX Attorney's opinion of November 12, 1973,

was titled: "Consideration of Navajo Tribal Funds as Public

Funds." This opinion was in response to the request of the Asso-

ciate Regional Commissioner, Region IX, as to whether federal -

funds.could-go directly to the Navajo Tribe, as public-agency

within the Imaning of Titles IV-A and in implementing the

Navajo Social Services Demonstration Project. Among the authori-

ties used for the decision were:

32.

155Ibid., at pp. 34-35.

156
fn. 6, Regional Attorney IX Opinion "Consideration of

Navajo Tribal Funds as Public Funds," Nov. 12, 1973.
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1. Handbook of Federal Indian Law (U.N.M. 1971), p. 122

[p]erhaps the most basic principle of all Indian
law, supported by a host of decisions . . . is the
principfe that-those powers whiCh are lawturly-ve-sted
in an Indian tribe are not, in general, delegated
cfowers granted by expresse.cts of Congress, but rather
inherent powers of a limited sovereignty which has never

been extinguished -(emphasis is that of .the author)

Also cited M. Price, Native American Law Manual, pp.

422-423 (1970) (acting 55 I.D. 14)

2. By analogy: The Federal Statq Revenue Sharing Act,
P. L. 92-512, section 103(d) (1) where this definition

appears:

The term "unit of local government" means.the govern-.

ment of a county, municipality, township, or other
unit of government below the state which is a unit
of general government (determined on the basis of the
same principles used by the Bureau of the Census for
general statistical purposes.) Such term also means

. .
the recognized.governing. body of an Indian tribe-

or Alaskan native village which performs substantial
governmental functions.

3. By analogy: The Older Americans Comprehensive
Services Amendments of 1973, P. L. 93-39, Section 302(2)

For purposes of . . , [Title III--Grants for State
and Community Programs on Aging]--

The term "unit of general purpose local government"
means (A) a political subdivision of the State whose
authority is broad and general and is not limited to

only one function or a combination of related func-
tions, or (B) an Indian tribal organization.

The decision concluded " . . in view of the recognized princi-

ple that Indian tribes exercising substantial governmental func-

tions independent of a state,possess the attributes of a limited

sovereignty, and in light of the above referenced Congressional

mandates directing the Secretaries of certain federal agencies

under specified circumstances to recognize the governing body

of'an Indian tribe as a 'unit of local government' (Le:, a-public

agency),o. . . [it follows that) . . . Tribal funds could be con-

sidered public funds for purposes of federal financial.participa-

tion under Titles IV-A and VI of the Social Security Act."

The Region VIII Attorney's Memorandum, Memo 74-132, October

31; 1974, was entitled "Status of Indian Tribal Governments as

Public Entities." Approximately a year later, Region VIII's

Attorney issued a. memorandum containing a compilation of HEW .

.1 0



authorities in response to a request from the Deputy Regional Com-

missioner,'SRS, t suppert the Tropositioa that "iegally_contracted_ _

Indian tribal governments, courts, and other authorities are in

fact public bodies and not private organizations." Among the auth-

orities cited were:

1. Memorandum to General Counsel Files SRS
Division, Jan. 11, 1971 "Foster Grandparents
Program -- BIA Facilities as Source of
Matching Share" by Jchn P. Fanning

In the procems of rendering an opinion on the
BIA as source of .matching share, the memorandum
contrasted the BIA with Indian tribes, stating:
"Tribes are local government agencies. Money
appropriated for them from the Indian trust fund
is their money, and is used 'for expenses'of
tribal attorneys, establishment.and operation of
tribal enterprises, 'investments and the welfare
of Indians." (Budget of the United States, 1971,
Appendix 552) The tribes, like the District of
Columbia, are governmental entities distinct
from the United States, and money appropriated
to them by the Congress does not have a Federal
character for the purposes-of matChing."

2. Memorandum to Regional Commissioner, SRS,
from Regional Attorney VIII, "SRS -- North
Dakota -- Family and Children's Services for
Indians" December 17, 1971, Memo #71-08

'In the process of reviewing a draft letter to
the Director of North Dakota's Department of
Social Services the Regional Attorney suggested
these additions:

and

". . . an organize& Indian tribe has, by
virtue of its inherent sovereignty, the
power to regulate foster homes within its
jurisdiction."

. . North Dakota could meet its Title IV
responsibilities in providing foster care
and services by contractual agreements with
the-governments-of-the-variOUS-tribe-

Authority for the first proposition was Iron
Crow v, Oglala Sioux Tribe of Pine Ridge Reser-
vation157 and Federal Indian taw, United States
Department of Interior at page 395.

157
231 F. 2d.89 (Eighth Cir. 1956).



\
The "public agency" problem\is not confined solely to the

federal governmentand federal statutOry interpretation issues.

It CoMes up- S-well when a state agency wjshes to contract with-an

Indian tribe. For example, the Navajo Soci 1 Services project

(discussed in detail in Section V) was in jeop rdy until.an Arizona

statute was passed which permitted the state umbr lla publiC welfare

agency to contract with an Indian tribal council, w ere the cOuncil

was defined as a "public agency". Two examples of .stai:e inclu-

sion of an Indian tribe under the "public agency" rubric or the

purposes of state intragovernmental contracting follow.
-

In February 1974, a special statute was passed in South\

Dakota to include "any Indian tribe" within the term "public agency"

of a new state provision permitting intra and intergovernmental

contracting. The statute read:

For the purposes of this chapter, unless the context
otherwise requires, the term

(1) "Public agency" means any county, municipality,
township, school district, conservancy subdistrict or
drainage district of the state of.South Dakota, any
agency of South Dakbta.state government or of the'
United States; any political-subdivision of another
adjacent state; and any Indian tribe.158

In 1974, a new Arizona provision, also one permitting .intra-

governmental contracting, was passed Which read in part:

For the purpOses of this article, the term "public
agency" shall include . . Indian tribal council
. . . 11-951 Ariz. Rev. Statutes; 1974-1975 Cum.
Pocket Supplement.

'2758South Dakota Compiled Laws, 1967.;1974 Cum. Pocket Supple-
ment.- Ch. 13, S. L. 1974 approved February 20, 1974; adding "and
any Indian tribe."
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IV. BASIC LEGAL PROBLEMS

Structure of SRS Programs

This section analyzes the specific types of legal and

jurisdictional problems that have arisen in the administration of

the SRS programs studied in this report on Indian reservations.

In addition, it eXamines two states--Arizona and North Dakota--for

concrete examples of these problems and for the attempts at their

resolution. First, however, it is useful to review the principles

underlying ,the general conflict between the structure of SRS

programs and the limited jurisdiction of state.governments on

Indian reservations.

As explained in the previous section, the general structure

of SRS programs is one of state administration or supervision of

assistance and services, with the federal government providing

financial assistance. 'Further, federal statutes and regulations

limit the discretion of state and local agencies through a variety

of requirements which must be followed by those states which have

elected to participate in these programs. One of these requirements

is that the state's program must be administered or supervised (if

the actual administration is the responsibility of county govern-

ments) by a single state agency. Another requirement is that the

state's proyrams must be provided on a state-wide basis. Under-

lying the statewideness requirement is the constitdtional principle

of equal protection, which prohibits a state from treating one group

of people differently from'another unless this difference is justi-

fiable--a very difficult burden for the state to meet if the dis-

crimination is along racial,or ethnic lines.

The Limited Jurisdiction of State Governments on Reservations

This summary of the structure of SRS programs makes it clear

the programs were designed for administration by each state compre-

hensively within its borders. However, as discussed in the first

' section of this report, Indian tribes are a 'governing body unto

themselves, and possess many of the attributes of sovereignty,

-92--
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including the choice of form'of government, the election of tribal

leaders, the establishment of tribal court systems, the regulation

of conduct among tribal members, and the administration of tribal

government within the limits of the reservation. The potential

. for jurisdictional conflict between states and tribal governments

is clear.

To discuss this potential jurisdictional conflict with

clarity requires consideration of three major issues:

(1) the definition of an Indian

(2) the definition of Indian cduntry--

the geographical limits of controlling

Indian law

(3) the impact of P. L. 280.

For our purposes, the first issue--who is an Indian--may

be discussed rather briefly, as most of the tribal-state conflicts

affecting the delivery of child welfare services to Indians do not

turn on-the question of whether a person is an Indian or not.

Tribes have the power to prescribe qualifications for

membership, and the federal Congress may also define the character-

istics of members of a tribe.1

The question has been addressed many times by Congress,

federal agencies, and the courts, with differing definitions re-

sulting. The Indian Reorganization Act 2 contains the following

definition

All persons of Indian desdent who are members of any-
recognized Indian tribe now under federal jurisdiction,
and all persons who are descendants Of such members .

who were., on -June first,' 1934, residing within the
present boundaries of any Indian reservation, and shall
further include all other pertens pf one=haIf-or more
Indian blood . . . .3 1

1Stephens V. Cherokee Nation, 174 U. S..445 (1899).

225 U.S.C.A. §461, enacted in 1934.

325 U.S.C.A. §479.
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r. The general federal statute providing for contracts

- regarding Indian education4 has been interpreted through federal

regulations as providing for:

. the education of Indian children of one;
% fourth.or more'degree (of) Indian blood . .

Many recent federal statutes and regulations and caes

tend toward a 1?road definition. For example, Section 4 of the

1975 Indian Self 'Determination Act says "Indian means a person who

is a member of an Indian tribe."

The federal regulations for the 1972 Indian Elementary.- .

and Secondary School Assistance Act 6 contains the following defi-
.

. nition:

Any individual living on or off a reservation, who:
(a) is a member of a tribe, and/or other organized
group of Indians, including those tribes, bands, or
groups terminated since 1940 and those recognized
now or in the future by the State in which they
reside, or who is a descendent in the first or
second degree of any such member, or (b) is con-
sidered by the.Secretary of 4he Interior to be an
Indian. for any purpose . . .1

Finally, the present regulatiOns of the Indian Health

Services describing the class for which treatment is available

state:

(1) Services will be made available . . . to
persons of Indian descent belonging to the Indian
community served by the local facility . .

(2) Generally, an individual can be regarded as
within the scope of.the Indian health and medical
services program if he is regardeg as Indian by the
community in which he lives . .°

A more difficult, and more significant, issue for the

purposes of our study is the question of defining "Indian Country,"

the term long used to loosely define the geographical confines of

-Indian authority within reservations. The outline of tribal Indian

425 U.S.C.A. §§452-456.

525 C.F.R. §33.4.

620 U.S.C.A. §§241aa-ff.

745 C.F.R. §186.2.

842 C.F.R. §36.12(a). 1 o 5
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jurisdictional authority varies according to the issue involved

as a function of the relevant treaties and the statuton, legis-

lative history.

TO start with a relatively clear example, we have pre-

viously mentioned the Major Crimes Act of 1885, giving federal

courts exclusive jurisdiction over certain offenses committed

between Indians on reservation lands. For this purpose, federal

law contains the following definition:

. the terM Indian Country, as used in this
chapter, means (a) all lands within the limits.of
any Indian reservation under the jurisdiction of
the United States Government, not withstanding the
issuance of any patent, and, including rights-of-way
running through the reservation, (b) all dependant
Indian communities within the borders of the United
States whether within the original or subsequently
acquired territory thereof, and whether within or
without the limits of a State, ,and (c) all Indian
allotments, the Indian title tq which has not been
extinguised, including rights-of-way running through
the same.'

Let us next turn to the polar extreme and examine the,

difficulties attendant in resolving the question of the geograph-

ical limits of tribal Indian authority in the most recent United

States Supreme Court Case addressing the issue, DeCoteau v. District

Court. 10 The narrow question was the authok,ity of South Dakota

state courts to order placement of Indian children in foster homes,

and to exert criminal jurisdiction over Indians for acts committed

on lands within the confines of a reservation.

The issue therefore turned on the original establishment

and subsequent modifications in status of the Lahe-Tranesse Xndian

Reservation of the Sisseton and Wahpeton Sioux Indians. In both

cases acts committed by tribal members occurred on lands within

the borders Of a reservation originally created by treat-in-11967,

but owned and settled by non-Indians since 1891 when by federal .

law the United States purchased about 85%.of the original reser-

vation acreage and then opened it to settlement by non-Indians.

918 U.S.C. §1151.

1095 S. Ct. 1082 (1975).
106
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The result was a random pattern of parcels of land held by

Indians in trust allotments soattered among lands held by non-

Indiansf all within the confines of+an original reservation--the

"checker board jurisdiction" issue writ large.

To answer the question.of whether state court jurisdiction

could be predicated on acts committed by Indians on the non-Indian

owned land within the confines of the original reservation, it

was necessary to determine if the reservation status of original

area had been terminated. If not, then jurisdiction over Indians

for acts within the area remained in tribal or federal courts,

according to the "Indian\Country" statute previously mentioned.

The Supreme Court took these cases because the Supreme Court of

South Dakota and United States. Court of Appeals,.Eighth Circuit,

reached opposite results in resolving the question.11

After examining the provisions of the original treaty, the

detailed legislative history of the sub'sequent act of Congress

purchasing the land from the tribes (including contemporaneous

newspaper reports and reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs

to Congress), other contemporaneouS acts of Congress dealing,with

'0,ther tribe's4--the writtoin agreement and recorded comments of

tribal an'efederal government spokesmen during the negotiations

leading to the agreement, and Supreme Court precedent, the court

concluded--with three justices dissenting--that the original reser-

vation status had been terminated and jurisdiction properly belonged

in the state courts.

The DeCouteau case merits mention not so much for its prece-

dential value, which is limited to its facts, but because it shows

the necessity to examine treaties, federal laws, legislative history

and court precddent before answering'the question of whether state

or tribal authority will control in any given case. Indeed, even

if the existence, or non-existence, of reservation status can be.

11
See DeCouteau v. District County Court, 211 N. W. 2d 843

(So. Dak. 1973), and United States ex rel Feather v. Erickson, 489
F.2d 99 (8th Cir. 1973).

1 o 7
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detOimined,.one must -then consider another factor, the:balancing..
. .

test-suggested:by the United States SuPteme,Cort in'WilliaMs v.
,

12. Thd Court 'there- ,suggested that,state action was invalid

ik it infringed on.the tight of' reservation :Indians to make:,th'eig,
0.. .

oWn laws and be, governed by therrL.:-Wehae followe& the :course Of

,.-the subsequent development of thit test in Section I of .thiSepor:t.'
,

We now turn to the last major consideration in an. exaMnation
o

of the limited jurisdiction of-state-governments on rese'rvation

lands-7theimpact. of P. L. 280, passed;by the bnited,States' dongresS

in 1953. 13 It gave civil and criminaljurisdictionlover 'essentlallY-
4

all Indian lands within their borders tlo the States of ;Alaska, -

California, Minnesota, Nebraska, Otegon, and Wisconsin.:

f It further prOvided that 36 otherstates:co4d-enact stat-o,
, .

-legislation to asslime either-civil or oriMinal juriSdiction,

both, witliin their herders. 'Nevada_assumed'criMinal and CiVii
-

jurisdiction in Indian Country,' wiTth Jimite& except'ions; -in 1955.
,,

Finally, P. L. 280 allowed the States'of:Wasflingtopp Arizenai

Montana, New-MeXico, NorthiDakota,' .0klahomai South Dakota'and

to.asSume civil or criminal jnrisdiction.over_indian xeservatiOns

..within their boundaries by other procedureg,7-,generally amenOing .

their state constitutions to ahange provisions which diselaimed

state authority over Indian owned landS within those-states._

P. L. 280 denied authority ta any state, hOweverto encumber

or tax trust lands owned by Indians, or other Indian lands. sUbject

to federal restrictions against alienation, such aS allotted, lands.-

The state response was as fallows:

(1) In Arizona, the state has extended its jtrisdiction'only-,

for air and water pollution,laws.14

(2) Montana has extended criminal juriSdiction,only,over:

the Flathead Reservation, although other tribes may consentcif-the.

12358 p. S. 217 (1959).

1367 Stat. 588.

14A.R.5 . §36-1801, 1865.
1 0,8
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relevant. county commissionersalso.consent, and a tribe.may obtain

-retroceSsidn after two years.15

(a) In New MexicO, -a constitutional amendment to assert

jurisdiction Was ?ejected 'in a popu3,ar,vote in.1969.
,

(4) North Dakota amended its constitution in 1965 and
-

passed legislation assuming' civil jurisdiction over tribes dr

individuals with their consent." Thus far no tribe has consented,

_although apparently,some ,individuals,have.

(5) Oklahoma has made no effort to.assume jurisdiction

under P. L. 280.

(6) SOuth Dakota submitted legislation allowing the governor

to assume jurisdiction by proclamation to a referendum vote in 1965,

and the proposal was defeated.

(7) Utah passed legislation in 1971 to assert civil and

criminal jurisdiction, condAioned upon Indian consent.17

(8) Washington passed legislation in 1957 under which civil

and criminal jurisdiction was asserted over nine_tribes, at the

reciuest of the tribes.18 In 1963 it asserted criminal and civil

jurisdiction over all fee patent lands on reservations, with civil

jurisdiction asserted over all reservation lands in the areas of

;
school attendance, public assistance domestic relatiohs, mental

illness, juvenile delinquency, adoptions, dependent children, and

traffic laws--all viithbut the consent of the tribes.18 The

Washington response has been the most complex and the most contro-

versial. 20

15R.C.M., 1963, S§83-801, 802, 803.

16N.D.C.A. §27.19.

17 Utah Code §§63-36-9 et sea.e/(1971).

18 R.C.W. S37.12.020-070.

18R.C.W. S37.12.010-070.

20See, for example, 1 Justice and the American Indian, The
Impact of Public Law 280 (19/4).
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(9) Florida has asserted exclusive civil and crim.;./01_,

jurisdiction.21
4

(10) Idaho exe/cises civil and criminal jurisdiction with

respect to school attendance, juvenile delinquency, dependent and

neglected children, mental illness, domestic relations, public

assistance, and motor vehicle laws.22 Other jurisdiction may bb

asserted with tribal consent.

No other states have chosen to assert jurisdiction under

the provisions of P. L. 280. Many others have asserted juris-

diction, particularly in the Eastern United States, on grounds

of early state treaties with tribes, special federal'statutes, or

state establishment of reservations.

It is important to remember that the Indian Civil Rights

Act of 1968 prevented further unilateral assertion of state juris-

diction over Indian Country, and that since tribal consent has been

required, no further state assertion of jurisdiciton has occurred

to our knowledge.

As one might expect, the complexity of P. L. 280 and the

generally strong and negative response it elicited from Indian

tribes has produced much litigation. Several cases have significant

ramificationsthough localized--for an examination of child

welfare services for reservation Indians. Kennerly v. District

Court23 was the United States Supreme Court's only pronouncement

to date on the adequacy of state processes in assuming jurisdiction.

under P. L. 280. There, Blackfeet Indian tribal members *pre sued

in the Montana state cdurts for debts they contracted within the

confines of the blackfeet Reservation. The Blackfeet CoUncil

had passed an ordinance granting the state courts concurrent juris-

diction over civil matters, but the Montana legislature had never

21F.S.A. §285.16 (1961).

22Ida. Code §67-5101.

23400 U . S . 423 ( 1 9 7 1 ) .

1 1 0
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.asserted civil jdrisdiction by its own actions. The court ruled

the tribe could not unilaterally give the state jurisdiction over

Indian Country.

Similarly, in Black Wolf v. District Court,24 the Montana

Supreme Court held that statecourts could not exercise criminal

jurisdiction O'ver Northern Cheyenne Indian child en. A tpibal -

court had attempted to transfer jurisdiction to the state court.

for'commitment of the children to a state institution, but again

the state legislature had not asserted jurisdiction over the

Northern Cheyenne reservation. These two decisions have had wide-

ranging impacts in Montana, since they open';.to question the validity
t,

of state and tribal court orders purporting to coMmit Indians to

state institutions.

However, despite the procedural rigor required for valid

assertion of state jurisdiction over Indian Country, it is clear

that those states which elected to extend their jurisdiction

unilaterally:during the 1953-1968 period when P. L. 280 was in

full bloom, now have great powers in Indian Country--and the

affected tribes correspondingly less--depending on the specific

form and extent of jurisdiction chosen.

Against this backdrop, we now examine three areas of re-

curring jurisdictional conflict between state governments and

Indian tribes: licensing of foster care and day care facilities

on.reservations, state recognition and enforcement of tribal court

orders, and the activities of state or county social workers on

Indian reservations.

7-ateLicensing- ofFoster- Care Homes and Day Care Facilities on

Indian Reservations

One of the most persistent jurisdictional disputes involving

child welfare programs on Indian reservations has been over the

question of whether or not a state has the authority to license

24 493 P.'2d 1293 (Mont. 1972).
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foster care homes or day care facilities located within the

exterior boundaries of an Indian reservation.

8everal, provisions of Titles IV-A and JV-B, and XX of the

_Social Security Act, require'state licensing or approval of

foster care homes or day care facilities. Under the Title IV-A

program of assis4nce to eedy children in foster care, payments

may be made to or on behalf of an-eligible-child who has been

(placed 'in a fostek.Samily home . . . "which (is licensed by the

tate in Which it is situated or has been apprcved, by the agencY

of such Statresponsible for licensing homes of this type, as-

meeting the standards established for such licensing. .125 The

key words here,. "licensed or approved," as well as the lack of
_

federal statutory standards, are repeated for day care services

under the Title IV-B.child welfare services program. A state

plan for day care services must provide:

that day care provided under the plan will be
provided only in facilities (including private-
homes) which are licensed by the State, or apprnved
(as meeting the standards established for such
licensing) by the State agency responsible for
licensing facilities of this type.'6

This should be contrasted with the provisions in Title IV-C for

child care for parents in the AFDC-WIN program. These provisions

make no mention at all of licensing, approval, or standards for

these day care facilities. 27

The new Title XX, effective October 1, 1975, changes this

picture somewhat:28 Child care services in the child's home, if .

provided, can receive federal payments only if

2542 U.S.C. §6_0_8___This!_provision_also applies-to-children--
placed in 7"chtld-care-institutions." The requirement for-licensing-
or approval is virtually identical to that for licensing or approval

. of "foster family homes.'

2642 U.S.C. §622 (a) (1) (C) (v) .

2742 U.S.C. §602(a)(19)(G).

28Since Title XX deals only with social services, not
assistance payments, the "licensing or approval" requirement for
AFDC foster care assistance is unaffected by this new statute.
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the care meets standards established by the.State
whickare reasonably in accord with recommended
standards of national standard-setting.organizations
concernedith the home care of children,

and care outside the child's home is eligible for federal money
a

only if the case meets the federal interagency day care require-

ments -.29 If a Title XX state plan provides for child day care

services, it must provide:

for the establishment or designation of a State
authority or authorities which shall be responsible'
for establishing and maintaining standards for such
services' which are reasonably in accord with recom-
mended standards of national organizations concerned
with standards for such services, including standards
reiated to admission policies for facilities providing
such services, s4gety, sanitation, and protection
of civil rights."

Another provisrOn contains a requirement, virtually-identical

to the child day care provi;ion just described, for services to

individuals "living in institutions or-foster homes."31 These

Title XX requirements, unlike Title IV-A and IV-B, do not menfion

state "licensing or approval," but instead require that there can

" be "a State authority or authorities . . . responsible'for es-

tablishing and maintaining standards." It is uncertain just

what effect this change in statutory language will have on the

licensing dispute that has ariSen under the "licensed br approved"

provision. Also Title XX establishes a national benchmark for

comparing the standards adopted in.a. state's Title XX state plan.

The licensing issue arises only for Services provided on

Indian reservations.' In this report, the term "Indian reservatiens"

is used as a recognizable substitute for the more technical term

"Indian Country." The courts have increasingly used the definition
-

__contained_in_18..U.S-C§1151especially subsections (a)-and-4c):-

(T]he term "Indian country" . . . deans (a) all
land within the limits of any Indian reservation
under the jurisdiction of the United States govern-
ment, notwithstanding the issuance of any patent,

2942 U.S.C. §2002(a)(9)(A).. The federal interagency day
care requirements are set forth in 45 C.F.R. Part 71.,

30 42- U.S.C. §2003(d)(1)(G).

3142 U.S.C. §2003(d)(1)(F).

1 3
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and including rights-of-way running through the
reservation, . . . and (c) all Indian allotments,
the Indian titles to which bave 'not been extinguished,
including rights-of-way running through the same.

These subsections, of §1151 establish two situations in which land

is considered to be "Indian Country",: (1) land within the exterior.

boundaries of a reservation, including land sold to non-Indians

and%(2) all allotted land, the Indian titles to which have not

been extinguished, outside of an Indian reservation. Within an

Indian reservation, all land is Indian Country, even that

reServation has been opened to settlement by non-Indians, if the

Congressional intent was not to diminish the size of the reservation. 32

If land is outside the boundaries of a reservation, it may fit the

§18 U.S.C. §1151(c) definition of "Indian Country" even though

parcels of such land. are situated in Checkerboard fashion, inter-

spersed with land as to which state law is clearly applicable.

To.recapitulate: the licensing dispute has arisen with

respect:to Title IV-A and IV-B Programs for which the Social

Security Act requires,the state to license or approve foster bare
- -

homes or day care facilities, although no federal standards are

contained in the Act. .The new Title XX program may give the s-tate

more flexibility.in the administration of standards--unless the

words "establish and maintain standards" are interpreted as pro-

hibiting delegation of state licensing type functions--while

limiting the state's discretion as to the content of the standards.

These problems arise when these services are delivered to 'Indians"

in "Indian Country." The sometimes ambiguous nature of these terms

can lead to further confusion in borderline cases.

The. state"..s authority to-license-in the foster-home or-day

care field, legal/jurisdictional questions aside, generally derives

from specific legislative enabtments. These statutes are in turn

32Seymbur v. Superintendent, 368 U. S. 351 (1962). Three
U. S. Supreme Court cases in the last thirteen years--Seymour v.
Superintendent, supra; Mattz v. Arnett, 412 U. S. 481 (1973);
and DeCoteau v. District Court, 95 S. Ct. 1082 (1975)--have-
established tha4 an extremely careful reservation-by-reservation
analysis must be made to determine this Congressional intent and,
therefore, to ascertain the reservation boundaries.



supported by the state's "police'power;" a concept that encom-

passes governmental activities to protect the public safety,

health, and welfare. Statutory provisions in this area generally

provide for the designation of an agency responsible for adminis-

tering the licensing program, with funding for inspectors and

other necessary positions. These statutes can also include civil

and/or criminal penalties for operation without,a valid license.

It could be argued that Congress consented tb state

inspection of foster homes and day care facilities on Indian

reservations when it passed 25 U.S.C. §231, which reads, in

pertinent part:

The Secretary of the Interior, under such rules
%and regulations as he may prescribe, shall permit
the_agents and employees of any state to enter
upon Indian tribal lands, reServations,-or allot-
ments therein (1) for the purpose of making
inspection of _health and educational conditions
and enforcing sanitation and quarantine rdgu-
lations . .

This statute is not 'self-implementing,"that: is, it,ekplicitly

requires "rules and 'regulations" before the Secretary of the

Interior can implement its provisions. The regulations, 33 which

were promulgated pursuant to this statute were revoked on July 1,

1955.34 Hence 25 U.S.C. §231 has been legally dormant for the

last twenty years.

Further, the limited scope of the statute and especially

the regulations35 provide tenuous authority for state inspection

of on-reservation foster homes and day care facilities in order

to determine compliance with the full range of state standards.

_ExCept. for states which have assumed civil_and/or criminal
.

jurisdiction in Indian COuntry pursuant to P. 12. 280, a state is

without jurisdiction wi-th resPect to Indians living on an Indian

3325 C.F.R. §84.78 (1949).

34Act of August 5, 1954, 68 Stat. 674-

35State health laws dealing with "sanitation and quarantine
- regulation" are the only matters dealt with in 25 C.F.R. §84.78

(1949).
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reservation or on other land which meets the definition of

"Indian Country" if the exercise of state authprity would infringe

on the right of the Indians to govern themselves. The central

question for the licensing issue, then, is whether non-P. L. 280

states have jurisdiction to license. Put differently, the

question is whether the nature of the state's activities in the

area of licensing is such as to constitute an invalid exercise

of its civil and/or criminal jurisdiction on the reservation.
7

We must first ask what activities are included within the

general rubric of "licensing." The :first step, aside from

obtaining legislative authority and establishing an adminintrative

body for the purpose of licens,ing, is.to establish generally

applicable standards. For foster homes and day care facilities,

these standards oould be very similar to the "recommended stan-

' dards of national organizations ooncerned with standards for such

Services," as will be required, under Title XX." Once these

Standards are established, then individual license applications

can be considered.

The process bf obtaining a license consists of four separate

activities. First, someone must apply for a license. Second, an

inspection is generally made to determine whether or not the appli-

cant meets state standards. 37 Third, the state agency must decide

to grant or reject the application, based on the inspection. And

fourth, if the decision is.favorable, the license must be granted.

This does not end the process, df course. Licenses are

generally granted for limited periods of time and must be renewed.

Also, the state may monitor, the licensee through further inspections

in order to assure that the licensee meets the applicable standards.

Perhaps the most important aspect in this process is the

state's enforcement power. If a licensee does not meet the standards,

3642 U.S.C. §2003(d) (F,G).

37
A variant on this would be the case of an applicant who

wishes to undertake in the future an activity which must be licensed.
In that case,-the inspection would follow bhe grant-of the license.
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the license can be revoked. If the licensee then .continues. no

operate without a valid license, the state has the power to

'inVOke sanctions: There is a broad range of penalties: criminal

penalties, .civil penaltie's .(which are essentially a different

variety of fines),,and withholding of governmental financial

assistance are the most common.

With this functional analysis of licensing in mind, the

next question is what is meant by the word "jurisdiction." This

term is generally used to refer to the power of a court to decide

a matter brought before it. For administrative activities such

as licensing, it means the analogous Power of an agency to deal

with matters other than its own internal administration. The

concept.of "jurisdiction" is not applicable to situations wiiich

the government acts solely through persuasion, without coercion.

For example, the tourist promotion agency of the State of California

does not exercise any."jurisdiction" by attempting to persuade

citizens of the State of New York or of the Province of Toronto

to spend their tourist money in California. The only way in which

"jurisdiction" would be involved would be if California attempted

in some way to use its governmental powers of coercion, as through

a court order and,enforcement of thatorder.

Thus a. state agency is not exercising jurisdiction when it

establishes standards, or receives an application for a license,

or inspects, or determines whether a license should betgranted

and grants it, so long.as its relationship to the applicant or

the licensee is purely voluntary. If the applicant refuses to

allow-an inspection or operates without a license, however, and

the state then seeks to impose sanctions for these acts, the

exercise of jurisdiction is involved.

Before examining these sanctions, another matter associated

with the state's power to inspect on a reservation should be

discussed. This Matter can be stated as follows: even if an on-

reservation Indian applicant consents to a state inspection of.
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'his land, can the tribs.refuse to permit the state inspector to

enter onto the reservation? The quick answer is that treaty

provisions reServing.to a tribe the power to provide for the

admission of nonmeMbers onto that tribe's reservation authorize

the tribe to exclude a nonmember from the reservation.38 However,

this must immediately be qualified by the prohibition against

I-arbitrary actiOn by a tribe. In Dodge v. Nakai, 39 the Navajo

Tribe asserted that it had the power to exclude a nonmember

(the director of the 0E0-funded legal services organization on

the reservation) on the ground that-his raucous laughter at a

tribal.Council meeting had disrupted the meeting and shoWn dis-

respect for the tribe. The federal district court, applying the

general substantive due process primciple that governmental action

is valid only if reasonably related to a legitimate governmental

purpose, held that the alleged misconduct of this nonmember did

not justify the severe penalty of exclusion. Thus if a tribe

wanted to exclude a state inspector from the reservation under

its treaty provisions, it could do so only if it could justify

its actions as being in furtherance of a substantial and "legiti-

mate" governmental interest.

It is clear that state imposition of civil or criminal

penalties for events occurring on the reservation would be an

exercise of state jurisdiction, especially if the applicant or

licensee Were an Indian. It would impinge on tribal self-government,

Since at least two older cases have held that tribal self-government

includes the power to license and impose license taxes on non-

Indians engaged in business on the reservation." And the United

States Supreme Court has recently held that the U. S. Department of r

38Dodge v. Nakai, 298 F.Supp. 26 (D. Ariz. 1968); Harta v.
Oglala Sioux Tribe of Pine Ridge Reservation, 259 F.2d 553 (8th Cir.
1958), cert. denied 358 U. S. 932 (1959).

39Supra.

4 ()Buster v. Wright, 135 F. 947, (8th Cir. 1905), appeal
dismissed 203 U. S. 599 (1906); Zevely v. Weimer, 5 Indian Terr.
646, 82 S.W. 941 (1904).
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the Interior_could validly delegate to Indian tribal governments.:-.:

its power, derived from federal statute, to license non-Indians

selling liquor in Indian Country. 41

However.a. federal case involving a non-Indian land develop-

ment within the boundaries of Indian pueblo land in New Mexico

held that state statutes concerning liquor licensing, construction

licenses, land platting and subdividing, and water quality could

be applied to non-Indians on the pueblo.42 The pueblo government

had entered into a 99-year lease, approved by the Secretary of the

Interior, with a non-Indian land development company. The nearby

city of Santa Fe attempted to impose its planning and platting

authority and subdivision control over this land. The New Mexico

Supreme Court, in Sangre de Cristo Development Corp., Inc. v. City

of Santa Fe, 43 held that the city's efforts would not interfere with

the pueblo's self-government, but were nevertheless preempted by,

a regulations promulgated by the Secretary of the Interior. In

Norvelli this regulation was challenged directly and held invalid.

However, at least part of the court's opinion in Norvell--that the

pueblo tqag without power, delegated to them by the federal govern-

ment, to license liquor sales by non-Indians, was overruled sub

silentio by the U. S. Supreme Court in United States v. Mazurie.44

Still, there is still some authority'for state licensing of non-

Indian activities, presumably including those in the child welfare

field, on the reservation.

If the state limits its sanctions to the withholding of

Title IV-A funds, there may not be any invalid exerdise of state .

jurisdiction on the reservation. In fact, this is all that the

Social Seburity Act requires--that federal money not be expended

in homes or institutions not "licensed or approved" by the state.

41
United States v. Mazurie, 95 S. Ct. 710 (1975).

42
Norvell v. Sangre de Cristo Development Co., Inc., 372 F.Supp.348 (D. N. Mex. 1974).

4384 N. M. 343, 503 P.2d 323 (1972).

44
Supra, note 41. 119
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*.4.is uncertain whether a state, consistent with the.equaI

protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United

States Constitution, could thus limit its sanctions for on-

reservation homes or institutions and impose its full range of

sanctions off the reservation.45

No definitive answer, then, can be given to the question

Of whether state licensing on a reservation is valid. If all the

activities, from application to inspection to compliance, are

voluntary, it can be argued that there is no jurisdictional

problem. If the tribe attempts to exclude state inspectors, the

matter can be litigated. And if the only sanctions imposed by

the state for non-compliance in a-particular case are withholding

of funds, arguably no state jurisdiction has been exercised.

However, the state may be required to go beyond such sanctions in

order to prevent off-reservation licensees from using an equal
Ale

protection defense. This could raise serious jurisdictional

problems.

One might think that in states which have assumed jurisdiction,

over Indian Country pursuant to P. L. 280, all these problems would

be washed.away.. This is not quite true. There is a dispute as to

whether local zoning regulations apply to Indian trust land in

P. L. 280 states. The Washington Supreme Court, in Snohomish County

V. Seattle Disposal Co., 46 held that since P. L. 280 does not

"authorize the alienation, encumbrance, or taxation" of any trust

45As explained in Section III of this report, differential
treatment by a, state of otherwise similarly-situated persons can

.be justified if one of two conditions is met: (a) the difter-
ential treatment is based on a "compelling state interest" if the
distinction is based'on a "suspect category" such as race or
residence or if the subject matter of the dispute involves a

. fundamental right such as the right to vote, or (b) the differ-
ential.treatment rationllly related to a legitimate state
interest (a murll 1-1-s stringent test) in all other cases. Assuming
that the more sti_t "compelling state interest" test is applied,
a state could argue that it is not applying its full range of
sanctions to Indian 13censees,on a reservation.because it lacks
_the jurisdiction to do so, and must rely on federal or tribal
enforcement. Since this question has-not peen litigated, it is
uncertain whether the courts would accept this argUment.

4670 Wash. 2d 668 425 P.2d 22- (1967), cert. denied 389
U. S. 1016 (1968).

'120
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ptoperty and 'since'this zoning ordinance was an "encumbrance"

1 as it diminished the value of the land, the application of this

zoning ordinance was not authorized by P. L. 280.

The opposite conclusion was reached in Ague Caliente Band

; of Mission Indians' Tribal Council v. City of Palm Springs,47

in which a city zoning ordinance was held not to be an "'encumbrance"

on .trust land, and in People v. Rhoades,49 involving a state re-

quirement of a firebreak around buildings in certain circumstances.49

On the authority of the Snohomish County case, the United

States Department Of the Interior issued an unpublished Solicitor's

opinion50 on the applicability of health and sanitation laws of the

State of California (a P. L. 280 state) On Indian reservations.

This opinion drew a distinction between enforcement of state health

and sanitation laws which operated "upon the person" of an Indian,

and enforcement which, "directly or indirectly, would impact or

involve the regulation of trust property in any significant way."

It concluded:

We perceive no impediment to a state health officer's
entry upon trust land [in a P. L. 280 state] for the
purpose of enforcing a state law against the person
of an Indian. But such officer would be without
authority to enter for the purpose of taking action
which would interfere with the use or possession of
trust land or other trust property.

If this distinction is correct, then even in a P. L. 280 state,

state civil or criminal enforcement of its licensing standards for

foster homes or day care facilities would be invalid as an inter-

ference with the use of trust land. But if cases such as Ague

Caliente Band are correft,, then a P. L. 280 state has jurisdiction.

This question must also be considered unresolved.

47347 F.Supp. 42 (C. D. Cal. 1972).

4812 Cfl. App. 3d 720, 90 Cal. Rptr. 794 (1970).

49Cf. Rincon Band of Mission Indians v. County of San Diego,
324; F.Supp. 371 (S. D. Cal. 1971), appeal dismissed for want of
juriSdiction 495 F.2d 1 (9th Cir. 1974), cert. denied 95 S. Ct. 328
(1975) (county gambling ordinance not an "encumbrance").

50M-36736 (Feb. 7, 1969).



One solution to this confusion bf.juriSdictional probleMs

is the "Affidavit of S:;andard Compliance in Lieu of License- how
_ .

in use in North Dakota. A mete detailed'discussioh of this'Partic-
.-

Ailar solution can be found below in this section. This approach_

essentially consists of BIA or tribal inspection of a day care

. facility', certification by the in'speeting agencythat this facility

complies with the Federal In'teragency Day Care Requirements and

state 4ay'car,e standards, and formal approval by,the state agenty..

The legal authority for this approach can be found in two sources:

--The licensing requirements in the Social Security Act

previde that the facility must 13e "licensed pr approved" by the

state. The term "approved".was interpreted to support this approach,

in which state approval is actually only a forma'l requirement after

the actual inspection, decision, and enforcement have been performed

by or placed in the hands.of other agencies;

--Federal,regulations provide that a state may "purchase

services" from "other State or local public' agencies, from nonprofit

or proprietary_private agencies or organizations or from individuals."

A more detailed description of this regulation is contained in

Section III of this report. Even if this pra'Ctice is within the

scope of this regulation, however, it is subject to challenge as

being a delegation, by the state agency, ."to other than its own

officials [of] its authority for exercising administrative discretion

in the administration or supervision of the [state] plan."52

*

The legal uncertainties raised by the licensing issue and

the state "approval" approach suggest that patchwork alterations

in the current structure of SRS programs may not be sufficient,

and that legislative changes may be needed in order to resolve this

and similar jurisdictional issues.

5145 C.F.R. §226.1(a).

52 45 C.F.R. g205.100(c)(1).
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0
State Recognition and Enforcement of Tribal Court Orders

Another area of legal and jurisdictional problems in the

delivery of SRS programs to Indiaris on reservations is the recog-

ration and enforcement of tribal'court orders by state courts and

agencies: This is critical because the adjudic tion of a child's

dependent or neglected status may lead to foster care or adoptive

placement off the reservatiOn and may qualify-the child for AFDC

fostet care assistance benefits. ,..4
As explained in Section II, many Indian tribes have established

their own tribal courts. These courts, where they exist, replace

the federally estab...1,ished courts of Indian offenses,-Tre7Vaidity

of which was recognized in United States v. Clapox.53 Tribal

courts have jurisdiction over all matters not taken over by the

federal govrnment.54 The federal government has taken jurisdiction

over,off.enses. 'included in the Major Crimes Act,55 and, has limited

the punitive power of tribal courts for any criminal offense to

imposing no more than six months' imprisonment, or levying.a fine

of up to $500, or both.56 Otherwise, tribal courts have criminal

jurisdiction over offenses Committed by Indians on reservations.

Similarly, tribal courts have civil jurisdiction-over cases with
-

Indian jitigants57 and involving events or transactions that occurred

on the reservation.

These general statements must be qualified, since some states

have assumed civil and criminal jurisdiction over-Indians on

533S F. 575 (D. Ore. 1b88).

54 Iron Crow v. Oglala Sioux Tribe of Pine Ridge Reservation,
231 F.2d 89, 96 (8th Cir. 1956).

55 18 U.S.C. §1153.

5625 U.S.C. §1302(7).

57Tribal courts do not have jurisdiction over lawsuits brought
by a non-Indian againSt a non-Indian, nor over criminal cases in-
volving bOth a non-Indian victim and a non-Indian deferidant.
However a non-Indian can file a civil action in tribal court against
an Indian, and a non-Indian can bt sued by an Indian, assuming in
the latter case the tribal council has adopted ordinances (such
.as a ,"long-arm statute" if tha non-Indian defendant lives off the
reservation) giving the tribal court jurisdiction over the subject
matter of such cases.



reservations pursuant to P. L. 280. On those reservations

affected bY P. L. 280, state courts have jurisdiction.

The enforcement powers associated with a tribal court are

, limited to the geographic area within which the tribe carries out**

its'governmental activities. The tribal police can arrest an

offender or execute on a judgment on the reservation, but generally

are without power to do so outside the reservation boundaries. In

this:respect tribal courts are similar to state courts, since a

sheriff or policeman of one state cannot exercise his customary

powers in another state. A court can have its orders enforced

outside the geographic limits of its jurisdiction only if another

court or another agency, having jurisdiction or authority to act,

recognizes and enforces the first court's orders.

This legal and jurisdictional conflict can be important in

a variety of contexts. Three examples of this are as follows:

--An Indian child is adjudicated delinquent, dependent,

neglected, or in need of supervision by a tribal court, and parental

custody is temporarily or permanently terminated. The court deter-

mines that this child would benefit from institutional care. There

is no institution on the reservation capable of adequately serving

the child's needs. A state institution, not located on an Ihdian

reservation, has this capability. It is necessary for the state,

through its courts and agencies, to recognize the tribal court

order committing the child to this institution; otherwise, the

child, through his natural parents, could secure his release from

the state institution by a petition for habeas corpus.

--A tribal court orders temporary or permanent termination,

of parental rights over an Indian child and orders that the child

be placed with foster parents. As long as the foster parents

remain on the resbrvation, the tribal court retains supervisory

power over this placement to determine whether it is in the best

interest of the child to continue foster care and possibly to

terminate the foster parents' custody in order to adopt the child

into another family. However, if-the foster parents move off the

reservation, the tribal court can exercise its continuing juris-



--An Indian child is adopted by a family pursuant to a

tribal court order. However, the state agency in'charge of vital

statistics refuses to record the change of the child'S surAame

to that of the adoptive parents. The Validity of the adoption

is tnrown into question unless the tribal court order is recognized

and enforced.

A different but related problem involves AFDC foster care

assistadce. One of the federal requirements for such payments

is that the child be removed from the home of his or her natural

parents or of a relative-specified in the statute58 "as a result

of a judicial determination to the effect that continuation therein

would be contrary to the welfare of the child . . . d59 This

judicial determination could be made by a tribal court. The state

agency administering the AFDC program or the county offices under

its supervision must recognize this tribal court order, at least'

for this purpose; in order to approve payments.

, A state court, faced with enforcing a tribal court order,

must resolve several issues. First, it must determine whether

the tribal court had jurisdiction over the persons and over the

subject matter involved in that case. If the tribal court lacked

such jurisdiction--for example, if both the plaintiff and the

defendant were non-Indians--then its order would not be enforced.

Second, it must determine whether it should recognize the order

to be valid. And third, it must decide whether to issue its own

order enforcing the tribal court's determination.

Traditicnally,'American courts have used two different

legal concepts, full faith and credit and comity, for resolving

these issues. The first principle is derived from Article IV,

Section 1 of the UniLed States Constitution, which provides that

each state.shall give full faith and credit "to the public acts,

records, and judicial proceedings of every other state," and

8 See 42 U.S.C. §606(a) (1).

59
42 U.S.C. §608(a) (1).

15
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authorizes Congress to legislate "the mannet by which such-acts,

re0Ords and proceedings shall be proVed, and the effect theteof."

Comity is an aspect of "judgeTmade law", which is generally applied

by the.courtg of one nation to the judicialdecisions of anothet

nation.

Despite these differences the actual effect of the appli-

cation of these two doctrines is not markedly different." This

is in large part because there are similar policies underlying

these doctrines: the full faith and credit clause was intended

to make the several states "integral parts of a single nation" in

wilich the rights of persons in One state will not be frustrated

by inconsistent judicial decisions in other states,61 while comity

is based on prifitiples of international duty and convenience and

the rights of private parties. In both instances the rationale

is that of respect for the decisions of the courts of other ,

states or countries and prote&tiOn of the rights of persons who

have litigated in those courts.

In applying these general concepts to tribal court orders,

several objections have been made.to their recognition and enforce-

ment. Four frequently raised objections are due process-problems

in tribal courts, failure of these courts to be "courts of record,"

the relationship between tribal politrcs and tribal courtd, nd

the fact that many tribal judges are not lawyers.,

(1) Due Process Objection. Tribal courts have in the,past

been criticized62 for failing to follow principles of due process

of law. Before 1968, tribal governments were limited by due process

considerations only if the tril;e's constitution or code contained

a provision similar in'language or effect to the due process clause

in the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States

60See Restatement, Second, Conflict of Laws; §98, Comment
b(1971).

61Milwaukee County v. M. E. White Co., 296 U. S. 268 (1935).

62, e.g., Note, Tribal Injustice:- The Red Lake Court
of Indian Offenses, 48 No. Dak. L. Rev. 639, 648 (1972).
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'-Constitution. That was changed by the 1968 Indian Civil Rights%1-:----

'Act. NOw 25 U.S.C. §1302.(8) provides:

No Indian tribe in exercising FloWers of self-
government shal17-
. . .

(8) deny to any person within its jurisdiction
the equal protection of the laws or deprive any
person of liberty or property without due process

.of law.

But this statute fails to state whether the due process require-

ments formulated in federal court decisions apply Across the board

to Indians, or whether there is a different "Indian due process"

based at least in part on tribal traditions. This has not yet

been resolved by the courts. Most courts that have spoken to this

issue have stated that the usual due process guarantees may be

modified where they conflict with tribal governmental or cultural

interests.63 However, the 14inth Circuit Court of Appeals has

stated that due process under 25 U.S.C. §1302() has the same

meaning as in the United States Constitution."

The BIA position on whether tribal governments can follow

different due process standards than federal or state courts is

revealed by its proposed model code for the administration of

justice by Courts of Indian Offenses On Indian reservations.'

While this proposed code covers only criminal procedure, not civil

proceedings-such as petitions to terminate parental rights, the
--

discussion of the due process provision of the Indian Civil Rights

Act would apply, at.least by way of analogy, to the matters covered

63Janis v. Wilson, 385 F.Supp. 1_43 (D. So. Dak. 1974);
McCurdy v. Steele, 353 F.Supp.'629 (D. Utah 1973); rev'd on other
grounds 506 F.2d 653 (10th Cir. 1974); Lohnes v. Cloud, 366 F.Supp.
619 (D. No. Dak. 1973). See also Crowe v. Eastern Band of Cherokee
Indians, Inc., 506 F.2d 1231, 1237 n. 14 (4th Cir. 1974), which
implied that the,"formality and procedural requisites" of Anglo-

. American due process might not be required in an Indian contekt,
as long as the Proceedings are "addressed to the issues nvolved
in a meaningLul fashion and pursuant to adequate notice." And
cf. Big Eagle V. Andera, 508 F.2d 1293 (8th Cir. 1975), in which
the Court indicated that a statute that would otherwise be.so
vague as to violate due process requirements might be valid if
the vagueness were cured by a limited interpretation by the tribal
court which was well known to the Indian reservation community.

"Johnsbn v. Lower Elwha Tribal Community of Lower Elwha
Indian Reservation, Washington, 484 F.2d 200 (9th Cir. 1973)..
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in this.report. The. Solicitor for.the.U.' S. Department.of%the-

'Interior states in the commentary to one of'the sections of the

propbsed model'Icodd: '

-Some persons haVe expressed.fears that the apt
wa's intended.to require tribal courts to adopt
all of the standards And technical requirements
-which appIy to.the trial of criminal cases in non-
Indian courts. They object that doing so mill
result in a breakdown'of the tribal court'ysteffi.
Imposing.American judicial precedents On tribal
courts might.indeed cause great problems, however,

: such a requirement apparently was neither intended
nor expected by Congress when passing the Indian
Bill of Rights. Respect for the-broad principles
of dile process and-equal protection of the law is
required of tribal courts, but the specific-inter--
pretatiop,,Of those principles found in the case
law of American courts does not bind the tribal
courts in precisely the same way _or to the same
degree. That- interpretation may be made by tribal
courts within the framework of basic fairness and
sensitivity for more traditional Indian approaches
for administering justice.65

The commentary also states:

4

in the context of trial procedure, due process of
law; in its barest essence, means that an accused
person shall: (a) be advised of the charges against
him; (b) be given notice of the time and place Where
his case will be heard; (c) have an opportunity to
confront his accusers; (d) have the opportunity to
present evidence in his own behalf; (e) and have
the question of guilt or innocence decided by a
trier of fact whose decision is based solely on the
evidence presented in the case and not on any pre-
conceived notions, regardless of whether trial is
by the judge or by a jury. 66

Some "broad guidelines" are offered as to the types of

factual issues which the Solicitor suggests the prosecution must

prove in order to convict a person and as to the types of defenses .

that canbe raised by the accused. The commentary notes that

"[b]eyond these broad guidelines, however, tribes should feel

free to experiment with procedures which guarantee fundamental

fairness to both parties but which also facilitate the prompt,

efficient and economical dispensation of justice."

As a result of the Indian CiVil Rights Act, then, a tribal

government must use procedures that assure a fair hearing with

6540 F. R. 16689, 16698 (1975).

66 40 F. R. 16689, 16699 (1975).
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adequate advance notice when taking any action that might depriVd'

a person of liberty or property. Also, the substance of.the

action taken must not be arbitrary--it must be reasonably related

to a legitimate governmental purpose.67

Under the general doctrines of comity and full faith and'

credit, a judgment in another jurisdiction is entitled to judicial

recognition and enforcement if there has been a reasonable method

of notification and a reasonable opportunity to be heard for the

parties affected by that judgment." There is no requirement that

specific due process procedures have to be followed. Thus an Indian'

tribal court judgment or order which meets basic requirements of-

notice, impartiality, and opportunity, to litigate the issties would

meet the general due process requirements for recognition and

enforcement in a state court. As a practical matter, however,

tiibal-court which follows procedures closely resembling those

of state courts will more likely be granted effect off the reservatior

(2) Court of Record Ohjection. It has alSo been argued that

many tribal courts are not "courts of record," and therefore not

entitled to recognition and'enforcement in state courts. While

the precise meaning of the term "court of record" is not always

clear, it has geherally been interpreted as referring to a court

which maintains a regular record of its proceedings. The real

-question is a atter of proof:. whether or not the basic facts

surrounding a Cpurt's orders and judgments can be proved in another

court through these records. These records should include informatiox

as to the parties, the method by which the defendant was notified

of the proceedings, the nature of the matter under dispute, and

the court's decision.- It does not require the keeping of a full
A

'67Dodge v. Nakai, 298 F.Supp. 26 (D. Ariz. 1968); Solomon v.
LaRose, 335 F.Supp. 715 (D. geb. 1971).

"Restatement, Second, Conflict of Laws §§92, .93, 98 ,(1971).

According to S98 of the Second Restatement, the judgment of a foreign
nation will be recognized'only if it,was the result of a "fair trial
in a contested proceeding." Comment c to this section indicates
that this means that the court rendering the judgment must be
impartial, and the proceedings free from fraud.
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transcript or'recording of the actual proceedings, although the

existence of such additional records would probably enhance that

court's image in the eyes of the judges in other jurigdictions.

(3) Tribal Politics Objection. Another area in which

tribal courts have been criticized is the frequent close links

betweentribal judges and volatile tribal politics. Many tribal

councils and chairmen serve only one two-year term before being

replaced by members of an opposing pOlitical camp. Tribal judges

are also often caught up in this revolving-door politicS. Also,

some trial judges' orders will be Vanted in faVor of members of

their clans. 'It is unknown what effect, if any, this has on tri-

bal court orders for children who are wards of the court.

(4) Non-Lawyer Judges Objection. Most Indian tribal judges

are not lawyers, a result of the relatively small numbers of

Indian attorneys. Hopefully this will improve.Over time, just

as the current tribal judges improve their skills through training

programs." This factor is not a bar to recognition and enforce-

ment'of tribal court orders as long as the court has jurisdiction,,

provides notice and an opportunity to be heard, and hears its

cases impartially.

The question of the effect to be given Indian tribal court

orders first arose in the United States Supreme Court case of

United States, Use of Mackey v. Cox." This ease involved the

death of Austin Raines, who had been acting under a power of

, attorney for three administrators appointed as such by the Cherokee

Nation. Raines collected a sum of money owed by the United States

to the deceased, and then lost his life and the money in a boiler

explosion. The Cherokee administrators sued to collect on Raines'

surety bond. The Supreme Court concluded that Raines' power of

attorney and his actions in the District of Columbia were valid.

The opinion noted that, by statute, an administrator appointed by'

"Seel Justice and the American Indian, 49-50 (1974).

70 59 U. S. (18 How.) 100 (1855)..
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a state 'or territory of the United States has the authority to:-

act on behalf of the estate in the District of Columbia, and

.stated that the Cherokee Nation "may be considered a territory

of the Unitep States" within the meaning of this statute.

The next major case involving:this issue was Mehlin V.

Ice. 71 This was a federal case seeking possession of property

situated within the Cherokee Nation. The defendants argued that

they had lawfully ousted the plaintiff from that property under

a tribal court order. The federal court held that the tribal

judgment barred it from ordering contrary relief. It quoted

at"length from the Mackey case, and stated:

The proceedings and judgments of the Cherokee
Nation in cases within their jurisdiction are on
the same footing with proceedings and judgments
of the territories of the Union, and are entitled
to the same faith and credit.72

Within a month, the same court decided Exendillpv. pore," with

similar facts and the same result.

Two subsequent cases, also involving Oklahoma tribes,

,illustrate 'that procedural irregularities in the tribal courts

do not preclude.the recognition and enforcement of their orders

in other courts. -In Cornells v. Shannon,74 the plaintiffs sought

to enjoin enforcement of a tribal court judgment which had imposed

a fine on them. The court used the same language and full-faith-

and-credit reasoning as in Mehlin and Exendine. It stated "mere

irregularities or errors" in tribal court proceedings would not

prevent it from recognizing tribal court orders.

This position was extended in Barbee v. Shannon,75 in which

the plaintiffs, sought to enjoin what they claimed was the defendant's

continuing trespass on land leased from the Creek Nation. The

plaintiffs claimed that their right to lease this land had been

71 56 F. 12 (8th Cir. 1893).

72
56 F. 12 (Ibid.) at p. 19.

73
5 F. 777 (8th Cir. 1893).

7463 F. 305 (8th Cir. 1894).

751 Indian Terr. 199, 40 S. W. 584 (1897).
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decided. in their favor and against the defendant by the tribal

court. However, the tribal court order failed pp state whether

it was the result of a hearing or even what type of proceeding

was involved, and the territorial court cOncluded that-this order

w.as not entitled to full faith and credit. The territorial court

still enforced this order, though, since another tribal judge

dismissed a sut filedlpy one of the parties to the earlier

tribal court case on the ground'that this earlier_case had adjudi-

caed the issue of the parties' rights to the property. This"

second tribal court judgment met the basic requirements for

recognition.

These two cases illustrate that even informal proceedings

can be recognized. The Barbee case further illustrates that

tribal court records must meet certain minimal information require-

ments before courts in other jurisdiction will grant full faith

and credit. These records must show at least that the court's

order was the result of an adversary hearing, since a state court

might otherwise consider it merely advisory and not entitled to

any conclusive weight, as in Butler v. Wilson.76

In the last twenty-five years, only two cases, both involving

the Navajo Nation, have raised the issues of full faith and credit

or of comity as applied to tribal court judgments. The first of

these, Begay v. Miller,77 concerned a state divorce decree,

ordering alimony and child support payments, and an earlier tribal

divorce decree, which did not. The petitioner had been imprisoned

for contempt of court for failing to pay the alimony and support

ordered in state court. The Arizona Supreme Court held that the

state court was without jurisdiction to hear a divorce matter that

had already been decided ip tribal court. The Court refused to

classify the theory for its decision as full faith and credit,

76153 P. 823 (Okla.:1915).

0 7770 Ariz. 380, 222 P.2d 624. (1950).



.8ince'the Constitution only refers-to states, or as comity.,-

which the Court claimed "presupposes two independent sovereign
1

nation's," and "the Navajo tribe is not now classified as such."

Instead, it recognized the tribal court decree

because of the general rule, call it by whatever
name you will, that a divorce valid by the law
where it is granted is recognized as valid every-
where.713

In a much more recent case, Jim v. CIT Financial Services

Corb.79 the New Mexico Supreme Court held that a Navajo statute

be granted full faith- and credit. This Court reasoned that a

fedpral statute, 28 U.S.C. S1738, which implemented the full faith

and credit clause, provided for recognition of the statutes of

territories of the United States, and that the Navajo Nation is

a "territory" within the meaning of that Statute, citing the

Mackey_ case.

'Despite the objections mentioned above, there is a line

of cases which have granted full faith and credit to tribal court

orders. So far, however, these cases have been decided on a

state-by-state basis. Mackey does not deal squarely with this

iSsue, and the application of the other cases is limited to the

federal Eighth Circuit (which included the states of North Dakota,

South Dakota and, Minnesota at the time of Mehlin and associated

cases) for federal cases, and to New Mexico and Arizona for state

cases. Each state must decide the issue in its courts--at least,

until there are more definitive rulings in the federal courts.

One additional complication, not discussed in any of these

cases, is the question of full faith and credit for modifiable
,

tribal court orders. Certain court orders, including orders

. relating to the custody and supervision of a child, can be modified

by the-court that issued them. The position of the Restatement,

Second, Conflict of Laws §109 (1971) is that a state "is free to

78Ibid at p. 628.

79533 P.2d 751 (N. Mex. 1975).
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recognize or enforce' a modifiable order rendered in another-

state, but need not do so. ThUs even if a stete generally

granted full faith and credit to tribal court orders, its courts

could refuse to enforce a modifiable tribal court order if in

the state court's opinion there were sufficient grounds to modify

the tribal court order. Returning to the second example given

at the:beginning of this section, if the tribal court places a

child with foster parents who then move off the reservation, a

state court could decide that-it would be in the best interests
\

of the child not to enforce a tribal court order for the child's

return. This type of situation may have to be resolved through

reciprocal agreements, compacts, or statutes amqng the states

and tribes for enforcement of modifiable orders rendered by other

juxisdictions.

The question of whether tribal court orders regarding

foster care placements are sufficient for AFDC foster care

assistance purposes has been resolved more clearly. A Program

Instructionn'of HEW-SRS requires states administering or super-

vising the administration of Title IV-A state plans to provide

this assistance if the tribal court has ordered foster care and

the other eligibility requirements have been met.

We have been advised that state attorney general opinions

in Colorado and Utah conclude that tribal court orders are entitled

to full faith and credit, but we cannot verify these statements

as the opinions are not available. .There have also been bills

introduced in state legislatures, such as in South Dakota, which

would resolve the issue by adopting the rules.of the Uniform

Reciprocal Enforcement of Judgments Act as between the state and

specific tribes.

Other unsettled areas remain, even if the principle of

states granting full faith and credit to tribal court orders were

generally adopted. For example, many perceive the tribal courts

80ASA-PI-75-13, CSA:-P1-75-2.
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to be lacking in rudimentary due process, and this is a,-sub-

barrier to acceptance of their orders. Further, those

Indians who strongly advocate tribal sovereignty may be somewhat

uncomfortable with the reciprocal effect.,-that tribal courts must

give full faith and Credit to state court orders on the reservation.81

Activities of State or County
Social Workers on Indian Reservations

A third area of jurisdiction conflict is the role of state

and county social workers who are providing services tO Indians

on Indian reservations. Although this issue does not appedr to

have surfaced in HEW conformity proceedings or in court cases,

some state and county social workers are reluctant to act in the

fact of legal or jurisdictional uncertainties.

Obviously, the activities of social workers are central to

d'the delivery of services-in foster care and adoption programs. The

nature of their activities is explored in more detail below. Day

care, while more of an educational service, also involves social

workers to a significant extent.

What a given social.worker will do in a particular case is

largely a function of the needs of the person he or she is serving.

Since these needs differ greatly, it is difficult to summarize all

of these various activities in-a simple formula. The following is

a partial list of the settings in which a social worker, can become

involved.

81It has,been suggested that rec - city is a necessary
condition for the recognition and enforceme t of tribal court
orders by state courts. "Reciprocity" mea that state and tribal
courts would recognize and enforce each o er's orders; it would
mean that a state court judgment to reco er a debt against an
Indian debtor (assuming that the state ourt had jurisdiction)
would have to be enforced by tribal ourt. There is a U. S.
Supreme Court case, Hilton . G ot, 159 . S. 113 (1895), in
which, by a 5-4 vote, it w s he that a ederal court could re-
examine the determination f a ciurt of foreign nation (that
is, not recognize and e orce tha cou ",s judgment) if that
forei.1 nation's court would do the same for a U. S. judgment.
How er, the Hilton c se has been rejected by several states and
may not e n be bin ng now on federal courts. See Restatemen,
Se ond, Con Laws §98 Comment e (1971).
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Even before foster care prodeedings ar...begun,:a state or

county social worker may have been providihg protedtive services,

counseling for the child and the natural parents, and referral to

institutions which cah provide out-of-hoMe care. All of these

would require that a scicial worker enter onto the reservation in

order to meet with the family. If institutional care is provided,

it would be necessary to obtain either parental consent or a.court

order for such placement. This would be governed by: the applicable

-
law and the appropriate court,.whichj.n a"nOn-P.L.,280 state would

be a tribal.court.

Should matters reach the stage...,of separating the child from

his or her natural parents, social workers mav ,beinvolved in.any

of the stages of the proceeding. There are two'basic methods for

terminating parental rights: vOluntary relinquishment by the parents

and involuntary termination by &dourt,(which is often on a tempo-
.

rary basis, as by making the child a.ward,of the court). In the con-

. text of cour proceedings, a state-,or County. social worker might sub-

mit or assist in the submission of a:petition for termination of

parental rights. Frequently, the cOurt, whether it is within the state

or tribal court system,,will require that a study of the home ofthe

child's natural parents be performed in order to determine whether the

child is dependent or neglected. The social worker who performs

this study (who may be an ,employee of the court's probationary

.
department instead of the state or county welfare department)

will report directly to .the court. If the court finds that the

natural parents' rights as to this child should be terminated, it

might then decide to award temporary custody of the child to the

state or county welfare department with instructions that its

social workers arrange for foster care. Alternatively, the court

might place the chilCI in its own custody and grant rights of

supervision to the welfare department. The difference between

these two procedures is a difference as to who shall have the

ultimate power to determine what type of placement is in the best

interests of that child. In either case, a state or county social ,

worker would then find a suitable pair of foster parents who met

state standards.

If voluntary relinquishment were the means used, judicial

approval may still be required to ensure that parental consent is



'WrkinquishraT Context'is that of the place of the natural parents-

domicile. If the natural parents are domiciled on a reservation

a. nonr..P.L. 280 state, tribaL law controls. Even if the cou4,tis_.,4_

invOlvea, a social worker would not be tequired to report L:o the

court concerning a home study. Once relinquishment has been.yalidly

accomplished-, the procedures for custody, supervision, and foster

care placement are the same as for involuntary termination.

,Placement in a foster home does not end the role of the

social worker. .Further follow-up studies should be performed,

supplemental reports to the court may be required, and attempts to

return the child to the natural parents might be explored.

The initial procedures in adoption cases are generally the

same as in foster care proceedings, although in some cases foster

care might not be an intermediate stage between the home of the

natural parents and that of the adoptive parents. Essentially,

either the natural parents must voluntarily relinquish the child

or a court must terminate their rights wihout their consent. Once

this has been done, either the state welfare department, a private

placement agency, or (if one exists) a tribal placement agency

can screen persons applying to be the adoptive parent's for that

child. This often involves a home study of the applicants to

determine which would be best parents according.to the guidelines

of the department,or agency. Once an applicant has been selected,

a petition to the appropriate court is generally requiredwitti

a hearing to formally ascertain the desirability of this proposed

placement. The social worker who performed the home study may be

required to report to the court, and in additioA judicial pro-

bation 'department social worker might prepare and report on its

home study.

As with licensing, the critical jurisdictional issue with

regard to the activities of state and county social workers is

whether the specific functions they perform in Indian country are

an exercise of state jurisdiction which interferes with tribal self-

government. But before reaChing that,issue, it should be noted

that, as with state inspections discussed earlier, tribal governments

have the.power to exclude non-members from the reservation. Their
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power to'cao so is iimiteu Dy tne cue process requirement or tne

Indian:Civil Rights Ait, so that the decision to exclude a person

must be based on a reason that is rationally.related to a legitimate

governmental interest. It is not clear whether this would require

individual decisions for each social worker where there has been a

departmental policy or a pattern of behavior of, for example, plAcing
,z,

Indian children with non-Indian adotive parents where the tribal

government considers such behavior to be contrary to its fundamental

interests.

Assuming that the tribe does not attempt to exercise the

poWer to exclude, it appears that almost all the activities of

state and county social workers on an Indian reservation may not

constitute an exercise of jurisdiction. This is for two reasons:

first, most of these activities do not involve the use of govern-

mental enforcement powers, and second, it is federal and tribal

governments which apply enforcement sanctions, with the possible

exception of the award of custody of a child to a state or county

agency. As explained in the analogous area of licensing, the

voluntary acceptance,of state or county provided services by an

on-reservation Indian recipient does not raise jurisdictional

issues. Most of a social workers' activities are cooperative in

nature. Even where a person refuses to allow a social worker

access to his or her home--as may occur for a home study ofthe

natural parents for a petition to involuntar4y terminate their

parental rights--the state or county welfare department can apply

to the tribal court for-an order requiring such access, in which

case tribal, not state, authority would govern.82

Jurisdictional conflict could arise if a state or county

welfare department were to be granted custody of an Indian child

by a tribal court. The State or county would then have the power

to make fundamental decisions about the case, treatment and future

of that child, including the decision to place the child in an off-

reservation fostex care or adoptive home. This would mean a change

in the government having "jurisdiction" (using this term broadly)

82There may be a problem if the child is found neglected Or
abailtoned off the reservation, thus giving the state courts juris-
diction (e.g., In re Cantrell, 495 P.2d 179 (Mont. 1972)), but the
child's natural parents live on the reservation. In this situation,
the state court would not have jurisdiction over the parents, and
the tribal court might refuse to enforce a state court order re-
quiring these parents to permit a state or county,social worker
to inspect their home.
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cover'that person from the triiDe to the state or county.. In the

_ case of Black Wolf v. Juvenile Court, 83 a practice in which the

tribal court transferred,jurisdiction over.an on-reservation Indian

child to a state court, in order to facilitate placement in an

off-reservation institution was held to be an assumption by the

state of jurisdiction over Indians in Indian country without

following the formalities of P.L. 280, as amended. A similar

challenge could be made of a transfer of custody to a state or

county agency. This possibility could be avoided by the tribal

court's retention of jUrisdiction over that case. The tribal

court can order the child placed in the supervision of the state

or county welfare agency with custody remaining in the,court,

or it could grant tempr,rary custody to the state or county on

the condition that the'child not be removed from the reservation.84

This way the tribal goVernment's powers would not be diminished.

When dealing with the tribal cburt, then, the state or

county is recognizing tribal sovereignty over the tribe's own

members. This should cause no problem for most of a social worker's

activities, especially those in which no court and no governmental

enforcement power is involved.

In P.L. 280 states, the state would have jurisdiction over

Indians on reservatiOns. This means that the state court would

have jurisdiction over relinquishment and termination of parental

rights cases, and custody could be given to the state or county

agency without jurisdictional difficulties. The distinction between

tate authority over the person of an Indian and state authority

which interferes with the use og trust property does not apply here.

83493 P.2d 1293 (Mont. 1972).

84Even if the court retains custody, if the child is taken off
the reservation, the tribal court would lack the direct authority to -
order his or her return. However, it could use its powers of civil
or criminal contempt to punish a person who acted in defiance of
its orders, with the possible effect of deterring future violations.
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_There is statutory authority for the state agency to purchase

services--the services of social workersfrom the tribe dr frOm the ,

tIA. This authority, and the implementing regulations, are dis-

cussed more fully in Section III. The major limitation on this
,

practice are the regulations in 45 C.F.R. § 226.1(a) (2), which

require the state or local agency to:

retain continuing, basic responsibility'for
determination as to:

(i) The eligibility, of individuals for
services; and

(ii) The authorization, selection, quality
effectiveness, and execution of a plan or pro-
gram of services suited to the needs of an
individual or of a group of individuals'.

This may require at least pro forma authority to override the

decisions of BIA or tribal social workers. If interpreted strin-

gently, it may prohibit effective use of social workers who are

not employed by the state.

'Alternatively, 25 U.S.C. § 452 (also discussed in Section III)

would 'permit the BIA to contract.for the services of state or county -

social wotkers, and 25 U.S.C. §§ 4.7 and 450 et seq. authorize the

tribes to perform these functions under BIA contract.

State Case Studies

The foregoing analysis of the conflicts in tribal and state

jurisdiction and authority over reservation matters demonstrates

that the legal position taken by state governments vitally affects-

the delivery of child welfare services to reservation Indians.

Any modification of or alternative to the current delivery system

must therefore take into account the role of the states. We be-

lieve a study of the legal and jurisdictional issues which have

arisen n two states, Arizona and North Dakota, will be useful.

These states were selected for detailed examination because in

both states the recurring conflicts have been sharply defined and

squarely faced, and formal attempts at resolution of the issues

have been recorded in advisory opinions and litigation.
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Arizona has in its constitution a provision disclaiming any

state intere"st in or title to Indian lands within its boundaries,85

4
of the sort coMMonly required as a condition of statehood by the

federal government. It did not choose to assert substantial civil -

,

or criMinal jurisdiction under P. L. 280, and'has extended only

its air and water pollution laws to reservation lands. Arizona is

also the principle situs of the'Navajo nation, by far the largest

and among the financially most powerful of the Indian tribes in

America.

State welfare administration in Arizona is located within

an umbrella agency, the Department of Economic Security (DES).
86

-IDES is designated as the single state agency, is responsible for

preparing the annual state comprehensive plan, and in all respects

is the state agency relevant to our considerations.

Arizona and the tribes and individual Indians within it,

principally the Navajo, have produced a great amount of the liti-'

gation defining the respective limits of state and tribal authority.
_

We discussed in Section I of this report the recent landmark cases

dealing with state authority to tax Indians, McClanahan and Warren

Trading Post. The current test for determining-the limits of general

j
exercise f state powers vis-a-vis tribes came from Williams v. Lee.

All the cases involve the State of Arizona and ehe NaNiajo nation.

The case universally regarded ac establishing the Proposition

that reservation Indians are entitled to Federal Social Security.

Act benefits is Arizona v. Hobby.87 Again, we must immediately
r,

caution that the trial court upheld the Social Security Administra-

tor's decision not to approve Arizona's state plan which,prohibited

paying assistance to persons of Indian blood living on reservation.

On appeal, the District of Columbia Circuit Court held that the trial

court never should have even dnswered the question, as federal sover-

eign immunity bared the state from bringing the suit. Technically,

the case is therefore exttemely weak precedent for 'the proposition

it is universally cited as upholding.

85Ariz. Const. Art. 20, t4.

86A.R.S. gg 41-1951 to 1962.

87221 F. 2d 498 (D.C.Cir. 1954). 1 4 1
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/.
The importance of,state regulations i

- the oelivery.ozsciv-

.:,1,

I

'ices is,highlighted by Arizona State Department of Welfare v. HEW.88

li This was a petition by the State of Arizona for review of a final

decision of the Secretary of HEW that public assistance plans in,

Arizona failed to.conform to requirements.

.The.part of this suit of mast interest to us involves Ari-

zona's legal custody requirement for AFDC.
89. Arizona State Depart-,

ment of Welfare, Assistance Payments Manual_§ 3-401.3.Lstated:

A relative of,a natural parent who is an ADC recipi-
ent,aannot be approved for an ADC grant on behalf

of any of.the children of said parent.unless said
relative ar,the (Arizona) Department of Public.Wel-
fare has.legal custody of the child or children
namedin the application.

Dismissing the necessity of invoking equal protection arguments,

the court emphasized the failure of such language to be in con-

dormity with the AFDC program set out in federal law. Thus,.citing

42 U.S.C. § 601, it underlined the portions below.:

For the purpose of encouraging the care of. dépenden

children in their own homes or in the homes of rela
tives by enabling each State ta furnish financial
assistance and rehabilitation and other'services, as
far as ptactadable under the conditions in such state,

to needy-dependent children and the parents or rela--
tives with whom they are living to help maintain. , and

strengthen family-life_and to help such parents or
relatives to attain or retain capability for the maximum
self-support and personal independence . .

, f

And in 42 U.S.C. § 606:

(a) The term "dependent child" means a needy child

(1) who has been,deprived of parental support or

care by reason of the death, continued absence from

the home, or physical or mental incapacity,of a par-

ent, and who Is living with his father, mother, grand-

father, grandmother, brother, sister, stepfather, step-

mother, stepsister, uncle, aunt, first cousin, nephew

or niece in a place of residence maintained by one or

more of such relatives as his or their own home. . .

Then expanding upon this point, the court said:

A household consisting of the child and his "grand-=-

father, grandmother" etc., is as such a "family"

within the meaning of the Act as is a household consist-

.ing of the child and his Mother or father. - . This.point

is particularly critical in this case, since, as the

88449 F. 2d 456 (9th Cir. 1971).

'88In another part, Arizona's plans for CWS and AFDC pursuant

to Title IV, 42 U.S.C. §§ 601-610, 620-626, was held not in conform-

ity for failure to.set up advisory committees at state and local

levels required by 42 C.F.R. § 220(A), § 220.1, and § 220.4(a).

Arizona argued that those advisory committees were inconsistent

with 42 U.S.C. 5 602(a) (3) in that they would be de facto a second

agency and only a "single state agency" could admiiiister the state

plan.: This contention was overruled.
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.:.eVidencehoWed and as the Administrator pointed out .

-"accOmon, ff not theepredominant Cultural pattern-
aMong-Mexican-Americans and IndianS in Arizona is the
eXtended family." Under this cultural system, it is
comMon fdr children tO live for .shOrtperiods. with
reatiyes. In order to receive AFDC, however, these
relatiVes would have to undertake the burdensome and
costly task of acquiring legal 'custody, which may in-
vest the situation with a degree of permanence that is
Unacceritable to everyone concerned." Thus, Arizona's,
legal.custody requirement falls especially heavily on
Arizona's Mexican-American and Indian minorities.

--
This Ninth Circuit recognition of the,nature and viability of the.

"extended family",as a child rearing institution represents a sig-

nificant precedent both legally and administratively. -

The Arizona Attorney General has also issued rulings which

significantly affect the delivery of state-administered services to ,

i

reservation Indians, and we find these opinions raising issueS which

recur in other states'. The point again emphasizes the importance

of state law, as interpreted by State Attorney General, in the deliv-

ery system.

For example, Arizona will not license activities of welfare

institutions or agencies located on Indian reservations. 90 Nor

will it license the Tribal Council or Bureau of Indian Affairs in

the event "they engage in child placing and adoptive activities."

The opinion is based on an interpretation of Section 8-501, Ariz-

ona Revised Statutes, definig child welfare agencies:

"Child welfite agency" or "agency" means any agency
or institution maintained by a municipality, county,
person, firm, corporation, association or organization
to receive dependent, neglected, delinquent or mentally
or physically handicapped children for care and main-
tenance or for placement in a familynhome or any''insti-
tution that provides care for unmarried mothers and
their children.

Arizona Revised Statutes, Sections:8-506 to 8-508, make it

mandatory that all child welfare agencies be -licensed by the State

Department of Public Welfare. Sec. 8-508(B) provides that the

:superior court shall have jurisdiction to issue-an injunction re-

straining the operation of a child welfare agency without a license.

Other sections permit investigation of institutions, as well as

foster homes, and parental homes in adoption pr9ceedings.

The Attorney General's Opinion, using Williams v. Lee as a

standard, determined that the state could not license welfare in-

stitutions or agencies, or child placing or adoptive activities,

on the Indian reservation.

"Att'y. Gen. Op., Feb. 11, 1959, No. 59-38.
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2::41rlotner important Attorney uenerat-s upiniun 'lb KUL:CU-CAUCA 111

!Aetter ofJuly 28, 1970, to John Graham,Commissioner, Arizona

State Department of Welfare. This opinion is significant in that

it addresse A.tself to the 1968-Civil-Rights Act.. It says:

- Title IV, §.402(a) of the 1968 Civil Rights Act, P. L.
907284, 25 U.S.C. 51322(a) gives jurisdiction tostate
courtS,over civil.causes of action which arise in In _

dian coUntry situated in such state, with the consent.
of thetribe. .§.404 of the same Act, 25 U.S.C. §1324
giliesConsent to the states to amend their State Consti-
tution or existing statutes'to remove any.legal '

ment to the.assumption of any criminal'or civil juris-

diction.

-The FAderal-and State.,laws_have'been searched and noth-
ing has been found which would indicate,that eithe-i T.
Congress or the' State of Arizona has dote theoneces-
sary acts which would provid&-for civil jurisdiction
over the Indian,tribes. The 1968 Civil Rights Act is
permissiNie. Itidoes not.require the tribe to submit
to .the state's/jurisdiction- Jurisdiction.,is
tioned on the/consent of the state to assume jUriseic-
tion and the consent of the tribe to submit to juris-

diction. 25 U.S.C. §§ 1324 and 1326.

The state legislature.has not enacted the necessary
laws giving the State Welfare Department jurisdiction
to license facilities on the reservation. No tribe has
indicated they would give the necessary consent to juris-
diction if such laws were enacted.

Further on, the opinion concludes:

Absent the necessary legislation or constitution amend-
ment, no change cah be allowed by administrative policy
or decision. Therefore, the State Department- of Public
Welfare has no authority to license or approve facili-
ties on the reservation pertaining to the care of In-

dian children hereinbefore mentioned.

In.addition, the Attorney General's Opinion of July 28,

1970, deals with the authority of the Department of Public Welfare

to,include in the A6C-FH program reservation children Who are placed

in foster homes off the reservation.

Under existing law regarding jurisdiction, ADC-FH pay-
ment can _cmly be authorized for reservation Indian
children if (1) the reservation Indian. child-is in

fact off the reservation when the act of neglect or
abuse occurs, (2) the Superior Cáurt of Arizora has
personal jurisdiction and makes an adjudicatIon to
that effect,. (3) the child is committed to the Depart-
ment of Public Welfare for placement and services,
and (4) the'requirements of §408 of the Social Secur-
ity Act are complied with.

Lastly, the opinion Considers the question of tribal courts

as courts of competent jurisdiction and the effect to be given their

orders by state agencies. The opinion states:

. . the tribal courts would have the authority to

adjudicate a reservation-child "dependent, neglected,
or delinquentr." . . . However, the jurisdiction of
trival courts cannot extend byeond the boundaries of
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the reservation, therefore, tribal courts cannot place
children in licensed facilities off the reservation.

It goes on to state further:

Tribal courts have no executive arm to commit an Inr
dian Child to the Department of Public Welfare. Like-
wise, the Department of Public Welfare has no statu-
tory authority to accept reservation Indian children
from the tribal court or from any,other sovereign.

In order for the State Of Arizona to provide seryices
in the area of child welfare for families and children
of reservation Indians; the state legislature or the
people-must enact laws to provide for jurisdiction over
child welfare matters on Indian reservations. Also,
the various tribes must accept the state assumption .of_
jurisdiction. Otherwise, the exercise of state juris-

.diction.in child welfare matters discussed herein would
undermine the authority of the tribes.over reservation
affairs and infringe on the right of the Indians to
govern themselves. Williams v. Lee, supra. See also
Arizona v. Turtle, 413 F. 2d 683 (1969), U. S. cert.
denied. Idttell v. Nakai, 344 F. 2d 486 (1965).

In practice there seems to be a way of getting around this, for-DES has

a contract with the BIA under which DES places Indian children in

foster homes off reservations, thus using the BIA's authority to con-

tract with states as a means for providing necessary services.

.The final Arizona state actions which underline the signi-

ficance of state authority and its effects on the delivery of serv-

ices in the federal-state structure are those taken with respect

to the Navajo Social Services Project. Full treatment of this mat-

ter is, found in Section V of this report. For our present pur-
r

poses, it suffices to'note that the Arizona Attorney General's

Opinion concluding that tribal contributions to the state agency

could not be earmarked for a particular subsequent use was a hurdle

which effectively stopped development of the project until removed

by litigation. State court decisions, state laws, nd state'advis-

ory opinions do critically impact the present delivery system.

We now turn to an examination of the delivery system in North

Dakota, and the impact of various state actions tliere on the deliv-

ery of services to reservation Indians. For background, it should

be understood that North Dakota had a provision in its constitution

disclaiming any state rights to lands ownee and held by Indians or

1 itIndian tribes.
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, .The state supreme court had, before the passage of P. L.

280, interpreted 'this disclaimer rather strictly,s applying to

claiMs involving land title only, thus giving state courts juris-

didtion over civil disputes between Indians on reserliation lands.91

North Dakota took the steps necessary to extend,its civil

jurisdiction over Indian Country in 1963, but added the requirement

,of tribal - or individua - consent.

An 'extremelY impdrtant caSe in defining the limits of state

authority is In re Whiteshidld, decided by the North Dakota Supreme

Court in 1963. 92
State authorities brought a-petition to terminate

parental rights to Indian children against Indian parents for acts

'occurring on the reservation. The court held that, since,the in-

dians involved had not conSented to the assumption of state,juris-

diction, the state courts could not adjudicate the issue.

The North Dakota Attorney General's office has also been

active in defining state authority, facing the questions of state

authority in Indian country in terms of licensing foster homes, and

providing protective services on Indian reservations, and the effect
0

to be given to tribal court orders by state agencies. The federal
40
response to state officer's decisions on these matters has been

carefully consiaered and well-documented, and provides much food

for thought in evaluating, alternatives to the present structure.

In late 1970 the Public Welfare Board requested the State

Attorney General's opinion on its authority to provide protective

services on Indian reservations, brought into focus when the foster

care program on Fort Totten was challenged. The Attorney General

concluded that the Public Welfare Board could not enforce licensing

functions regarding foster'care homes for Indian children on Indian

reservations.93

91Vermillon v. Spotted Elk, 85 N.W. 2d 434 (No. Dak. 1957).

92124 N.W. 2d 694 (No. Dak. 1965).

93Att'y. Gen. Op., Jan. 13, 1971.
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The.Siate Attorney General.further concluded that the

jiorth Dakota Social Services Board could not contract with another

agency.to license foster homes for Indian children on Indian reser

vations.94

-Lattly,'the State Attorney General ruled that the State Youth

Authority could not enforce rules of conduct for an Indian child if

12i

it placed him on an Indian reservation, could mit change placement

from the reservation, and could not bring the child back fiom the

- reservation.95

-The federal resPonse to these opinions and their effects,

regarded by many Indians as a discriminatory withdrawal of state

Services from reservation Indians,
96 has been to seek a practical

way for the state to find paths around the jurisdictional barriers

It has suggested that BIA and tribal officials can supervise the

placement of Indian children in foster homes. It.also has derived

a method of certification of approval of day care facilities after

inspection of them by tribal government or BIA agencies.

The conclusions and legal reasoning used by HEW attorneys

reviewing this tangled situation iS highly relevant and most signif-

icant. A lengthy memorandum was prepared by the HEW General Counsel's

office97 and can be summarized as follows: aos

A) The Equal Protection Issue

The memo outlines a strong stand, using Arizona v. Hobby,

221 F. 2d 498 (D.C.Cir. 1954) and Acosta v. San Diego County,
126 Cal. App. 2d 455, 272 P. 2d 92 (1954) stating that states must
as a condition of receiving Title IV monies service Indians and
find a way to approve foster homes on reseivations; otherwise they
are in violat:ion of the Fourteenth Amendment's equal protection
clause. (pp. 2-4)

94Atey. Gen. Op., July 28, 1971.

95Att'y. Gen. Op., Dec. 16, 1971.

96See letter, February 8, 1971, of Marvin Sonosky, General,
Counsel of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, to the tribal council.

97"State Obligations under the SSA in Regard to Indians Living
on Reservations," by the Special Assistant to the Assistant General
Counsel., .addressed to Deputy Assistant Secretary for Legislative
Welfare, August 9, 1974,
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B] Foster Home Inspection

The memo deals with the possibility'of'an Indian foster care
home on a reservation to whiCh permission to inspect is denied,
citing Nyman v. James, 400 U. S. 309 (1971), where the State of
New York was uph-eTa-in refusing to grant assistance when a home
visit was refused by an AFDC mother. The memo concludes:

,In other words, a state may, and must, extend its
asistance to Indians living on a reservation in the
state on the same conditions that it applies to all
other recipients in the state: namely, that the re-
cipient abide by the laws and regulAtions of the state
governing assi,stance under its various programs. If-
an Indian living on a reservation should refuse to
comgly with any of those regulations or laws, the state
could merely terminate assistance- (p. 4)

C] State Standards Must Be Different for Different
Cultures

;
_The most interesting theoretical discussion in the memoran-

dum is Addressed to the failure to put Indian children into foster
or adoptive homes that are Indian. After citing AAIA statistics
and testimony before the Subcommittee on Indian Affairs of the
Senate Interior and Insular Affairs Committee on April 8, 1974,
the problem is stated as follows:.

:*

The standards which have been set are based on material
criteria (sufficient iiving space, proper sanitation
facilities, etc.) and do not take into account whether
the child is harmed or.not for lack of them. Also not
considered are such non-natural criteria as the values
of living in a cultural coMmunity with family and rela-
tives. The standards, it is alleged, are not only of
questioned fairness, but their results have led to the
breakup of countless families, and according to several
hearing witnesses, have caused the creation and contin-
uation of psychological problems for both the Indian
parents and their children.

The issue has been raited, in regard to child welfare
programs relating to Indian children living on reser-
vations, whether a state may set a different standard
for approving reservation Indian 'homes for foster care
and adoption than it uses for other groups. In deter-
mining this, two questions must be answered: will a
different standard be consistent with the Social Secur-
ity Act and will it also be in harmony with the Equal
Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment. . . ? (p. 5-6)

(1) The Social: Security Act and Different Standards

The memo examines Sec. 402 of the Social Security Act which
requires that AFDC must be provided on a state-wide basis and 45
C.F.R. 205.120(a), which requires that a state plan:

. . . shall be in operation, through a system of local_
offices, on a state-wide basis'in accordance with equit-
able standards for assistance and administration that
are mandatory throughout the state. . . .

The memo interprets this regulation as follows:
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rinds should not be construed to mean that standards for
reserVation Indians may not be different from those
non-reservation recipients across the state. If a stan-
dard produces substantially different results in one
political subdivision of the state as contrasted with
another, the staridard as not uniform in terms of the
results produced. Because the statute is directed to-

. ward a specific goal, solidarity of the family unit,
it is the achieVement of this goal that must be uni-
form and not the technical structure of the program.
(p. 6)

(2) The Equal Protection Clause

- Since there iS, theoretically, a constitutional problem
involved with implementing different cultural.standards to achieve
similar goals, he memo next deals with constitutional tests under-,
the Equal Protection Clause. First, the "strict'scrutiny test"

-does.not apply to classifications in social and economic areas;
second, the "rational relatiOn test" does. The,memo cites '

Dandridge v. Williams, 397 U. S. 471 (1969) , rehearing denied
---3911.- S. 914 (1970); Lindsay v..Natural Carbonic Gas Company,

220 U. S._.61; and Arizona Department of Public'Welfare v. DHEW,
449 F. 2d 456- (9th Cir. 1971).

The conclusion is:

In the case at hand, the classification upon which
the standard would be based is Indians on reserva-
tions. The basis for the difference is clear: Indian
culture and life style on.reservátions differ from that
off reservations and require different treatment in
order to fulfill (sic) the purpose of AFDC, which is
to encourage family solidarity rather than to destroy
it.

The reservation Indians occupy a unique position, in
t.1111,United Statesk being the only judicially recog-
tined minority group with a semi-nationality all
their own.

Furtherdiscussion of the program instruction essentially

implementing the thrus of this .memorandum, and an analysis of

potential problems, is:found in Section V of this report.
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V. 'NEW APPROACHES

Several new approaches to the delivery of services generally

to Indian tribes have recently taken place. These approaches in-

clude:

PrograM Instruction on AFDC.Foster
Care and Day Care Services for
Indian Children Under Title IV-A
and B on December 30, 1974 (ASA-PI-
75-13, CSA-PI-75-2)

Title XX, amending the Social Security
Act, (Pub. L. 937647), effective on
Odtober 1, 1975.

Approval of the Navajo Social Secuiity Demon- -
stration Project, Arizona and New Mexico con-
tracts, which would_permit, under Sec.,1115,
direct grants to the Navajo nation.

The passage of S. 1017, the Indian
Self-Determination and Education
Assistance Act (Pub. L. 93-638) on
January 4, 1975.

None of these approaches direets itself entirely to a solution of

he various legal problems already discussed. Some of them do rep-

resent a trend towaid direct funding of Indian tribes, Some of

them highlight particular legal problems which have been discussed.

All of them have implications which cannot yet be fully assessed

because they are so new; and all of them raise many legal and

political questions in the process of answering other questions.

A description of each new approach follows, with accompanying

comments about the implications of the approach.

Program Instruction "AFDC Foster Care and Day Care'
Services for Indian Children Under Title IV-A and B
of the Social Security Act," Dec. 30, 1974.

As a result of a request, from Region VIII,1 The Assistance

Payments'Administration and Community Services Administration of HEW

1The particular question posed' was: "May we accept State
Plan material which indicates certification of acceptability of
child care facilities by some third party as sufficient to justify
State expenditures and claims for FFP?" Policy Interpretation
Request from Acting Regional Commissioner, SRS, Francis T. Ishida,
to James Delaney, Director of the Executive Secretary, SRS,
March 28, 1974.

I D 0
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issued a joint program.instruction2 on December_30, A974 directed

toward-AFDe Foster Cate and Day Care under Title IV-A and B for

Indian children. The instruction dealt with the legal and juris-

diction 'issues which have raised problems in the delivery of these

services to Indian reservation's, and thus attempted to be a defini-

tive response to these problems under the presently existing system.

To summarize it:

1. Foster Care

The instruction made it clear that a state must make strong
_

efforts to overcome obstacles to thesdelivery of AFDC assistance

to Indians who as "citizens of the State in which they reside .

are . entitled to all rights, privileges and immunities that

are accorded other citizens."3 It could not be "relieved of respon-
.

sibility to supply AFDC foster care by asserting statutory or admin.-

istrative authority, or lack of such authority, which prevents an

otherwise eligible child from meeting ail the conditions under

section 408." In short, "it must take whatever action is necessary

to remove obstacles to a child's eligibility."5

These actions included:

a. Tribal CourtSurisdiction

Where an Indian Tribal Court has jurisdiction
over civil actions on an Indian reservation, it
must be recognized as competent to make such
a judicial determination.

b. Tribal Court Recognition

. . a state agency,must accept responsibility
for,Care and services for an otherwise eligible
child from an Indian Tribal Court, or enter into
an agreement with the public agency which has

2APA-PI-75-13, CSA-PI-75-2.

3
Ibid., p. 2.

4Ibid., p. 2.

5 'Ibid., p. 2.
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accepted responsibility for the child. Refusal
by the state agency to do one or the othercould
arbitrarily exclude from AFDC foster care and
services 41 otherwise eligible children who are
within the jurisdiction of an Indian Tribal
court. Thus, if action by the state agency is
necessary to make the child eli4ible, the agency
must take that action.6

c. Licensing

The State must license or approve for, AFDC
foster care foster family homes and nonprofit,
private, child care institutions on Indian
reservations, Which meet the state's licen-
sing standards.

6/en where the state believes it is without
the power to enter a Teservation for inspec-
tion purposes,,it is responsible for obtaining
the requisite authority, or for arranging with
someone who has the authority, for Inspections'
and reports to be macie in order tovogarry out its
responsibilities.

2. Day Care

Here, the instruction, after affirming that "Section 402

requires that the state provide assistance in the-form of day

care statewide for all eligible children, including --Indian children,"

expanded upon possible-contractual solutions to the'licenSing prob

lem:

- For instance, the state could contract with
the Tribal Council, or some other agency or
organization with the requisite authority to
carry out these responsibilities on behalf
of the state agency. Whatever method is
used, the state must carry responsibility for
meeting the pertinent requirements of the law
and regulations.

3. Licensing Standards

The memorandum then reviewed state licensing standards as

,
6Tribal Court jurisdiction and recognition as discussed here

is a reiteration of State Letter No. 1080, March 25, 1970, which
. reads in part:

3. The Social Security Act providesthat Federal
sharing is available, under certain conditions
when a child has been removed from his own home
as the result of a judicial determination. The
court or other judicial authority must have juris-

7-4
iction in such matters. Indian tribal courts and

-....-

Courts of Indian Offenses are courts of competent

J

jurisdiction in this respect and are so recognized
by-the iaws and regulations of the United States.
Therefore, on Indian reservations, the authority of
the tribal court to make such judici determinations
must be recognized by the state welfve agency as a
prOper authority for this provision of t -"Act.



applicable to Indians, finding them inappropriate:

Present standards, as applied to Indians on
reservations in foster care and day care areas,
have resulted in an extremely high rate of re- .

moving Indian children from their homes and
families, compared to the rate for non-Indian
children. A major reason for these Statistics
has been that the standards employed in de-

, termining the fitness of homes for children
are not attuned to-Indian society. These stan-
dards are based upon material considerations
without sufficient emphasis upon non-material
criteria, such as the value of living in a
cultural community wlth family and relatives.

The solution to this problem devised ind required-by'the

instruction was to determine the equitability of standards on the

basis of their effect upon recipieats rather than their similar

statutory language. Thus:

Section 402 implementea at 45 C.F.P. 205.120(a)
. . , does not require that the standards for
Indians living on reservations be the same as
for non-reservation recipients. If one standard
produces substantially different results in one
political subdivision of the state as contrasted
with another, the standard is not uniform in
terms of results produced. If different stan-
dards would be more likely to accomplish the
qoals of the Act, they are permissible in order
to remove the hardship, and in extreme cases
may be required. (emphasis supplied)

The program instruction represents the strongest and most

comprehensive recent statement of HEW in Washington concerning the

legal and jurisdictional problems encountered in the delivery of

child welfare services and assistance to Indian reservations, under -

Titles IV-A and IV-B. If we leave aside for the moment the problems

posed by the third part of the program instruction, the discussion

"equitable standards," we can examine the instruction in practi-.

cal perspective to determine how much of an effect it has upon the

child welfare delivery system as it presently operates.

The program instruction is not a response by Washington

'HEW to a new situation. On the contrary, the problems described

have been in existence for years and have erupted in two states,

Arizona and North Dakota to the point of head-on confrontations
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between the states, on the one hand, and the ti.ibes and HEW on the

other. It represents a compilation of previous HEW determinAtions

concerning service to Indian reservations in one plaCe: State

Letter 1080 on recognitron of Tribal Court orders, Regional

Attorney's opinions on "public agency,' and the numerous admoni-

_tions.from HEW .which appeared in 1971 and 1972 at the height of

North Dakota's refusal to bring child welfare assistance and

services to the Indian reservations.

It uses unusually forceful language, 6rdering the states--

_ as a condition af receiving Titles IV-A and B funds-- to overcoMe

existing legal barriers, if necessary by reaching agreements with

other agencies including tribes.

One of the difficulties with a program instruction is that

it does not carry the force of a statutory provision or regulation.

A program instruction is not published in the Federal Register or

codified in the Code of Federal Regulations. It is defined by the

DePartment of Health, Education and Welfare as:

Requirement or request for action by or infor-
mation from state agencies, or other grantees,
. . . issued by the cognizant SRS component and
identified by issuing office, fiscal year, b,nd
sequence of issuance.7

In the hierarchy of program material issuing from SRS, program in-

structions fall after program regulations (program requirements and

other policy material usually published in the Federal Register

nd codified in the Code of Federal Regulations) and program

regulations guides (explanatory and interpretive material relating

to ona or more regulations). Thus, a program instruction is not

readily available to the publia nor does it carry as much weight

as other types of regulations, a problem, which will become particu-

larly apparent in dealing with the "equitable standards" portion of

the instruction. It is, however, the official HEW interpretation

and thereby entitled to great weight by reviewing courts.

71nfotmation Memorandum AO-IM-25, DHEW, October 1, 1970.
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In addition, there,are several limitations in the program

instruction. To begin with, it attempts to make mandatory upon

the states the making of agreements, when necessary, to overcome

obstacles in licensing foster care and day care facilities bn Indian
....._ l'

reservations. However, no,statute or regulation provides for

mandatory procedural mechanism to be followed in the making of such

agreements, a mechanism which would arbitrate differences if and

when they arise. For example, as it presently stands, the only

conceivable instahce in Which refusal to reach an agreement might

represent sufficient cause to invoke mandamus action against a

state welfare agency would be when the agency denied a tribal

rr
quest to discuss the making of such an agreement. Where no

ocedural mechanism_exists to facilitate an order,the order is
,.

greatly vitiated.

Second, the program instruction requires a state agency to

accept responsibility for a child referred by a tribal court. The

matter may not be that simple: state supreme court cases, such as

Black Wolf and Kennerly, have determined that state agencies do

not have the jurisdiction to accept such referrals. Further, the

fall-back alternative--to require the making of agreements to get

around the jurisdictional obstacle--while a practical suggestion

suffers in the present system from the same unenforceability already

discussed in reference to licensing agreements.

The inclusion in the ,program instruction Of an order to use

standards for choosing day care and foster care facilities for

Indian children which are designed to achieve similar results to

those used for other children; but are not necessarily the same

standards, presents some thorny legal problems. This part of the

instruction perhaps reflects the growing pressure from the Iildian

community to prevent Indian children from being put into non-Indian

foster homes and adoptive,homes off the reservation in dispropor-

tionate numbers. The feeling among many Indian tribes is that, as
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a result of this tendency, the tribeS are losing control of a

valuable resource; namely their own children.8

Testimony before the Subcommittee on Indian Affairs of the

Committee pn Interior and Insular Affairs in April 1974 was largely

directed to this-issUe. Senator Abourezk, Chairman of the Sub-
,

committee, summarized the testimony at one point as:

Witness after witness got tip and testified
that non-Indian social workers have been
totally ignorant.of exactly what an Indian
family is and what it ought to..be; that their
standards, referring to non-Indian social
workers, .*the standard's they develop on-whether ....00(

or.not a mother was a good mother or a parent was
a good parent, were based on their own standards,
not on Indian standards, which are quite often
different,, and that as a result judging the
fitness of the parent or the closeness of the
family unit on their own'standards, that they
,then took al. kinds of illegal, deCeptive
aCtions to try to gpt Indian children away
from their mothers.'

North Dakota, in its Department of Social Service Manual, makes

reterence to this point, as follows:

By tribal resolution, press release; and
otherwise the Indian people have made
known a concern over the removal or
possible removal of Indian, children from
the reservation to a non-Indian culture
off the reservation. This concern is also
to be recognized and respected.10

The. internal HEW memorandum11 which was a prelude to:the program

.instruction addresseJ itself at some length to this problem, in

terms of legal alternatives:

'8
Mea, ningful atistics on this issue are hard to Pbtain. The

Association ot American Indian Affairs is the only organization, to
date, which has done so for.Oklahoma, Arizona, Minnesota,.South Dakota;

State of Washington, and Wisconsin. These statistics appear in the
Hearings.on pages 40, 742,.75, 84, 89, 92 respectively:

9 p. 449.

10No. Dak..Social Work Manual, Chapter 423, Section 4, Par.

See, fn. 97, Section IV.
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The standards which have been set are based
\on materral criteria (sufficient living space,
proper danitation facilities, etc.) and do not

.

take into account whether the child is haimed
ornot for lack of them. Also not considered
are such non-national criteria as the values of
liVing n a cultural community-with.family and
relatiVes. The standardI, it is alleged, are
not only of questioned fadrness, but their re-
sultshave led to the break up of oountless
families,: and according to several hearing
witnesses, have caused the creation,41nd con-
tinuatiOn,-of psychological problems for both
the Indian parents and their children.

Thd issue has ben raised, in regard. to child
welfare'programs relating to Indian'children
living on.reservations, whether a.state may- set
a different standard for approving reservation
Indian homes for foster care and adoption than
it uses for other_groupS. In de*.ermining this,
two quedtions must be answered: will a different
standard .be consistent with the Social Security
.Act and will it also-be in harmony with the
Equal PrOtection Clause,of the'14th Amendment . .

12

The memorandum sought to determine the meaning of 45 C.F.R.

S 205.120(a) which requires that a state plan:

. . shall be in.)operation, through a system
of,local'offices, On a state-vdde basis in
accordance with equitable standards for assis-
tance arid administration that are mandatory

. throughout the state; .

In conclusion, it discussed the definition Of "equitable standards':

This should not be construed to mean that stan-
Aards for reservation Indians May not be dif-
ferent from those non-reeervation recipients'.
across trie state. If a standard produces sub-
stantrally.different reSUlts in ohe.Political
subdivision of the state as contrasted-with.
another, the standard is not uniform in terrris
of the results produced. Because'the statute
is directed toward a specific goal, solidarity
of he faMily unit, it,is the.achievement of
,this goal that must be uniform and oott the.
technical structure of the'program.."

The language in the program instruction in reference to the meaning

of "equitable standards" is similar to that of this internal memo-

randum.

supra n. 2, pp. 5-6.

13Ibid., p. 6.
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The instruction's conclusion presents two problems,one

technical and the other theoretical. Federal Interagency Day

Care Requirements (FIDCR) are binding upon the states and SRS.14

The FIDCR appear at 45 C.F.R. §§ 71.1 et seq. and are

specifically apOlicable to Title IV-A and Et' programs.15 They are

passed pursuant to the Economic Opportunity Amendments'of 1967

which require the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare and

.
the Director of the Office of Economic Opportunity to coordinate

_ day care programs so. as to obtain, if possible, a common set of

:program standards and regul.ations.16 However, these requirements

max be waived under certain circues:

Requirements can be.waived when the administering
agency can show that the requested waiver may
advance innovation and experimentatidn.and extend
services without 1oS6 of quality in the facility.
Waivers must be consistent with the provisions of
law. Requests for waiver should be addressed to
the regional office of the federal agency which
is providing the funds. RequireMentS of the
licensing authority4in c, state c4nnot be waived
by the federal regional office.''.

The appropriate office has .not.yet commented upon,the instruction;

The memorandum upon which the program instruction is based

expresses great awareness of the equal protection issue which lies

behind the implementation of different standards to achieVe equit-
-

18able goals, citing Dandridge v. Williams. The memorandum states:

In the case at hand, the classification upon
which the standard would be based iS Indians
on reservations. The basis for the difference
is clear: Indian culture and life style on
reservations differ from that off reservations
and require different treatment in order to
fulfill the purpose of AFDC, which is to en-
courage family solidarity rather'than destroy it.19

§§220.18(c)(2) and 220.56(a)(8).14 45 C.F.R.

15 45 C.F.R. § 71.2(a).

16 42 U.S.C. § 2932(d).

17
45 C.F.R. § 71.4. This waiver may not be possible under

the new Title XX. See 42 U.S.C. § 2002(a)(9)(A)(ii).

18397 U. S. 471 (1969) rehearing denied, 398 U. S. 914 (1970)-

19P1, supra n. 2. 138



An argument can be made that the need for different standards for
'equitable goals applies to many ethnic groups, such as the Mexican
migrants, or black inner-city dwellers. Without discussing the
validity of -that point, it is Perhaps legally more significant

that Indians occupy a unique political status in the United States.
'The memorandum itself falls back on this point:

The reservation Indians occupy a unique positionin tbe United States, being the only judiciallyrecognized mingKity group with a semi-nationality
all their own."

Morton v..Mancari21 re-established this legal principle with r,fer-
ence.to hiring and proMotional practices.within the Burea.0 of Indian_

Affairs and the Indian-Health
Service-where_Indians, because of

their political status,are to be .given "preference." "Preference"
does not apply to other ethnic°groups, nor to other governmental

agencies.

Title XX of the Social Security Act

On January 4, 1975, Congress enacted a new statute Title XX
of the Social Security Act, effective October 1, 1975, for social
services. This statute replaced the Title 1y-A prdvisions for
social services for persons eligible for and/or receiving assistance
under 'the AFDC program, but does not alter either the Title IV-A
provisions of assistance to AFDC recipients or the Title IV-B

program of child welfare services. The authorized annual appropri-
ation under Title XX remains the same $2.5 billion amount that had
applied since i97 2 .

22
There are significant changes, however, in

the Jimitations placed on the states.

Prior to Title XX, each state which participated in the
Title IV-A program.was required to provide a number of different

services, listed inthe regulations.23
This new statute gives states

20
Ibid.

21
94

22
5ee

S. Ct. 2474 (1974).

42 U.S.C. § 1320b(b)(1).

C.F.R. §§ 220.16-220.24.
23 45
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a much broader range of discretion. Now states are only required

to provide one specific service--family planning services--and

"at least one service directed at each of" fiVe generally stated

goals.24 The decision as to which services shall be provided is

left entirely up to the states, with HEW deprived of the power'to

withhold funds if certain services are not required. In fact,

HEW is not even permitted to withhold funds for any expenditure

on the ground "that it is not an expenditure for the provision of

a serVice."25 The reason for this greatly expanded state discretion',

as stated in the 'Senate Report is that HEW:

. . . can neither mandate meaningful programs
nor impose effective .controls on the states.
The Committee believes that the states should

, have the .ultimate,decision-making authority
in fashioning their own social services programs
within the limits of funding establ'ished T the
Congress.26

There were also changes in the wording of the "single state

agency" and "statewideness" requirements for state plans. Under

Title IV-A each state plan must either provide for the establishment

or designation of a single state agency to administer the plan,

or provide-for the establishment or designation of a single state

agency to supervise the administration of the iplan. The new Title

XX changes this to "an appropriate agency," by requiring that each

state plan provide:

for the designation . . . of an appropriate
agency which will administer or supervise the
administration of the state's program for the
provision of the services described in section
2002(a)(1).27

The argument could be made that the use of "appropriate agency"

instead of "appropriate state agency" in Title XX-provides greater

24 42 U.S.C. §§ 2004(2)(B), 2002(a)(1). There is one additional
requirement, that each Title XX state must make at least three types
of'services, as determined by the state, available for recipients of
Title XVI supplemental security income benefits.

25 42 U.S.C. § 2002(a)(3).

261974 U. S. Code Cong. & Admin. News 9193, 9198.

27 42 U.S.C. § 2003(d)(1)(C).
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flexibility for the state to delegate the administration of parts of

its program to a public agency which is not part of the state g6vern-
/

mental system--an Indian tribal government, for example. But this

is not the approach taken in the proposed Rules .for the implemen-
.

tation",of Title XX. These proposed Rules28- require the designation

of an appropriate state agency/to oversee all of the Title XX program.

A major change was made in the statewideness" requirement.

As previously provided, each AFDC state plan must "provide that it

shall be in effect in all political subdivisions of the state, and,

if administered by them, be mandatory upon them.'29 This has meant

that the same services must be available throughout the state. While

the new "stateWideness" requirement in Title XX" is virtually the

same as that for Tale IV-A,31 there is language in the statute

which provides tIlat each Title XX stae's annual "propoed com- .

prehensive services program plan" mUst include statements concerning:

the geographic areas,in which . . . services
are to be provided, and the nature and amolun
of the services to be prdvided in each area.-52

The proposed Rules spell out/the effect of this new language:

(a) For the ,purpose of delivering services
described in the Services plan, the state agency
may divide the state into geographic ar.eas.
Geographic area means any identifiable area en-
compassed with [sic] the state so long as every
political subipision of the state, inclUding
Indian reservations,'is a part of one or more
such areas. The services plan shall describe
the geographic areas.

(b) The services plan shall provide that
services described in §228.26(b)(1) and (2) will
be available to eligible individuals in every
geographic area.

2840 Fed. Reg. 16803 (l975), proposed 45 C.F.R. § 228.6(a).

29 42 U.S.C. § 602(a)(1).

30
42 U.S.C. § 2003(d)(1)(H).

31The clause "and if administered by them, be mandatory upon
them" is deleted. However, this seems to be redundant, and its de-
letion, by itself, does not appear to be significant.

32 42 U.S.C. § 2004(2(b).
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(c) Notwithstanding the tequirement under paragraph
(b) of this section, the state may provide different
services in different geographic areas, but within a
geographic area eligible.individuals must be offered
the same services.3-5 (Emphasis Supplied)

This means that a state can provide a considerably greater range of

services in one geographic area than in another. Conceivably, a

state could even set aside Indian reservations as separate geographic

areas-in which minimal services would be provided, while residents

of the rest of the state would be entitled to many more services.34

In order to prevent abuses of state discretion, Title, XX

requires that each state Frovide for greatly expanded citizen in-

volvement in the formulation of the state plan. This includes publi-

cation of the proposed annual plan at least 90 days before it is

'implemenIed, acceptance of "public comment" by written comments

and/or public hearings on the propbsed plan, and publications of the

final annual plan before the beginning of the program year.35 The

purpose of these procedural requirements is to open up the state's

plan for public scrutiny, thus giving various citizens' groups an

opportunity to influence the stat.d's determination of social services

needs and priorities.

There are other changes resulting from Title XX. Some of

these, as a new approach to state licensing or approval of foster

3 340 Fed. Reg. 16805 (1975), proposed 45 C.F.R. § 228.25.

34 Such differential treatment, especially,if it involves
elements of racial discrimination, is subject to challenge on equal
protection grounds. One way in which this issue might arise would
be a lawsuit by an AFDC recipient who had been receiving a particular
service before Title XX and became ineligible for this service because
the.state railed to provide it in that person's aeographic area,
-though it provided the same service in other areas of the state. It
is quite possible that the courts will hold that the equal protection
clause requires that the same services be available to all residents
of the state, regardless g.f./he more permissive Title XX provisions.

35 42 U.S.C. § 2004 (2-4); 40 Fed. Reg. 16805-06 (1975), proposed
45 C.F.R. § 228.33.
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homes and day care faCilities, are explained elsewhere in this re-

port (licensing is discussed above in this Section);

----Others,--such_as_national _income eligibility limits, are
.

important generally but not pertinent to this study. All in

all, Title XX promises to.be an interesting experiment in struc-

turing federal-state relationships in the social welfare field.

The Navajo Social Services Project

The Navajo Nation desired to have uniform standards of

eligibility and percentage of need, as well as uniform services,

on its reservation which covers three states. For this reason,

it decided to obtain a grant through a 1115 demonstration pro-

ject where the tribe itself would contribute the state's share

of 25%.

The Navajo Nation is atypical of Indian tribes for a num-

. ber of reasons: it is by far the largest tribe at present,

140,000 Navajos living on the reservation; the size of the re-
f

servation is 14,850 square miles, roughly the size of Massachu-

setts, Connecticut and Rhode Island; and the tribe is compara-

tively wealthy, although individual members on the whole live

at a poverty level.

Despite the fact that the tribe was willing to contribute

the state's 25%, the Navajo Social Services Project has encoun-

tered one legal hurdle after another. It required a waiver of

statewideness under the Social Security Act; it required a Regional'

Attorney's opinion confirrgahg that it was a public agency for

purposes of the Social SAcurity Act; the Attorney General of

Arizona issued an opinion that tribal funds, once co-mingled with

general funds of the state, could not be redistributed to the

tribe; this resulted in a lawsuit whereby the state's social

service agency, Department of Economic Security (DES), attempted

to sue the State Department of Administration; and ultimately--

because of problems of standing--the tribe itself, as well as

the cities of Tuscon and Phoenix, were substituted for DES in

the lawsuit and won their case. 163
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The irony of the Navajo Project is that now, after the tribe

haa spent three years trying to get the program off the ground,

it has been suggested that the tribe scuttle the demonstration

project which has yet to be approved by Washington and come under

Title XX. One must note as well that only as a result of a state-

ment in the state-written Navajo proposal that "Arizona provides

no services to Reservation residents" was the Region IX office of'

HEW made aware of this state of affairs. The procedural blocks

and hesitancies by which delivering services to Indian reserva-

tions is attended--even where the tribe is able to put up the money--

are nowhere more revealingly seen than in the history of the Navajo

Project.

The history of the Navajo Social Services project offers a

case study of the extremely complex route by which, under present

circumstances, a tribe may contract for HEW funds through a state.

The following events are chronological points on the route:

-November 12, 1973

July 19, 1974

July 22, 1974

September 18, 1974

November 18, 1974

Memorandum from Office of Regkonal
Attorney, San Francisco, to SRS/
Community Services; concludes that
tribe may be considered "public
agency" for purposes of Title
IV-A.

Arizona Attorney General's opinion
to DES, ruling that tribe may not
earmark funds put into state's
general fund, effectively-halting
the project for the moment.'

The Proposal, from DES, on appli-
cation for Title XI, Section 1115
of SSA, for demonstration,funds for
the Navajo Social Services Project.

Memorandum from Director, Office
of Policy Control, to Gary Massell,
Ph.D., Associate Administrator for
Planning, Research and Development,
SRS.

Navajo Tribe v. Arizona Department
of Administration, 528 P.2d 623.
The Arizona State Supreme Court
decision permitting DES to act as
conduit for Navajo funds.

1 ti 4
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The fitst legal-problem Nh-the project had to overcome
i°

,was contained in the federal regulVons:

Public funds, other than hose derived from private
,resources, used by.the state or local, agency for its
services programs may be considered as the state's
share in claiming federal reimbursement where such
funds are:

(1) Appropriated directly to the -state or local
agency; or

(2) 'Funds of another public agency which are:

p.) Transferred to the state or local agency
and are under its administrative control;

(ii) Certified by the contributing public
agency as representing current expenditure for
services to persons eligible under the state
agency's services programs, Subjectcto all
other limitations of this part.

Funds from another public agency may be used to
purchase services from the'contributing public
,agency, in accordance with the regulations in
this part on purcilasing of services. 36

The problem was whether the Navajo tribe is a "public agency" within

.the meaning of theregulation. If tribal funds are considered pri-
"

vate funds, a. reversion of them to the donor--the tribe--would pre-

'clude the state from receiving federal participation for these

expenditures.37 The terms "public agency" and "public funds" are

not defined in Title IV-A of the Act or in the implementing regula-

tions.

To deal with this dearth of definition, th Regional Attorney

referred to the Federal State Revenue Sharing Act 38 Where "unit of

local government" is defined to "include . . . the recogniZed

governkng body of an Indian tribe or Alaskan native village which

performs substantial governmental functions," and to the Older

39Americans Comprehensive Services Amendments of 1973 .where " A unit

36 45 C.F.R. g 221.61(a) (October 31, 1973).

37As implied in 45 C.F.R. § 221.61(a) and explicitly stated
in 45 C.F.R. § 221.62.

38Pub. L. No. 92-512, § 108(d) (1).

39
Pub. L. No. 93-29, §302(2).
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of-general pdtpose local government' is defined as "an Indian tribal
f

organization."

The Regional Attorney concludes that:

. . in view of the recognized principle that
Indian,Tribe exercising substantial gOvernmental
functions independent of a state.possess the .

attributes Of a limited sovereignty, and in light
of the above-referenced Congressional mandates
directing,t e Secretaries of certain federal
agencies url4er specified circumstances to
recognize t e governing body of an Indian Tribe
as a "unit df local government" (i.e. a public
agency); . . .

the Navajo Tribal funds could be considered public funds for purposes
't -

of federal participation under Title 1y. The Central Office (the

Human Resources Division of the Office of the Generir Counsel)

"concurs 'in these conclusions."

It wasYnext necessary to consider the problem of "s'ate-
, (

wideness." For AFDC, 42 U.S.C..§ 602(a) (1) requires that:

(a) A state Rian for aid and services to
needy families 14.th children must

\

(1) provide that it shall be in effect
.

in all subdivisions of the state, and if ad-
ministered by them, be mandantory upon them.

In addition, 45 C.F.R. § 205.120 requires statewideness..N

Because the Navajo Project involved.a nuthber of optional

programs, including child welfare programs,.not provided by Arizona

in its overall state plan, it was necessary to waive the statewide-

ness requirement'. This is permitted in demonstration projectAnder
41140"

Section 1115(a) of t = Social Security Act, as follows:

In the case of any experimental, pilot, or
demonstration project which, in the judgment .

of the Secretary, is likely to assist in pro-
moting the objectives of . . . part or all of
Title IV, in a state or states--

(a) the Secretary may waive compliance
with any of the requirements of section . . .

402 40 . . . as the case may be, to the extent
and for the period he finds necessary to
enable such state or states to carry out such

. project, . . .

40 42 U.S.C. g 602. 166
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The Arizona Department of Economic Security (DES) requested

a waiver of the statewideness requirement, 41 but there was no

record or discussion of a waiver of the single state agency re-
'

quirement- Apparently, as DES retains some control, such as over

eligibility, this was not considered necessary. The request was

for/e'one year-period with an option to renew for two additional

years on the basis of the progress and experience of the first

year.

The Arizona S,tate Attorney General on July 19, 1974 handed

down an Opinion directed towScd.county contributions to DES, as

well as Arizona Department of Health funds to DES, and touching upon,

as a result, Indian tribe contributions to DES. None of the questions

posed to the Attorney General by William Mayo, the Directpr of DES,

involved Indian tribes per se.

The Attorney General found that puhlic'funds paid into the

state treasury had to be credited to the general fund and that onta

so credited, they could not be earmarked for a particular program

without an appropriation by the legislature. Exceptions to this

rule were."private funds," "federal funds," and "specific Ztate

funds" designated by legislative enactment for a particular purpose.

To quote,the opinion:

. . . the statARry scheme contemplates that all
monies received by the state from sources other

\_than. the federal goVernment (A.R.S. § 35-142.C),
private sources. (A.R.S. § 35-142.A.3) and special
sttate funds (A.R.S. § 35-142.A.6) must be credited
to the general fund. These provisions govern all

0 agencies. The Department of Ecpnomic Security must
therefore exercise its broad grfrfits of authority to
incur obligations (A.R.S. § 41-1954.6); contract
with and assist other agencies (A.R.S. § 41-1954.7)
and accept grants, matching funds and direct pay-
ments from public and private agencies and expend
the same (A.R.S.. § 41-1954.9), subject to the
limitations imposed by A.R.S. §§ 35-141, 35-142 and
35-148 that funds not within the above discussed
exceptions flow into the generalofund and out of
agency contro1.42

-1 Letter of July 3, 1974 of kEs to Charles Sylvester, Acting
Regional Commissionerc\DHEW, San Francisco.

4 2Arizona Attorney General's Opinion No. 74-12, July 19, 1974,
part If p. 4. 167



The question of whether funds from Indian tribes are public

or private in nature was taken up only parenthetically later on

in the opinion:

As has already been pointed out, the Department
of Economic Security is free to accept public
funds (federal government, Indian tribes, and
political subdivisions of the state) and private
funds. The limitations imposed by the finance
code would require all funds frop a non-federal
public source to be credited to the general
fund.43

The Attorney General concluded state laws would have to be

changed:

'When the Attorney General invests the time and
effort that opinions of this magnitude command,
it is disheartening for the end product to be so
at odds with the requesting agency's goals for
serving the people. We reluctantly conclude
that the strictures of another era contained
in our finance code erode the Department of
Economic Security's ability to finance adult
social services programs. These difficulties
are creatures of the legislature. Although the
legislature has rejected finance code changes
removing some of the restrictions discussed
herein as well as funding for adult social
services, it is still the only instrument of
government cApable of resolving these problems.
The Attorney General can only explain and
abide by what the legislature has wrought.44

Acting upon this ruling, the Finance Department of the Arizona

Department of Administration refused to pay DES obligations it had

incurred in connection with on-going job training and employment

programs administrered by it. On August 20, 1974, DES sued in

Arizona's Supreme Court, filing a special action in mandamus against

the Arizona Department of Administration. However, it ran squarely

into the standing issue. On September 5, 1974, the Supreme Court

ordered a 10 day stay to permit "amici curiae, one or all" to be

"substituted as petitioners to cure apparent jurisdictional defect."

On September 6, 1974, the Navajo Tribe moved to be substituted for

Petitioner, stating:

part IV, P. 7-

44Ibid.
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Respondent's unreasonable', arbitrary, and
illegal refusal to disburse monies under
the Concentrated Employment Programs . . .

has directly and adversely affected the
interests of the Navajo Nation and its
members nd has seriously jeopardized the
Navajo Concentrated Employment Program, . . .

In addition, the City of Phoenix was admitted as petitioner with

regard to its CEP program and the City of Tucson as intervenor

with regard to one of its programs.

The Arizona Supreme Court answered the question in a unan-

imous opinion. In pertinent part:

Payment of funcis into the state treasury does
not necessarily vest the state with title to
those funds. Ross v. Gross, 300.Ky 337,
188.S.W.2d 475 (1945), Only monies raised by
the operation of some general law become public
funds. Cyr 8 Evans Contracting Co. v. Graham,
2 Ariz. App. 196, 407 P.2d 609.
The term "public funds" refers to funds belong-
ing'to the state and does riot apply to unds for
.the benefit of contributors for which the state
is a mere custodian or conduit. Pepsionersv
Protective Assn. v. Davis, 112 Colo. 535, 150
P.2d 974 (1944). The same is true of the term
"general fund." This is made clear by the lan-
guage of A.R.S. § 35-142 "funds received for
and belonging to the state."45

The Court proceeded to pin point the ability of DES to enter into

contracts with the Navajo Tribe and with the cities of Phoenix and

Tucson under rizona law, citing specific statutory provisions:

[71 DES is empowered to enter into such
contracts as have been made with the'Navajo
Tribe thld the cities of Phoenix and Tucson
in accord with A.R.S..§§ 46-134(4), 41-1954(6)
and 41-1954(7):

§ 46-134. "The state department [of economic
security] shall . . .

"6. Assist other departments, -agencies
and institutions of the state and federal gov-'
ernments, when requested, by performing services
in conformity with the purposes of this title."

§ 41-1954. [T]he department shall:

"6. Make contracts and incur obligations
within the genctal scope of its activities and-
operations subject to th availability of funds."

45Navajo Tribe v. Ariz. Dept. of Admin., 528 P.2d 623, 625.



"7. Contract with or assist other depart-
ments, agencies and institutions of the state, .*
local.and federal.governments in the furtherance
of its purposes, objectives and programs.!"16'

Without specifying how, the Court apparently found that the Navajo

. Tribe was an "agency" within the meaning of these provisions.

The Supreme Court opinion does not answer the question of

whether Navajo funds-are, for state purposes, to'be considered

public or private. Rather, it strongly implies that.the CEP funds

areto:be considered federal funds and the city and tribe are% .

simply conduits for the federal money:

It is within the power of the legislature
to make appropriations relating_to state
funds, but funds from'a purely federal source
are not subject to the appropriative power
of the legislature . ,

The money provided in these instances by the
federal government to petitioners and to the
intervenor determines the availability of
funds with which DES operates for purposes
of administering these social services con-
tracts . . . .

The prime contracts with the Department of
Labor provide that certain of the funds willy
be used to reimburse the subcontracting agency,
DES, for administrative costs. Thus, the 4-
ministrative costs are being paid fromAgederal

, funds made available for that purpose.'

It is unclear whether the decision is based on a "conduit"

theory or a "federal fund" theory,which by state law would not

require any invocation of a conduit theory,or both.

What is clear is that the decision, looked at carefully, has

nothing whatever to say about the Navajo Social Services Project--

where the money conduited would be from the Navajo Tribe itself

as source and not from the federal govarnment--or about whether

the tribe would be a public or private agency under these circum-

stances. Legally, of cOurse, the mandamds action and the opinion

46
A.R.5. §§ 46-134(6), 41-1954(6) and 41-1954(7).

47
528-P.2d at 625.
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only affect the CEP program, and further the facts of the Navajo
-

Social Services Project are not entirely on point with the'facts

ruled qn by the Arizona Supreme Court.

Nevertheless, the opinion was taken by everyone concerned

as the fall of the final barrier to approval of the Navajo Project

This case history point up some continuing issues. Legis-

lation, whether federal or 'State, which isgeneral -legislation has

frequently not been drafted taking into account the existence of

.NIndian tribes. Perhaps thi'S is inevitable, as few federal congress- ..

men have large Indian constituencies.

This creates unnecessary and distressing problems. A

simple sentence in the federal regulations to the effect that

"Indian tribes are to be considered public agencies," would have

done away with much of the difficulty on the federal level for

this project, if the draftor of regulations can reasonably justif

that point as. Vithin the Congressional intent. The same sentence

in the state statutes woula have cleared up much confusion there.

Another-issue highlighted iS that state statutes can be

controlling in determining what is feasible and what is not in the

delivery of child welfare services to Indian reservations. In any

system wherel.funds or services come through the state, an exam-

ination of e:ach state's laws and practices, as they impinge upon

such a pioject, has to be made.

The Indian Self-Determination and Education Act

This Act 48 affects the administration of programs of the

Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Public Health Service. Specifically,

it defines procedures for these governmental agencies to let con-

tracts and make certain direct grants to Indian tribes and tribal

48
25 U.S.C. § 450 et seq.
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organizations. The Act's Congressional findings,, which are a

prelude tq the proVisiont describing the mechanism, contain this

wording:

. The. prolonged Federal domination Of Indian
seOice programs has served to retard rather
than enhance the progress Of Indian people and
teir communities by depriving Indians% of the
tull opportunity to develop leadership skills
/crucial to the realization of self-government,

/ and has denied to the Indian people an effective
voice in the planning arKI implementation of pro-

_

grams for the benefit'orIndians which are respon-
sive to the true needs of Indian communities.4

In the Declaration of Policy which follows, the Act reads in part:

The Congress declares its .commitment to the main-
tenance of the federal government's unique and

_continuing relationship with and responsibility
tb the Indian people through the establishment
of a meaningful Indian self-determination policy
which will permit an orderly transition from
tederal domination of programs.5°

- ,

Thus, on one hand, the Act contains the strongest Congressional.

expression in recent years against past federal policy toward

Indians aS, paternalistic. On the other, it proposes a present day

course toward increased Indian control, rather than federal control,

of the "planning, conduct; and administration" of Indian programs.

\.The Act's prelude therefore reflects the trend described in detail in

the "Public Agency",section of this report, and represents another

step in recent administration policy of "self-determination" for

Indians.

The Act is divided into two titles: Title I is the "Indian

Self Determination Act.
51 Title II is the "Indian Education Assis-

tance Act. 52 For the purposes of this report, discussion is confined

to Title I.

Title I is divided, in turn, into two main parts: the first

49Sec. 2(a)(1).

SO
Sec. 3(b).

'51
Sec. 101 et.seq.; 25 U.S.C. §§ 450(f) et seq.

525ec. 201 et seq.; 25 U.S.C. §§ 455 et seq.
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permits contracts by the Secretaries of the Interior and of HEW

to Indian tribes; 53 the second permits contracts or direct grants

to Indian tribes by these Secretaries for the purpose of strength-

ening tribal goife'rnment and building tribal capacity. 54 These two

main parts of th'e Act interrelate; that is,direct granteor con-

tracts may be made for thepurpose of planning, training,-evalu-

ation or other activities designed to improve the capacity of a

tribal organization to enter into a contract or contracts pursuant

to the first part. Other sections of the Act define mechanisms for

personnel, administration, promulgation of rules and regulations,

reports, and discontinuance of contracts and grants under certain

, circumstances..

The Act specifically includes welfare assistance and services,

and by impLca10.on child welfare assistance, and social services

presently perforified by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian
-

Health Service. The crucial sectibn reads:

The contracts authorized under sections 102 and
103 of this Act and giants pursuant to section
104 of this Act may include provision for the
performance of personal services which would
otherwise be performed by federal employees
including, but in no way limited to, functions
such as determination of eligibility of applicants
for assistance, benefits, or services, and the
extent or amount of such assistance, benefits,
or services to be provided and the provisions
of such assistance, benefits, or services, all
in accordance with the terms of the contract or
grant and applicable rules,4nd regulations of
the appropriate Secretary;'.?*

1

From the tribal point of vieW the Act contains a number of

procedural protections. If the Secretaries of either Department

deClines Lu enter into a contract at the request of a tribe, he

must state his objections within 60 days, must provide "practicable

assistance" to the tribe to overcome his objections, and must provide

53 Sec. 102 and 103 respectively.

54 Sec. 104(a) and (b).

5 5Sec.
106 (f) .
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a hearing and an appeal of the liearing.55 In addition, the amount

9f funds'provided under the terms of the contracts "shall not be

less than the appropriate Secretary would have otherwise provided

.57,for his .direct operation of the programs . .

. Lastly, three other provisions are of particular significance:

Firs.\, capacity building grants "may be used as matching shares for

any ottiif-Tb-d-dral grant programs which cOntribute to the purposes

of . ." capacity building. 58 Capacity building includes the

"strengthening or improvement of tribal government" and "planning,

training, evaluation."59 Second, tribal organizations with

which grants\and contracts are made are defined to include inter-

. tribal organizations, provided that "the approval of each . .

Indian tribe" to hich services are to be rendered is obtained."

Third, contracts ol-her than those for capacity building may not

be for a term to excee one year "unless the appropriate Secretary

determines that a longer 'term would be advisable: Provided, that

such term may not exceed three years . . .
.61

This Act can be regarded as an attempt to codify the improvi-

satiorl Procedures which the Bureau has been using in order to

contract with Indian tribes. The House Report summarizes the

procedures which have previously been used and led eventually to

the 'Self-Determination Act:

To accomplish this the Administration relic; on
a combination of four basic Acts: through khe
use of the "Buy Indian" Act of 1910 (36 Sta.':. 861)
competitive bidding of contracts with Indian
tribes.can be waived: where the contracts relate
directly to educational services for Indian

56 5ec. 102(b); Sec. 103(b, .

57Sec. 106(h).

58 5cc. 104(c).

59 Sec. 104(a) (1) and (2).

60
Sec. 4(c)

61
5ec. 106(c). 17 t
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children in public schools, authority is found
in the Johnson-O'Malley Act of11934 (48 Stat. 596),
as amended; while other services are contracted
for through the Snyder Act of1921 (42 Stat. 208)..
Where federal employees are involved in the
operation of contracts, the DePartment of Interior
resurrected an 1834 Act (4 Stat. 737) to authorize
tribal supervision over the federal employees.
This curious mixture of broadl interpretation and
unrelated statutes represented an attempt by the
Department to improve the quality of education
and other services and to promote greater self-
determination for Indian tribes. The difficulties
in straihing statutory language beyond its original
intent creates numerous admilnistrative and manage-
ment problems-which this legislation is designed
to correct : . . .

I

While the aforementioned slatutes have provided
some necessary tools to permit federal agencies
to contract with tribal groups, a more flexible
authority is needed in or0r to'give substance
and credibility,to the concept of Indian self-

,

determinationl,"

l

Title I is a longlomeration of the objectives of threelhouse
1

Administration:
t

'Providing for Indian control
,

,of federal programs. /

tAmending the Johnson-O'Mal1ey
tAct to include Indian tribes as
! eligible contractors. I .

/-

I Providing for transfer of:a federal
employee to tribal employment with

,
maintenance of civil service fringe
benefits and certain rights to federal
re-employment.

The first bill gave to:the tribe the right to determine
,

whether and when "hey were ready to assume control and operation

/
of a federal program, with the Secretaries retaining only a limited

/

discretion to refuse to contract. Certain Indians would have pre-

/

ferred the retention of this provision. 63 They remain suspicious of

whether the iureau will activelY push for contracts and grants."

bills introduced by the
1

HR 6372:

HR 6376:

HR 6853:

G2
q.R. 93-1600. 1974 US. Code & Cong. Admin. New.1, 7781-7732.

63//Discussion in "Alternatives Conference," Denver Research
Institute, April 28, 1975.

4
Cf. e.g. The Denver Pcst, Wed., March 26, 1975, p. 32 where

the chairman of the Hopi Tribe "voiced concern about the federal gov-
ernmeht not allowing his people to take full advantage of the Indian
Self-Deermination and Assistance Act of 1975."

175
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However, the Act does provide procedural safeguards which

were entirely absent in the past, that is: the Secretary must

state his reasons, hold a hearing, and permit an appea.. 65 In

addition, the Act provides for tribal capacity4building and thus

it fills what has so often been an unbridgeable gap to tribal

control of federal programs, namely that the smaller tribes in

particular do not have the training or expertise to administer

programs on their own.

Implementation of contracts in the child welfare aid and

services might effectively solve some of the problems ennumerated

in this study, by providing to tribes greater capability concerning

and control over child welfare programs. In addition, the Act

highlights the trend toward codification of ad hoc contracting

procedures and stands as further evidence that legal barriers to

permitting tribal control are rapidly falling. It should be added,

however, that the Act remains to be evaluated; and that it does

not affect HEW/SRS programS. Thus, fundamental legal and juris-

dictional problems of the present system are not directly affected

by the Indian Self-Determination Act of 1975 and the Act stands

only a possible guidepost on the road to the solution of those

problems.

65It must be noted, however, that these safeguards do not
apply to capacity building contracts and grants.
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VI. ALTERNATIVES

Thus far in this report we have explored the general and

specific legal 'and jurisdictional probleT involved in the de-

livery of certain SRS programs to Indians on Indian reservations.

After discussing the background of Indian law, I:,dian courts,

and tha SRS and BIA social welfare programs, We examined specific

problems that have arisen in the administration of these programs.

These problems have included state licensing of foster. homes.and-- -

day care facilities on the reservation, state recognition and

enforcement of tribal court orders, and state treatment of Indian

tribal governments.as "public agencies." Finally, we have re-

viewed several new approaches for the delivery of these services.

This Section is concerned with alternatives to the cur-

rent system of SRS and BIA social services for Indians. The pur-

pose of suggesting these alternatives is to explore ways of re-

structuring these programs and improving services for Indians.

Each alternative is discussed separately, with an outline of the

necessary changes in federal statutes and regulations and some of

the more significant policy imprications.

This Section does not examine the many changes in state

or tribal law that may be necessary to accomplish any of these al-

ternatives. This report has had as its focus federal statutes and

regulations, not the greatly differing constitutional and statu-

tory provisions of.the various states and tribes. Such a detailed

analysis is beyond the scope of this report, although we,again

emphasize that state and tribal level modifications are essential

to accomplish the changes.

There are four major alternatives:

'the status quo with some modifications

'state contracts with tribal or intertribal organization

'federal contracts with tribal or intertribal Crganization

, 'a totally federally-administered program.

A.
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Status _Quo With Modifications

It would be possible to continue the same basic administra7

tive structure as currently exists, with some relatively minor

modifications, Such as greater Indian involvement in the plan-

ning, administration, and delivery of services. It is assumed that

this would involve retention of both the SRS and BIA social wel-

--fare programs. As an inducement for the states to provide assis-

tance and services to Indians, Congress could decide to revise

the matching formula for that portion of the state's program

having Indian recipients. It is true, in a strictly legal sense,

that the states are obligated-to provide these programs to Indians

under existing matching amounts. 1' However; there may be an advan-

tage in providing special federal financial assistance rather than

a".enptinn (*orce reluctant states into compliance4 hile Indian
,:-

reci?ients6 --)3r4c, eligible, are deprived of'assistance and.

services. ItY-: a number of matching formulas that might be

A extension of the Navajo7Hopi Act
2
.formula

to all c servation Indians.

,redter Indian involvement in state programs could be

achieved by employing more Indians in the state and county agen-

cies dealing with significant Indian caseloads. These Indian

.
employees could help assure that these programs are provided in

a way that best meets the needs of the Indian recipients. The

problem with*icreasing the number of Indian employees is the

fact that states and counties administer these programs, which

increases the administrative difficulty for SRS in monitoring

and enforcing such a requir7ent. Partial statutory authority,

1See State ex rel. Williams v. Kem2, 78 P.2d 585 (Mont.
'1938); Acosta v. San Diego County126 Cal. App.2d 455, 272 P.2d
92 (1954).

2
25 U.S.C. § 6:7/.
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services to persons eligible under the state
agency's services programs, Subjectto all
other limitations of this part.

Funds from another public agency may be used to
purchase services from the'contributing public
,agency, in accordance with the regulations in
this part on purchasing.of services. 36

The problem was whether the Navajo tribe is a "public agency" within

. the meaning of the'regulation. If tribal funds are considered pri-

vate funds, a reversion of, them to the donor--the tribe--would pre-

clude the state frOm receiving federal participation for these

expenditures.37 The terms "public agency" and "public funds" are

not defihed in Title IV-A of the Act or in the implementing regula-

tions.

To deal with this dearth of definition, thb Regional Attorney

referred to the Federal State Revenue Sharing Act8 Where "unit of

local government" is defined, to "include . . . the recogniZed

governihg body of an Indian tribe or Alaskan native village which

performs substantial governmental functions," and to the Older

39Americans Comprehensive Services Amendments of 1973 'where " A unit

3645 C.F.R. § 221.61(a) .(Octobcr 31, 1973).

37As implied in. 45 C.F.R. § 221.61(a) and explicitly stated
in 45 C.F.R. S 221.62.

38Pub. L. No. 92-512, § 108(d) (1).

39
Pub. L. No. 93-29, §302(2).
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Human Resources Division of the Office of the Generir Counqe1)

"concurs 1.n these conclusions."

It was,-next necessary to consider the problem of "st.ate-

wideness." For AFDC, 42 U.S.C..§ 602(a) (1) requires that:

(a) A state p n for aid and services to
needy families w.th children must

(1) provide that it shall be in effect
.

in all subdivisions of 1-ie state, and \ if ad-
ministered by them, be mandantory upon them.

In addition, 45 C.F.R. § 205.120 requires statewideness.

Because the Navajo Project involved.a nuAber of optional

programs, including child welfare programs, not provided by Arizona

in its overall state plan, it was necessary to waive the statewide-

ness requirement'. This is permitted in demonstration projects4Cnder
44.

Section 1115(a) of t Social Security Act, as follows:

In the case of any experimental, pilot, or
demonstration project which, in the judgment .

of the Secretary, is likely to,assist in pro-
moting the objectives of . . . part or all of
Title IV, in a state or states--

(a) the Secretary may waive compliance
with any of the requirements of section . . .

402 40 . . . as the case may be, to the extent
and for the period he finds necessary to
enable such state or states to carry out such

. project, . .

40 42 U.S.C. § 602. -16G
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as a result, Indian tribe contributions to DES. None of the question

posed to the Attorney General by William Mayo, the Directgr of DES,

involved Indian tribes per se.

The Attorney General found that public'funds paid into the

state treasury had to be credited to the general fund and that-onta

so credited, they could not be earmarked for a particular program

without an appropriation by the legislature. Exceptions to this

rule were."private funds," "federal funds," and "specific Ztate

funds" designated by legislative enactment for a particular purpose.

To quote,the opinion:

. the statAlory scheme contemplates that all
monies received 1.5y the state from sources other

\_than.the federal go'vernment (A.R.S. § 35-142.C),
uivate sources' (A.R.S. § 35-142.A.3) and special'
state funds (A.R.S. 5 35-142.A.6) must be credited
to the general fund. These provisions govern all
agencies. The Department of EcTnomic Security must
therefore exercise its broad greits of authority to
dncur obligations (A.R.S. § 41-1954.6); contract
with and assist other agencies (A.R.S. § 41-1954.7)
and accept grants, matching funds and direct pay-
ments from public and private agencies and expend
the same (A.R.S. § 41-1954.9), subject to the
limitations imposed by A.R.S. SS 35-141, 35-142 and
35-148 that funds not within the above discussed
exceptions flow into the genera10fund and out of
agency control.,42

.Letter of July 3, 1974 of RES to Charles Sylvester, Acting
Regional CommissionerHEW, San Francisco.

42Arizona Attorney General's Opinion No. 74-12, July 19, 1974,
part I,, p. 4.
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Wei".uw".. vy atIca,va.t-usr.
it is disheartening for the end product to be so
at odds with the requesting agency's goals for
serving the people. We reluctantly conclude
that the strictures of another era contained
in our finance code erode the Department of
Economic Security's ability to finance adult
social services programs. These difficulties
are creatures of the legislature. Although the
legislature has rejected finance code changes
removing some of the restrictions discussed
herein as well as funding for adult social
services, it is still the only instrument of
government capable of resolving these problems.
The Attorney General can only explain and
abide by what the legislature has wrought.44

Acting upon this ruling, the Finance Department of the Arizona

Department of Administration refused to pay DES obligations it had

incurred in connection with on-going job training and employment

programs administrered by it. On August 20, 1974, DES sued in

Arizona's Supreme Court, filing a special action in mandamus against

the Arizona Department of Administration. However, it ran squarely

into the standing issue. On September 5, 1974, the Supreme Court

ordered a 10 day stay to permit "amici curiae, one or all" to be

"substituted as petitioners to cure apparent jurisdictional defect."

On September 6, 1974, the Navajo Tribe moved to be substituted for

Petitioner, stating:

i3Ibid., part IV, P- 7-

44Ibid. 168
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luti.5.w.zcl 4/5 (1945), Only monies raised by
the operation of some general law become public
funds. Cyr 8 Evans Contracting Co. v. Graham,
2 Ariz. App. 196, 407 P.2d 609.
The term "public funds" refers to funds belong-
ing'to the state and does riot apply to unds for
.the benefit of contributors for which the state
is a mere custodian or conduit. Pepsionersy
Protective Assn. V. Davis, 112 Colo. 535, 150
P.2d 974 (1944). The same is true of the term
"general fund." This is made clear by the lan-
guage of A.R.S. § 35-142 "funds received for
and belonging to the state."45

The Court proceeded to pin point the ability of DES to enter into

contracts with the Navajo Tribe and with the cities of Phoenix and

Tucson under rizona law, citing specific statutory provisions:

[7] DES is empowered to enter into such
contracts as have been made with the(Navajo
Tribe and the cities of Phoenix and Tucson
in accord with A.R.S.'§§ 46-134(4), 41-1954(6)
and 41-1954(7):

§ 46-134. "The state department [of economic
security] shall . . .

"6. Assist other departments, -agencies
and institutions of the state and federal gov--
ernments, when requested, by performing services
in confotmity with the purposes of this title."

§ 41-1954. [T]he department shall:

"6. Make contracts and incur obligations
within the general scope of its activities and'
operations subject to th, availability of funds."

45 'Navajo Tribe v. Ariz. Dept. of Admin., 528 P.2d 623, 625.



tunas, nut tunas from'a purely federal source
are not subject to the appropriative power
of the legislature . .

The money provided in these instances by the
federal government to petitioners and to the
intervenor determines the availability of
funds with which DES operates for purposes
of administering these social services con-
tracts . . . .

The prime contracts with the Department of
Labor provide that certain of the funds
be used to reimburse -the subcontracting agency,
DES, for administrative costs. Thus, the a0-
ministrative costs are being paid fromAgederal
funds made available for that purpose.'

It is unclear whether the decision is based on a "conduit"

theory or a "federal fund" theory, which by state law would not

require any invocation of a conduit theory,or both.

What is clear is that the decision, looked at carefully, has

nothing whatever to say about the Navajo Social Services Project--

where the money conduited would be from the Navajo Tribe itself

as source and not from the federal government--or about whether

the tribe would be a public or private agency under these circum-

stances. Legally, of cOurse, the mandamus action and the opinion

46
A.R.S. §§ 46-134(6), 41-1954(6) and 41-1954(7).

47
528-P.2d at 625.
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simple sentence in the federal regulations to the effect that

"Indian tribes are to be considered public agencies," would have

done away with much of the difficulty on the federal level for

this project, if the draftor of regulations can reasonablustif

that point as. Vithin.the Congressional intent. The.same sentence

in the state statutes woula have cleared up much confusion there.

.Another-issue highlighted iS that state statutes can be

controlling in determining what is feasible and what is not in the

delivery of child welfare services to Indian reservations. In any

system where
/
funds or services come through the state, an exam-

ination of ech state's laws and practices, as they impinge upon

such a project, has to be made.

The Indian Self-Determination and Education Act

This Act 48 affects the administration of programs of the

Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Public Health Service. Specifica11 2

it defines proced4res for these governmental agencies to let con-

tracts and make certain direct grants to Indian tribes and tribal

48
25 U.S.C. § 450 et seq.
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tb the Indian people through the estabilsnment
of a meaningful Indian self-determination policy
which will permit an orderly transition from
federal domination of programs.5°

-

Thus, on, one hand, the Act contains the strongest Congressional

expressiOn in recent years against past federal policy toward

Indians as paternalistic. On the other, it proposes a present day

course toward increased Indian control, rather than federal control,

of the "planning, conduct; and administration" of Indcan programs.

\'The Act's prelude therefore reflects the trend described in detail in

'the "Public Agency",section of this report, and represents another

step in recent administration policy of "self-determination" for

Indians.

The Act is divided into two titles: Title I is the "Indian

Self Determination 1ct."51. TitleII is the "Indian Education Assis-

tance Act. "52 For the purposes of this report, discussion is confin,

to Title I.

Title I is divided, in turn, into two main parts: the first

49 Sec. 2(a)(1).

50
Sec. 3(b).

'51
S c. 101 etoseq.; 25 U.S.C. §§ 450(f) et seq.

525ec. 201 et seg.; 25 U.S.C. §§ 455 et seq.
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The Act specifically includes welfare assistance and services

and by imptIca1ion child welfare assistance; and social services

presently perforitied by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian

Health Service. The crucial sectibn reads:

The contracts authorized under sections 102 and
103 of this Act and gkants pursuant to section
104 of this Act may include provision for the
performance of personal services which would
otherwise be performed by federal employees
including, but in no way limited to, functions
such as determination of eligibility of applicants
for assistance, benefits, or services, and the
extent or amount of such assistance, benefits,
or services to be provided and the provisions
of such assistance, benefits, or services, all
in accordance with the terms of the contract or
grant and applicable rules and regulations of

5the appropriate Secretary; 5
j;..

From the tribal point of view the Act contains a number of

procedural protections. If the Secretaries of either Department

deClines Lc) enter into a contract at the request of a tribe, he

must state his objections within 60 days, must provide "practicable

assistance" to the tribe to overcome his objections, and must provid,

53Sec. 102 and 103 respectively.

54Sec. 104(a) and (b).

55Sec. 106(f)..

1 3



Indian tribe" to hich services are to be rendered is obtained."

Third, contracts o-ther than those for capacity building may not

be for a term to excee one year "unless the appropri6.te Secretary

determines that a longer erm would be advisable: Provided, that

such term may not exceed three years . . ."61

This Act can be regarded as an attempt to codify the improvi-

sational procedures which the Bureau has been using in order to

contract with Indian tribes. The House Report summarizes the

procedures which have previously been used and led eventually to

the Self-Determination Act:

To accomplish this the Administration relicl on
a combination of four basic Acts: through +.ile
use of the "Buy Indian" Act of 1910 (36 Sta'. 861)
competitive bidding of contracts with Indian
tribes can be waived: where the contracts relate
directly to educational services for Indian

56 Sec. 102(b); Sec. 103(b,.

57Sec. 106(h).

585ec. 104(c).

59Sec. 104(a) (1) and (2).

6 ()Sec. 4(c)

61
5ec. 106(c).
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aeterminationa--
1 J

Title I is a onglomeration of the objectives of three'house

1
i

bills introduced by tpe Administration:
i

HR 6372:

HR 6376:

HR 6853:

Providing for Indian control -
,

,of federal programs.

IAmending the Johnson-O'Maliey
fAct to include Indian tribes as
eligible contractors.

/-

IProviding for transfer of'a federal
employee to tribal employment with
maintenance of civil seryice fringe
benefits and certain rights to federal
re-employment.

The first b.11 gave to:the tribe -the right to determine

whether and when they were ready to assume control and ;operation

of a federal program, with the Secretaries retaining only a limited

discretion to refuse to contract. Certain Indians would have pre-

ferred the retention of this provision.° They remain suspicious of

whether the Bureau will activelY push for contracts .and grants."

H.R. 93-1600. 1974 uS. Code & Cong. Admin. New:, 7781-7732.
63//Discussion in ."Alternatives Conference," Denver Research

Institute, April 28, 1975.

/6 4 Cf.: e.g. The Denver Pcst, Wed., March 26, 1975, p. 32 where
the chairman of the Hopi Tribe "voiced concern about the federal gov-
ernmeryt not allowing his people to take full advantage of the Indian
Self-DetermiAation and Assistance Act of 1975."

175
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highlights the trend toward codification of ad hoc contracting

procedures and stands as further evidence that legal barriers to

permitting tribal control are rapidly falling. It should be added,

however, that the Act remains to be evaluated; and that it does

not affect HEW/SRS programS'. Thus, fundamental legal and juris-

dictional problems of the present system are not directly affected

by the Indian Self-Determination Act of 1975 and the Act stands

only a possible guidepost on the road to the solution of those

problems.

65It must be noted, however, that these safeguards do hi:t
apply to capacity building contracts and grants.

1 6
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viewed several new approaches for the delivery of these services.

This Section is concerned with alternatives to the cur-

rent system of SRS and BIA social services for Indians. The pur-

pose of suggesting these alternatives is to explore ways of re-

structuring these programs and improving services for Indians.

Each alternative is discussed separately, with an outline of the

necessary changes in federal statutes and regulations and some of

the more significant policy implications.

This Section does not examine the many changes in state

or tribal law that may be necessary to accomplish any of these al-

ternatives. This report has had as its focus federal statutes and

regulations, not the greatly differing constitutional and statu-

tory provisions of.the various states and tribes. Such,a detailed

analysis is beyond the scope of this report, although we,again

emphasize that state and tribal level modifications are essential

to accomplish the changes.

There are four major alternatives:

-.the status quo with some modifications

'state contracts with tribal or intertribal organization

*federal contracts with tribal or intertribal oiganization

totally federally-administered program.



tage in proviciing special reaeral rinancidi assisLance ratite'. 1.11.111

a.".emptinq ilorce rcluctant states into compliance.; hile Indian

reci2ients, -0!7.e eligible, are deprived of assistance and

services. a number of matching formulas that might be

chosen "Tt:',2.1 extension of the Navajo-THopi Act2 formula
6

to cIlIC . ..servation Indians.

,redter Indian involvement in state programs could be

"achieved by employing more Indians in the state and county agen-

cies dealing with, significant Indian caseloads. These Indian

employees could help assure that these programs are provided in

a way that best meets the needs of the Indian recipients. The

problem withNincreasing the number of Indian employees is the

fact that states and counties administer these programs, which

increases the administrative difficulty for SRS in monitoring

and enforcing such a requir7ent. Partial statutory authority.

'See State ex rel. Williams v. Keirp, 78 P.2d 585 (Mont.
..1938); Acosta v. San Di.ego County126 Cal. App.2d 455, 272 P.2d
92 (1954).

2
25 U.S.C.

9

A
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Service of HEW), 4
which would require that Indians be granted

preference in employment for those programs,that are provided to

Indians,has been suggested by some observers. It is not certain

'whether such an affirmative action requirement would be consti-

tutional.
5

An additional problem that has arisen in some seates--the

refusal of state institutions to accept, placements of reserva-

tion Indians pursuant to tribal court order, as* fully discussed

in Section IV-t-could be alleviated in a number of ways. States

and tribes could enter into compacts for the reciprocal recogni-

tion and enforcement of their court orders. Or Congress could amend

the statute 6 which implements the fu11 faith and credit clause by

making it explicit that tribal court orders are to be granted full \

faith and credit.
7

3 42 U.S.C. S 2000(d).

4
25 U.S.C. § 472.

5
The Indian preference statutes were found to be constitu-

tional because of Indians' unique relationship with the BIA. Morton
v. Mancari 94 q. qt.' 24/A. (.1974). _The."lives and activities"-of
memoers-67 federally-recognized tribes are not governed by SRS in the
same way as they are by the BIA. And since employment of more In-
dians is not, strictly speaking, the result of tribal sovereignty
(as would be special arrangements,in the area of licensing), an
Indian greference,law for state agencies can be challenged as in-
vali'.1 racial discrimination.

628 U.S.C. § 1738,

7 It is possible that this"approach might not require reciprocity:.
The constitutional provision applied to the states, and 28 U.S.C.
S 1738 could be amended to require that the state,; recociniZe and
enforce the judgments.ane ders of tribal courts. This would not'
mandate, at least as a constitutional o'cligation, the granting of
full:pith and credit by Indian cribes to state col:rt'orders.

1.1 9
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pact on tribal sovereignty if the states weter to become very active
.%

in child-welfare matters fov-Indians living on the reservatian. *IT

cases involving such..Indian children were to be adjudicatedwthrough

the state courts, or if state agencies attempted to enforce the-ii:
er

standards for foster homes or day care facilities throgh the im7

position of civil or criminal pena , then the full development

of tribal self7government wou d be impaired.

It should also be noted that this alternative would not

necessarily result in the develoy-,ent of subtantial tribal,capacity:.,

to deal with these problems in P. L. 280 statesinor would any

alternative. If rhe development of tribal capaciq, or tribal

sovereignty& is a policy goal, then state jurisdiction asserted under

P. L. 280 must be retroceeded to.t1 tribes.

State 'Contracts With Tribes

Another way of structuring these programs would be through

contracts between state agencies and tribal goveliaments or inter-

tribal organizations. The state agency would,be relieved of most

of its administrative functions with respect to assistance and ser-

vices,to.on-reservation Indians, and would therefore serve mostly

as a conduit for the funds. It i likely, however, that the state

_would retain some responsibility to monitor the tribal or inter-

tribal programs. While there .already is statutory authority for

federal-tribal contracts involving the BIA,8 implementation of a

mandatory system for state contracts with tribes for SRS programs

would require additional legislation.

.8The "Buy Indian" Act, 25 U.S.C. § 47; The Indian Self-
,

Determination Act, 25 U.S.C. §§ 450 et Seri-

! 180
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1II=141.. .....
-

agreements with any tribe or intertribal group.which requests

.such agreements. 7 Somewherd between these two-poss.L.bilities would

be a programl,; similar-to the'Indian*Self-Determination Act,
9

which, would.authorize contracts if the -tribe or intertribal organ-

,

ization which .rlquested suchsan arrangement had the capacity to

provide the assistance and servd.ces, given the money to do so.

In deciding which of these Variations should be applied, there

is a tension between the goals of not unreasonably preventing

Indians from administering their own programs and ensuring that.

the tribal Or intertribal organization administering these pro-

grams has the practical ability to do so.
10

WhiThever of these variations is chosen, one additional

aspect of the contracting program could)be a provision for im-

proving the capacity of Indian groups to provide assistance and

services for their own people. "Capacity-building" essentially

Means the training of social workers and administrators, and as-

sistance in learniny how to comply with the record-keeping require-
___

..Ments for these programs. Again, there are a variety of ways in

which this could be accomplished. For e) mp1e,4federal funds .

. could be provided Tor the establishmentof an Indian-controlled

program of social work instruction, one with'a%strong emphasis

on providing services within the crJntext of traditional, non-

Anglo methods child-rearing.

925 U.S.C. §g 450 et sea.
(
,..-.

10One subsidiary issue is who should decide whether a particu-

lar tribe or intertribal grouP has the requisite capacity. This de-

Oision could be the responsibility of, for example,, SRS, the state,

4.he tribe, or an outside body.
i

.).
C

t
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be through a tntralized administration provided by an inter-
,

tribal organization representing these smaller tribes. Social

Workers coula travel from reservation to reservation for their

normar.caseloads, with some system (possibly through coopera-

tive arrangements with county welfare lffices) for emergency

situations. Discussions with Indian tribal officials and social

workers-,--however-,--has-revealed-stime-re-luc t-ance--t-o -endorse -the-

intertribal organizations due to internal political problems which

sometimes hamPer the work of existing statewide intertribal groups.

There-are a number of changes in statutes and regulations,

that are needed before a full sYstem of state-tribal contracting

could be implemented. First, the term "public agency," used in

11the Code of Federal Regulations, should be clarified in order

to remove any question that, at least as a matter of ;federal

law concerning'these SRS programs, tribes are public agencies.

In addition, it.may be necessary for each state that contracts

with Indian tribes to make similar amendments in its own statutes.

--Second-; the-federal-requirementS-COnCe-rning- standardS of persOnnel

admi in straton 12
could be waived for demonstration projects only13 for

tribes contracting to provide assistance and ::ervices. Such a

11
45 C.F.R. § 220.62(c); cf. 45 C.F.R. § 220.63(b).

12 45 C.F.R. § 205.190.

13 Present authority for this kind of waiver appears to be
limited to demonstration projects. 42 U.S.C. § 1315.

l8 2
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-hearings, opportunIty tobe hear4-impartia1ity and equal,Protec-

tion.

While some major changes in federal statutes and regula-/

tions would be needed to implement this alternative, it would/

not be necessary to make significant alterations in the basic fed-
.

bral administrative structure. On the federal'level, SRS would'

continue to deal wi'h state agencies. There would be a shift of

idministration from state or county agencies to tribes or inter-

tribal groups, but this would not require the creation of a new

agenCy. Capacity-building'grants could be handled through any one

of a number of existing federal agencies, including the BIA's pro-

gram of capacity-building funding under the Indian Self-Determina-
,

tion Act.
16

This alternative would better protect tribal sovereignty

than the first altdrnative. For those tribes receiving contracts,

resOlution of many domestic relations ptoblems of tribal.member_

would remain in tribal agencies and courts. Enforcement of stan-4

dards for foster homes and day care .facil ties would also bd han-

dled by the tribe, although the Setting of such standards and moni-

.toring responsibility must remain with the states unless federal

legislative changes occur.

14 45 C.F.R. g 205.10.

15 25 U.S.C. §§ 1301 ut seq.

16'25 U.S.C. §§ 450 et seq.
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ment to 28 U.S.C.'S 1738, or,some other device to assure the grant-

ing of full faith and credit,to tribal court orders.

There may also be some difficulties in P. L. 280 states,

where state courts have civil and criminal jurisdiction over In-

dians in Indian country. It,may be, necessary for a tribe which has

contracted to provide social services to use state, not tr±bal,
i

courts for cases involving termination of parentarnghts,-civil

or criminal penalties for violation of licensing standard,s, and

other matters.

Federal Contracts With Tribes

Another basic method of contracting with Indian tribes or

intertribal groups would be through a direct federal-tribal rela-

tionship./ In other words, the states would be bypassed completely

as far as, concerns the deliVery of these child-welfare programs to

TnAi.n living on reservations.

.

ImpleMentation of this alternative would represent a major

policy change in the structure of the delivery of child-welfare

-16Y-171766-titi Indians. Not only-would the--state-g-be-bypassed, but

all relevant programs could be consolidated in either the BIA or

HEW. This would necessitate increasing the appropriations and

staff of the agency which would assume responsibility for all these

programs, and may additionally require major changes in federal

statutes.

The federal agency administering this program could be the

BIA. If so, statutory authority for contracting out assistance

-173 -
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would be to have tnese contrac.ts administered by w. iui wuuiu

require enactment of a new statute authorizing SRS, or some other

agency within.HEW, to contract directly with tribes, since all of

the existing programs within SRS are administered through federal

grants-in-aid.o states.

One commentator
19 has suggested that BIA programs could hp

transferred to..HEW, to be adminiitered as patt of an Offide of

Indian Services in HEW headed by an Assistant Secretary. Under

this model, there would be three bureaus in this Office: a Bureau

of Indian Health (the present Indian Health Service)-, a Bureau

of Indian Education (currently the Division of Indian EduC:ation

in the BIA), and.a. Bureau cf Indian Development for all other BIA

programs, including general assistance and sodial services.

This alternative, by removing states from the prov.ision of-

assistance and services to Ind:Lans,'would probably hP funr1Pd Pn-

tirely by the federal government. Very few tribes or intertribal

.organiz,:4'ions would be able,to afford to-make a matching grant.

It would be necessary to give a waiver on the Title IV-B

"statewideness" requirements
20 to those stateS within which Indian

17 25 U.S.C. § 47.

18 25 U.S.C. q§ 450 et seq.

19 S hifter, Tren6s in Federal Indian Administration, 15 So. -

Dak. L. .Rev. 1, 17-19 (1D7S).

20 42 U.S.C. § b22(a) (1). Under Title XX, t'-.2 waiver would

cover the'requirement of uniform availability of services throughout
a designated geographic area, assuming that the state's Title XX geo-
graphic region is larger than the Indian reservation affected by

this HEW-tribal contract. There is no requirement in,Title XX or its
proposed regulations that the same services be available on a state-
wide basis.

1 5
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This alternative would require new federal legislation and,

if administered by HEW, a new federal agency. It would not impair

tribal sovereignty, since programs-would be tribally-administered
s

and involve tribal courts. In addition, almost all of the Indians

with whom we have discussed these alternatives prefer a direct re-

lationship with the federal government. There appears to be_a

certain mistrust of state governments and a feeling that state

. activities on the reservation, even if Contracted out to tribes,

imply termination.

AnOther possible variant of the direct tribal-federal rela-

tionship which was raised several times in the workshop sessions

contemplates a direct congressional grant of money to tribes on a

reservation by reservation basis, with no state or federal agency

intervening. Presumably,'Congress nes the power to proceed in such

a fashion (e.g., direct congressional relief bills, directing the

Treasury to pay designated 5Ums to.named individual5).

This alternative raises some extremely interesting ques- Ak

tions, largely centered around the,concept of accountability. If

the executive agend --federal or state--is removed, how -is Congress

21An Indian ribe could administer programs which-benefit
non-Indians, in much the same way as AFDC benefits are--indeed.
must be--provided ti otherwise eligible alic.:ns. Cf. Graham v.
Richardson, 403 U. S. 365 (1971) . Cases involving noTi=fRdian
recipients, such'as petitions for termination of parental rights,
would have to be adjudicated by the state courts. It should also
be noted that the BIA could not administer contracts of this
scope, since its authority under the Snyder Act, 25 U.S.C. § 13,

is limited to Indians.
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grams is geared to treating Indian needs through the same channels

used for, treating non-Indian needs%

Federally-Administered Program

A fout4 alternative would be to administer all of the pro-

grams discussed in this report, insofar as they' affect Indians,-_-

through a federal agency. This wou3d be similar to the current

IHS or the BIA social welfare programs--federal social wqrkers

would determine eligibility and deliver services, withckit tbe

direct involvement of state agencies; tribal governments, or inter-

tribal organizations. If administered by the BIA, it appears that.

the Snyder Act
22 would provide-t4e.neeessary s.tatutory authority.

If undez1 HEW, a ¶iew statUte, and possibly a new agency within 'HEW,

would be needed.

Certwin-features of this alternative would be the same as

those of the structure of federal contracts with tribes:

'The funding would be 100% federal%
.

'S'tates in which this'program would operate would need a

waiver of Title IV-A and Iv-B "statewideness' requirements,

'Recognition and enforcement by state agencies of tribal

court orders would require separate treatment.

This alternative would prevent the tribes from exercising

22 25 U.S.C. § 13.
187
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are dIsacreemnts as to which of these is best, and there would

be political Problems, centered around financial and sovereignty

considerationS, in implementing some or all of these possibilities.

It is hoped that this list will provoke" further discussion among

federal. tribal,-stata-and co4nty-representat4ves-r-and-444,11-1-ead

to removal of the legal and jurisdictional obstacles to assis-

tance and services to Indians. Certain steps, such as general

resolution of,the full faith and credit, licensing, and the public

agency issues, appear to be necessary for a 6etter delivery system

regardless of its form and structure.

t.

,

23 25 U.S.C. §§ 450 et seq.
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